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ABSTRACT
The Tertullus Monument, the tomb of M. Vibius Tertullus and his family, is one of the
most elaborate mausolea from the Yasmina cemetery at Carthage. Constructed in the second
century CE, the architecture of the monument belongs to a well-known category of tower tombs,
an indigenous style of funerary architecture once common throughout North Africa. The
iconography of the monument, however, draws from a distinctly Roman repertory of funerary art
to convey the romanitas of the patron. While the architecture and the iconography illustrate the
cultural duality at Roman Carthage, they simultaneously reveal the status and the role of the
Vibii at Carthage. The images of horsemen from the monument, in light of equine scenes from
elsewhere at Carthage, suggest that the Vibii were prominent horse-breeders. Epigraphic
evidence from both the monument and the Yasmina cemetery seems to support this and suggests
that the Vibii occupied some municipal office.
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INTRODUCTION
Funerary monuments at Rome typically consisted of two features, the architecture and the
epitaph, both designed to commemorate the deceased. The tomb could be small or large
depending on the social and economic status of the family and its geographical location, and the
epitaph provided a permanent record of the life of those interred. Sculptural representations of
the deceased commonly adorned the monuments of those who could afford them, creating
another means to perpetuate their memory. No matter their size and ostentation, however,
funerary monuments at Rome most commonly occupied a crowded space on the roads leading to
and from the city. As a result, the success of a funerary monument depended largely on its
ability to engage the viewer.1
The Tertullus Monument, a second century CE funerary monument at Carthage,
generally conforms to this Roman funerary tradition. The monument occupies a prominent
position within the heart of the Yasmina necropolis, a cemetery located just outside of the
southwest gate of the city. As one of the first phase of tombs constructed in the cemetery, the
Tertullus Monument certainly dominated the immediate landscape, inviting passersby to take a
closer look. The relief imagery of the monument seems to promote active engagement with the
viewer, encouraging the individual to walk around the monument, ultimately leading him or her
to the western panel, which is the apex of the iconography of the monument.
Although the tomb fits comfortably within the tradition of Roman funerary art, it also
bears some semblance to the tower or obelisk tomb once common in North Africa. Ranging
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from 15 to 30 meters in height, these mausolea typically rested on a stepped base, consisted of
three stories with the uppermost in the form of a pyramid, and contained a funerary chamber for
inhumations or entombments of cremation urns either underground or within the lowest story.
The Tertullus Monument displays some of the characteristics of tower tombs, which suggests
that the patron of the tomb was familiar with the indigenous funerary tradition. While it is much
shorter than North African tower tombs, with a preserved height of 2.29 meters, it likely
consisted of three stories, with the uppermost possibly in the form of a pyramid. Moreover, the
east panel of the middle story, which presents a single Eros leaning on a down-turned torch, may
have borne a second Eros; and the two of them may have framed a false door, another
characteristic feature of tower tombs.
This thesis examines the Tertullus Monument in detail, determines its place in the context
of Roman and North African funerary architecture, iconography, and epigraphy, and ascertains
the identity of the patrons of the monument and their role in Roman Carthage.
Chapter 1 provides a history of the excavation and describes the Yasmina necropolis in
order to establish the physical context of the Tertullus Monument. The necropolis was
discovered in 1981 by bulldozers, but not systematically excavated until 1992.2 Excavations
carried out primarily by the University of Georgia from 1992 until 1997 unearthed a variety of
stucco and ashlar tombs dated from the second to fourth centuries CE and determined that the
site was likely in use well into the sixth century CE.
Chapter 2 places the Tertullus Monument in its architectural context by analyzing tower
tombs throughout North Africa, most notably those in Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya. The chapter
begins with a description of the architecture and iconography of tower tombs from the preRoman period, including their historical and geographical contexts and their origins and purpose
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within the North African landscape. There follows a similar description of Roman-era tower
tombs, including a discussion of their purpose, their relation to their pre-Roman counterparts,
and of the people who built them. The chapter concludes with an analysis of the architecture of
the Tertullus Monument, determining how it corresponds to other tower tombs.
Chapter 3 discusses the iconography of the Tertullus Monument in relation to other tower
tombs and the larger corpus of Roman funerary art. An analysis of the iconography of tower
tombs from the pre-Roman and Roman periods begins the chapter, noting iconographical
developments from one period to the next and their place within the development of funerary
traditions in North Africa. A discussion of the iconography of the Tertullus Monument follows,
that attempts to determine what the scenes reveal about funerary practices at Roman Carthage
and about the patron of the monument, M. Vibius Tertullus.
Chapter 4 discusses epigraphic evidence from the Yasmina cemetery, most notably the in
situ inscription from the western panel of the second story, the “proconsul inscription,” and the
“Alumnus tondo,” a marble tondo bearing the image of a branded circus pony. These
inscriptions were recovered from the UGA excavations and are connected by their references to
the Vibii. Comparanda from elsewhere in Africa Proconsularis may allude to the involvement of
the Vibii in horse-breeding. The chapter culminates with a brief reexamination of the
architecture and iconography of the Tertullus Monument in light of the epigraphic evidence in
order to determine the social and economic status of the Vibii at Roman Carthage. I conclude by
stressing the developments that occurred in Roman Carthage and throughout North Africa and by
considering how the two traditions, Roman and North African, blended with one another.

2
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE EXCAVATION AND THE TERTULLUS MONUMENT
History of Excavation
From 1992-1997 the University of Georgia conducted excavations of a Roman cemetery
located near the probable location of the south gate of ancient Carthage in the modern
community of Yasmina (Figure 1). The necropolis was first acknowledged as an archaeological
site in 1981 when bulldozers, intending to demarcate the confines of an archaeological zone,
revealed an early third century marble statue of a charioteer.3 M. K. Annabi directed subsequent
rescue operations and discovered the foundations of an ashlar monument and the tops of four
contiguous stucco tombs.4 After this brief rescue excavation, the area surrounding the structures
was backfilled and covered with a concrete cap to preserve the site from vandalism and the
elements. During the decade between the discovery and excavation of the site, the necropolis
was given protected archaeological status, but was increasingly surrounded by the development
of the Yasmina community. Consequently, in 1992 the site had to be cleared of the accumulated
débris before excavation began.
Initial excavation in 1992 was limited to the area approximately 15 meters by 15 meters
surrounding the large ashlar monument (locus 4002) discovered by the bulldozer. This location
was of particular interest to University of Georgia archaeologists since they had excavated the
Roman circus from 1982 to 1990 and had been given permission by A. Ennabli, conservator of
the site of Carthage, to publish the statue of the charioteer. The necropolis proved to be rich in
3
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archaeological material: the team uncovered a marble funerary statue of a female probably
connected to the charioteer and to the ashlar monument, several stucco funerary monuments, and
a corpus of inhumation burials.5 Chief among the stucco tombs were the Tertullus (locus 1003),
Scribonia (locus 3036), Scroll (locus 7107), and Vaulting Tube (locus 3006) monuments.
Located to the north of the ashlar monument, these stucco tombs belong to the earliest phase of
cemetery use at the site, from the late first or early second century CE.
In 1993 excavation continued in the same area as in 1992, with additional trenches
opened to the north, east, and west to ascertain the boundaries of the necropolis and to assess
conservation needs.6 Archaeological work during this season also made advances in determining
the major phases of use, ranging from the late first to early second century CE through a sixthcentury phase of inhumations and down to the period of modern robbing and garbage dumping.
There were several notable discoveries in the 1993 season: the Eros monument (locus 1038), the
Libation Tube monument (locus 7047), and several sixth-century inhumation burials. An
overwhelming number of pig bones found in association with these inhumations may illuminate
sixth-century funerary rituals.
Although the 1994 season did not establish decisive dates for any of the stucco
monuments, it did establish the function of the monuments and determined the development of
the earliest phase of the cemetery. Four new monuments were discovered, the chronological
relationships between the tombs were resolved, funerary inscriptions were linked to monuments
within the cemetery, and conservation was begun. Excavation of the bottom story of the
Tertullus monument revealed that all four sides depicted horsemen. This led to speculation that
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the members of the Vibii Tertulli family were involved in professional horse breeding, a
suggestion explored in Chapter 4.
Seasons 1995 and 1997 focused largely upon complete excavation of the ashlar (locus
4002) and Eros (locus 1038) monuments and exploration in a massive area of subsidence
between the Tertullus and Eros monuments. Conservation of the stucco monuments was also
begun. Due to the failure of temporary conservation measures such as the construction of brick
shelters and reburial of monuments, in 1999 the University of Georgia in association with the
Musée de Carthage constructed a perimeter fence around the site and erected signs that identified
the site as an archaeologically protected area.7 Despite difficulties in conservation, excavation
continued on both the ashlar and Eros monuments with the goal of finding their foundation
trenches. The discovery of a ramp for the transportation of building materials along the south
face of the ashlar monument in association with diagnostic pottery ascertained that these
belonged to the original construction of the monument in the early third century CE. As
archaeologists reached the presumed bottom of the Eros monument they discovered a new
monument which was perhaps used as the foundation for the later Eros tomb. Excavation of
both monuments also clarified methods of construction: Roman construction began by importing
a mass of yellow sand to mix with lime and create mortar. This mortar solidified and was later
used as fill for working platforms, cut into temporary steps, or dug out to provide footings for
temporary construction installations.
Site Description
The site boundaries at the beginning of the 1992 archaeological season largely followed
the original bulldozer cut made in 1981 (Figure 2). A deep trench was subsequently cut to
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enlarge the site to the north. Since debris covered concrete cap laid in 1981, the season began
with removal of litter and deposits. After the area was sufficiently clear, a grid pattern of four
squares was established over the site, each square measuring approximately 15 by 15 meters.
The ashlar monument was the focal point of the site. The two southern squares (numbers 2 and
4) bisected the ashlar monument and extended to the southern limit of the bulldozer cut. The two
northern squares (numbers 1 and 3) extended from the concrete cap in the south up to and
including unexcavated land in the north. A fifth square was added mid-season to the south of
squares 2 and 4 to explore unexcavated areas to the south of the bulldozer cut.
A different grid was established in 1993 and used in all subsequent seasons. This grid
opened additional squares to the north, east, and west to find the limits of the cemetery and
determine the extent of the site which required conservation. All the squares excavated in 1992
continued to be worked in 1993, but several were reorganized. The southernmost square, 5xxx,
retained its 1992 dimensions of 9.50 meters (north to south) by 3.00 meters (east to west). To
the north of square 5xxx, the 1992 squares 4xxx and 2xxx were combined as a single unit called
square 6xxx, which measured 6.50 meters (north to south) by 11.50 meters (east to west). The
next two squares to the north, 1xxx and 3xxx were combined into a new 1993 square, 7xxx
which measured 7.00 meters (north to south) by 10.00 meters (east to west). A new square,
8xxx, was opened north of 7xxx and is the northernmost square on the site, measuring 5.00
meters (north to south) by 10.00 meters (east to west).
The Tertullus Monument
The Tertullus monument, the most elaborate and best preserved of the Yasmina stucco
tombs, is built in the style of the tower tomb once common throughout North Africa. The typical
7
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North African tower tomb in both pre-Roman and Roman periods was built of masonry and
consisted of three stories, the uppermost being in the form of an obelisk/pyramid which often
supported a capital. The funerary chamber was either partially or entirely below ground-level,
and the second story of some of these monuments included niches for statues of the deceased.8
The Tertullus monument, while containing no funerary chamber and lacking the height of preRoman tower tombs, 9 was constructed in a similar fashion (Figure 3). It was constructed from
mortared sandstone cobbles and covered with relief decoration made from plaster and stucco.
What survives of the tomb are the two bottom stories, but the “top notch” on top of the second
story and a partially preserved element found nearby (locus 1008) and vaguely pyramidal in
shape suggest that it too was three-storied and capped by a pyramid (Figure 4).
Both extant stories of the Tertullus tomb present relief panels and architectural decoration
on all sides. Engaged Corinthian pilasters adorn the corners of the first story, and between them
are scenes of cloaked men on horseback, except for the east panel where the man stands next to
his horse. The horse on the north treads at a slow and steady pace, that on the south moves
faster, and that on the west runs at a full gallop. The second story, similar to the first, presents
imagery on all four sides in various states of preservation. The South face depicts pigs, common
in funerary sacrifices and feasts,10 trotting towards a leafless tree in an undefined landscape,
above which are three niches for cremation urns. The upper portion of the East face is too badly
damaged to discern any imagery, but the lower portion portrays a funerary Eros figure holding a
Stabilization and Consolidation of Roman Funerary Monuments in Carthage,” CEDAC 19 (1999): 44-49.
8
For examples of this type of monument see O. Brogan and D. J. Smith, Ghirza: A Libyan Settlement in the Roman
Period (Tripoli: Department of Antiquaries, 1984); C. Poinssot, Les Ruines de Dougga (Tunis: Institut national
d'archéologie et d'arts, 1983); P. Romanelli, Topografia e Archaeologia dell’ Africa Romana (Turin: Società
Editrice Internazionale, 1970).
9
Brogan and Smith, Ghirza, 182-189; 207-208. Many Punic tower tombs exceed 6.0 meters in height; the obelisk
tomb at Ghirza measures 6.80 meters high and the height of the mausoleum at Thugga was 21 meters.
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down-turned torch, a common scene in Roman funerary imagery.11 The North face of the
monument is similarly ill-preserved; only the hoof of an animal, perhaps a boar, remains. The
West face depicts a togate figure sitting on a chair and reading a scroll which he holds in his lap.
At his feet stands the Lupa with her head turned back towards the suckling twins, Romulus and
Remus. Above the entire scene is the inscription recording the life of Marcus Vibius Tertullus,
who died at the age of 22 years, 5 months, and 13 days. The inscription may allow us to identify
the togate figure as Tertullus himself. The entire second story is crowned by architectural
molding, from top to bottom: an egg-and-dart motif, followed by a line of dentils and bead-andreel decoration.
With a preserved height of approximately 2.29 meters, the Tertullus monument was
certainly a prominent feature in the Yasmina cemetery at the time of its construction. Oriented
from northeast to southwest, the tomb faces the high-traffic road that leads to the neighboring
Roman circus. The circus at Carthage, much like those in other Roman cities, was situated on
the periphery of the city where its construction neither occupied valuable municipal property nor
required the demolition of important structures. Moreover, it was easier to bring water and
supplies to these complexes without bringing them into the urban space. The semicircular end of
the circus was near the cardo maximus which later became the principal road to Theveste and
was likely traveled extensively by those going to the games. 12 The nearby location of the
Yasmina cemetery ensured that those attending or departing the games through the city’s south
gate would see the Tertullus monument.
10
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When the bulldozer churned up the ashlar tombs in 1981, it also uncovered an early-third
century CE marble portrait statue of a charioteer, which presumably stood alongside a female
portrait in the niches of the ashlar monument (locus 2002/4002).13 The charioteer’s short tunic,
the thick padding at the waist, the bandaged leg, and the whip he holds in his hand show that he
was an important member of the circus. That this charioteer was buried here, perhaps alongside
his wife, establishes another connection between the circus and the cemetery.14
The Roman circus and the Yasmina cemetery are further connected in date. Although
excavation has established a precise foundation date for neither, their phases of activity indicate
that they were both in use throughout the Roman period and dominated this quadrant of the
ancient city. The circus was likely first constructed in the late first or early second centuries CE,
enlarged in the early third century, and abandoned in the sixth century.15 Likewise, the Yasmina
cemetery was first occupied in the late first or early second centuries CE and abandoned in the
sixth century. Although excavation has been unable to date stratigrapically the Tertullus
monument with absolute certainty, relative dating dates the monument to the mid-second century
CE, just slightly later than the period which witnessed construction of the circus approximately
100 meters away.16 Excavation did reach the foundation trench of the Tertullus monument, but
ceramic, numismatic, or artifactual remains in the earliest fills associated with the tomb provide a
general date for its construction.
Epigraphic and stylistic evidence also suggests a late first to early second century date for
the Tertullus Monument. The inscription on the west face of the tomb bears letters that can be

12
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dated to the second century, while relief imagery suggests a late first century date. The Eros
figure on the east face of the second story, depicted as a semi-nude young man holding a downturned torch, points to familiarity with Hellenistic styles in official Roman art in the early
Imperial period.17 Furthermore, setting individual figures against a blank background and
altering the realistic scale for iconographical emphasis are reminiscent of early Imperial reliefs at
Rome.18 Allowing for the period of time necessary for transmission of Roman concepts to
provincial Carthage, the Tertullus monument fits reasonably well within a mid-second century
CE time frame.
The Bottom Story
The bottom story is the largest, measuring 1.96 meters east to west at the crowning
element and standing 0.80 meters high. The bottom story rests on a wide platform of two steps,
immediately above which are the panels for the relief sculpture. Pilasters with Corinthian
capitals but no base moldings stand at all corners and frame each image (Figure 5). The capitals
have a single row of acanthus leaves with volutes arising from the two side caules. The central
caules project lesser branches, or caulicoles, into the middle of a concave abacus. An additional
border within the pilasters and beneath the decorated cornice surrounds all panels on three sides.
This cornice, which also functions as the base of the second story, consists of a cyma
reversa and is ornately decorated with an array of moldings (Figure 5). First is a row of inverted
lotuses alternating with horns. The deeply carved inverted stirrups of the lotus curve upwards at
both ends to form a “u”-shaped opening, within which a large pistil hangs. This bulb occupies
nearly the entire space between the lotus petals and is articulated by a stem running through the
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middle of the flower. Alternating with this motif is that of two horns which frame a pendant
with hanging bulbs. The horns mirror one another and curve inward so that their bottom ends
just touch each other. Between them lies a circular pendant from which three elongated bulbs
hang to the east, west, and south. Two leaf-like moldings extend from this pendant to either side
and dip down into the top opening of the horn.
The second series of decoration consists of two inverted lotuses which frame a stylized
flower. These lotuses have only a single, long petal that runs from either side underneath the
stylized flower and meets with another petal to form a continuous wave and crest pattern. Each
lotus forms a “u”-shaped opening between which a bulb hangs, articulated by a long stem that
extends to the top border of this motif. Above the two joined lotus petals sits a pendant with two
additional leaves extending to either side. Above this is a scroll that curls outward on both sides,
nearly touching the stem of the bulb. Located directly in the center of the scroll is a small threepetaled flower.
On the east panel, a libation tube located directly beneath the cornice was inserted to be
used for the offerings presented to the dead. The opening of the libation tube is decorated with
plaster molding: small dart-like fissures at regular intervals create a stylized flower that
surrounds the mouth of the tube.
The imagery on all sides of the bottom story conveys a consistent theme: all four sides
depict a cloaked horseman with his horse. The east elevation shows a horseman preparing to
ride his horse. Horseman and horse stand at opposite ends of the panel, facing one another. The
north face depicts the horseman riding his horse at a slow pace to the proper right, while the west
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and south façades show the horseman moving at a full gallop to the left with his cape billowing
in the wind and his hands tightly clasping the reins of the horse.19
The Middle Story
The second story of the Tertullus monument, while structurally and artistically similar to
the first, differs in the thematic content of the imagery. The middle story measures 1.49 meters
(east to west) by 1.56 meters (north to south). A two-stepped base resting on the cornice of the
bottom story marks the transition to the second story. Pilasters frame each scene, but they are
too poorly preserved to determine their order. The cornice of the second tier resembles the first
in that it consists of a decorated cyma reversa (Figure 6). This molding is only preserved on the
west face of the second story, but probably bordered the remaining three panels. An egg-anddart border consisting of large, round eggs interspersed with darts overhangs the row of dentils
below. The dentils, straight-edged at the bottom of the panel and curved along the upper edge,
are slightly concave, curling outward at the top. A row of bead-and-reel beneath the dentils
completes the cornice’s decoration.
Much of the plaster facing and stucco decoration on the eastern panel is lost, but what
remains is diagnostic. An Eros figure holding down-turned torch stands on the left side of the
panel against an undefined background and is turned towards three niches for urns. Preserved
from the shoulders down, he stands with his left leg held straight and bent towards the viewer,
his foot dangling over the ledge, while bending his right leg. This is a typical stance of funerary
Erotes. Prominent in funerary Roman art, these young men may be winged, either partially
clothed or completely nude, and either holding an up-turned torch or leaning on down-turned
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torches.20 The Tertullus Eros is wingless and semi-nude, draped with a short tunic that reaches
just above the knee. The characteristic down-turned torch which he holds in his hands is tilted at
an angle as if he were to lean on it.
The original plaster surface to the right of the Eros figure is gone, but another Eros figure
presumably stood on the right side of the panel facing left; the two Erotes may have framed a
false door.21 Behind the plaster surface, which has since worn away, appear three niches, each
holding a similar ceramic funerary urn, presumably for the cremains of members of the Vibii
Tertulli family. All three urns are fragmentary, are made from the same fabric, and measure
approximately 20 cm at their widest girth.
The south panel of the Tertullus monument shows a border that surrounds the entire
image, within which two pigs are depicted. Behind the plaster surface are three arched niches for
urns; plaster likely once covered the niches, but it is no longer preserved, leaving the niches in
full view. The two pigs are trotting between two stylized trees, which frame both the pigs and
the niches above them. The three niches themselves are relatively well preserved; most of the
damage was sustained by the westernmost niche, which lost its plaster facing. None of these
niches contains an urn.22
In Roman art and literature, pigs appear in a wide array of settings depicting various
themes. Artistic depictions of the aristocratic activity of hunting often include images of boars.
Coins and sarcophagi frequently depict the boar hunt scenes of Diana, Adonis, Meleager, and
Hippolytus.23 Pigs also figure in the story of Rome’s foundation: in the Aeneid (3.389-391, 8.81-
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85) the white sow with thirty piglets signals to Aeneas that he has reached the site of Rome. In
140-144 CE Antoninus Pius issued coins depicting this very scene as an element in the
celebration of the 900th anniversary of Rome’s foundation.24 Boars and sows were also
important sacrificial beasts; the suovetaurilia figures prominently in several major works of art
including the Augustan arch at Susa, Trajan’s Column at Rome, the Arch of Constantine, and
two relief sculptures in the Louvre.25 Pigs were also an important part of funerary ritual, as the
principal food for the feast.26 These animals on the Tertullus monument reinforce the thematic
message of the second story: Roman funerary ritual and commemoration of the deceased.
The western face is unique in the decorative program of the tomb, as it contains three
separate and well-preserved elements: architectural decoration, relief sculpture, and an
inscription. Only on this side of the second story is any architectural decoration preserved.
Beneath the cyma molding are lines of egg-and-dart, dentil, and bead-and-reel motifs, which
presumably encircled the entire monument. This decoration abruptly ends at the midpoint of the
west panel, at which point the entire southern corner of this story, which overlaps into the south
face, is missing.
As on the other façades, pilasters flank this particular panel. An additional border
separates the inscription from the relief sculpture. The upper portion of the west face, just below
the molding of the corona and above the midpoint border, bears the funerary inscription for
Marcus Vibius Tertullus. Two deep grooves which likely supported additional applied plaster
decoration are located on the left and right top corners of the inscription. A row of dentils likely
lined three sides of the inscription, but only half a line is preserved on the south border and a
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single dentil on the east. A single square connects the two lines of dentils in the southeast
corner. Vandalized between the first and second seasons, the inscription is no longer intact, but a
drawing and squeeze preserve its image; it records that Marcus Vibius Tertullus lived 22 years, 5
months, and 13 days. The letter forms of the inscription appear to belong to the mid-first to midsecond century CE, which seems to be the date of the monument as well.27
Beneath the inscription, on the lower register of the western panel, are a togate figure and
a she-wolf with two infants beneath her. The man, who may represent Tertullus, sits in a
straight-backed chair and holds a book-scroll in his enlarged left hand; the she-wolf and infants
are the lupa with the twins Romulus and Remus The lupa and the twins are depicted before
Tertullus, barely touching his feet. Their proximity suggests that they are the subject of
Tertullus’ scroll, that is, the foundation of Rome, now come to life before him. The image of a
figure reading a book-scroll is another image common in funerary iconography. The deceased
may be shown standing, sitting, or reclining, and accompanied by family, teachers, or Muses, but
the message always remains the same: the deceased is portraying his or her affinity for
aristocratic activity.28
The north panel of the second story is the worst preserved of the entire monument. The
only surviving decoration is the cloven hoof of an animal, perhaps a boar. Three urns similar in
size and fabric to those in the south and east faces are located in situ on this side of the
monument. The east corner of the platform of the third story is also visible.29
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The Top Story
The "top notch" that juts out from the second tier suggests that the Tertullus monument
once had a third story (Figures 3 and 4). Further structural evidence points to a pyramidal third
story, reminiscent of earlier tower tombs. A large, undecorated and poorly preserved
architectural fragment that vaguely resembles a pyramid, was excavated nearby early in the 1992
season (locus 1008). Since the proportions of the fragment’s base closely resemble those from
the top of the monument’s second story, it may have formed the third story of the tomb. The
pyramidal structure, however, is stratigraphically separated from the Tertullus monument.
Found in another locus comprised predominantly of ancient fill, the fragment can neither be
securely dated nor its provenience proved.
General Comments
By the third and fourth centuries CE the Tertullus monument was one of many tombs at
the Yasmina cemetery. Originally one of a row of few above-ground tombs in the cemetery,
subsequent monuments gradually impinged upon the space surrounding it. Although its
prominence must have been diminished somewhat by the size and proximity of later funerary
structures such as the Charioteer and Eros monuments, the Tertullus monument still exercised
some influence on later users of the cemetery. The patrons of the Amphora monument (locus
7177), for instance, incorporated the horseman relief from the western panel of the Tertullus
monument’s first story into their monument, rather than obstructing the relief.
The particular imagery of the Tertullus tomb sets it apart from the rest. Each panel,
considered individually and as part of a group, allows some degree of interpretation about those
interred in this tomb. The first story, with its repetition of horsemen and its progression from
rest to motion, suggests that those buried in the monument not only engaged in aristocratic
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activities such as horse riding, but also that horses had special relevance for the deceased. The
second story is more specific in its message and focuses on individual members of the family of
the Vibii Tertulli. The portrait on the west panel shows a single togate man, perhaps Tertullus,
reading a scroll, perhaps about the foundation of Rome. This passage becomes animated as the
she-wolf stands at the man's feet, suckling Romulus and Remus, a scene which may have some
bearing upon the family's role in the foundation of Roman Carthage.
The inscription on the west panel further connects the monument to a single Vibius,
Marcus Vibius Tertullus. Through this record of his life, Tertullus becomes the most prominent
member of the family buried in this tomb. Moreover, this inscription connects Tertullus to other
members of the Vibii family interred in the Yasmina necropolis, who are well-attested there,
appearing on other inscriptions from monuments and architectural fragments. The number of
urns on three sides of the monument points to the construction of a family tomb.
The monument can be linked to pre-Roman North Africa. In constructing a three-storied
tomb which may have been crowned by a pyramid, the Vibii Tertulli were in some way alluding
to the Punic tower and obelisk tombs prevalent in North Africa. Those who elected to build this
tomb were also linking themselves overtly to Rome. The decorative style of a lone image
against a blank background closely resembles early Imperial art at Rome. The architectural
motifs including egg-and-dart, dentils, and bead-and-reel were common in both Greek and
Roman architecture. Moreover, the manifestation of the she-wolf and the infant Romulus and
Remus alongside the portrait of the togate figure strengthens this connection. Chapters 2 and 3
will continue this discussion in order to develop an understanding of the architecture and
iconography of the Tertullus Monument, ultimately placing it in the context of North African and
Roman funerary traditions.
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CHAPTER 2
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE TERTULLUS MONUMENT
The architecture of the Tertullus monument is distinctive within the Yasmina cemetery.
In the wider world of pre-Roman and Roman Africa, however, its architectural form belongs to a
well-known category of tower tombs. This chapter examines the tower tombs of North Africa in
order to place the Tertullus monument in its proper architectural context. The first section
describes the pre-Roman tower tombs in the region, followed by a discussion and analysis of
their significance in funerary ritual and the socio-political landscape. A similar description and
analysis of tower tombs during the Roman period constitutes the second portion of this chapter,
focusing on the evolving architectural forms and contexts of the monuments. The chapter
concludes with a reexamination of the Tertullus monument in light of the changing role of these
monuments in North African society.
North African tower tombs are generally built in solid masonry and consist of two stories.
They usually have a third story in the form of an obelisk/pyramid which might include a
crowning detail, and a funerary chamber either partly or entirely below ground level. This
chamber was typically intended for a single inhumation, but could contain multiple burials.30
Most tower tombs are incompletely preserved, since many have lost their upper stories.31 It is
difficult to determine the number of such tower tombs in pre-Roman and Roman North Africa,32
but Olwen Brogan has identified eighteen in varying states of preservation in the region of
30
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Tripolitania.33 Five of these stand with all or part of the pyramid intact,34 three are known only
from drawings by nineteenth century travelers,35 and the one example at Ghirza was
photographed when largely undamaged, though it is now destroyed.36 David Mattingly
identified at least seven sites with tower tombs in the UNESCO Libyan Valleys Archaeological
Project, most of which are in poor states of preservation.37 Several well-preserved examples are
located in Tunisia and Algeria at Kasserine,38 Mactar,39 Siga,40 and Dougga.41 While similar in
design to the Tripolitanian tombs, the Tunisian and Algerian monuments are typically shorter
and wider and often have an aedicula in the second story.42
The monuments’ settings vary substantially: some are located for maximum viewing
effect, while others are practically hidden in the landscape. Those at Ghirza, for instance, are
situated in close proximity to early farms,43 while the monuments at Wadis el-Agerem,
Taghiggia, and Tabuniya are located in more marginal areas.44 The cemeteries themselves could
be located on high ridges or low mounds. Some tower tombs were sited at the edge of wadis in
close proximity to gsur (fortified structures with a single gateway and internal courtyard
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surrounded by rooms),45 while others lay several hundred meters back from a scarp edge.46
Dating evidence for these mausolea is poor and little attempt has been made to classify
them by construction periods. Several can be identified as pre-Roman, but for those that fall
within the “Roman” period, often no distinction is made between early and late.47 Moreover,
there is no consensus concerning relative chronology and dating markers during the Roman
period throughout the region. For the purposes of this study, I will consider the tombs either as
pre-Roman or Roman, based on inscriptions, stylistic elements, nearby settlements, and pottery
typology.
Pre-Roman Tower Tombs
Libya: Sabratha
Located on the Libyan coast, Sabratha is the westernmost city of Tripolitania, the ancient
triad of emporia, consisting also of Oea and Lepcis Magna. It possesses a small, natural harbor
to the north, is girded by a long ridge of quarries to the south, and is connected to trans-Saharan
trade routes up to the Gebel mountain range, 80 kilometers to the south. The earliest
archaeological evidence of occupation lies in the area between the harbor and the Forum, where
postholes and floor levels have been found in association with late fifth-century BCE Phoenician
storage vessels and Greek pottery.48 Layers of wind-blown sand that separate each successive
layer suggest that habitation was only temporary. The sporadic occupation of the early site
suggests that it was founded as a Phoenician trading post, but Carthage’s supremacy at this time
may have led it to establish colonies in Tripolitania as a response to Greek settlement in
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Cyrenaica.49 The town was later occupied by local Libyphoenicians, the general name for the
pre-Roman inhabitants of the coastal regions south of Carthage.50 Permanent structures were
erected in the fourth century BCE as the city expanded inland, and the discovery of a tophet
affirms the Libyphoenician makeup of the town.51
The two earliest examples of tower tombs in North Africa, Mausolea A and B, were
discovered on a prominent spur of the town’s southern quarries. Mausoleum A was only
partially excavated and its date and structure can only be conjectured. Mausoleum B, however,
has been fully documented and almost completely restored (Figures 7 and 8). Destroyed by
earthquakes in antiquity and covered by the ruins of later structures, the monument was
reconstructed after sufficient remains had been recovered.52 Built of local sandstone and
decorated with stucco, the tomb is dated from the late third to early second century BCE.
Standing on a triangular base and consisting of three stories, all with concave sides, the
monument reaches a total height of 23 meters. The tomb’s first story, resting on a six stepped
base, comprises six rows of solid blocks and is 6 meters high. Engaged fluted columns with
angle capitals of composite order are located at each corner, and an additional capital
unconnected to any column floats between them. A false door adorns the eastern side, above
which is an elaborately carved lintel featuring a winged disk and stylized uraei. A cavetto
cornice forms the upper molding of the first story.
The second story, measuring just over 6 meters, rests upon the molded cornice and
displays carvings of the Egyptian god Bes, portrayed as a slayer of lions, on the lower portion of
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the eastern side. A series of lotus flowers appears behind the god. A panel on the northern side
depicts Herakles wielding a short sword and battling the Nemean lion. The panel on the third
side reveals two figures on horseback, one of them a woman. Statues of colossal human figures
three meters high stand in the place of columns on each of these three corners. Their feet rest
upon a base supported by seated lions. Engaged Aeolic pilasters frame each side and support a
frieze of palmettes. The cornice which crowns the second story serves as the base for the third.
This final story, with three concave sides and in the form of a pyramid, crowns the monument.53
Tunisia: Dougga
The town of Dougga (ancient Thugga), approximately 100 kilometers southwest of
Carthage, is located on a plateau protected to the east and northwest by an abrupt cliff and to the
south by steep slopes. Initially inhabited by farmers, Dougga had become a well-established
town settled by Punic and Libyan peoples during the fourth century BCE. The Numidian king
Massinissa may have conquered the city in the second century BCE and claimed it as a residence
for the Numidian sovereigns who allied with Rome against Carthage. The city thrived during
this period, during which a megalithic wall, dolmens, a temple to Massinissa, a sanctuary of
Ba’al, and a monumental tomb were constructed.54
The funerary monument at Dougga, located in a shallow valley outside the town, is the
best preserved of the pre-Roman North African tower tombs (Figure 9).55 Built in the late third
to early second century BCE, it was the cenotaph of a Numidian sovereign. Poinssot attributes
the monument to Ateban, son of Iepmatath, son of Palu, a Numidian chief,56 but the monument’s
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inscription leaves the identity of the deceased unclear.57 No funerary chamber has been found in
the monument or in the area around the tomb, leading Coarelli and Thébert to argue that it was
built as a cenotaph to commemorate Massinissa, whose body was instead interred in the
Medracen tumulus.58 The occupant of the Medracen tumulus is also uncertain, but architectural
and epigraphic similarities between the Dougga monument and a later temple, also at Dougga,
dedicated to Massinissa in 140 BCE by his son, Micipsa, are striking. For example, embedded in
a Byzantine wall are several fragments of the temple, including angled pilasters with lotus flower
capitals, a cavetto cornice, and Ionic capitals, all of which resemble features on the Dougga
monument.59 In addition, the temple’s inscription bears Libyan and Punic characters that are
nearly identical to those on the Dougga cenotaph.60 It seems likely, then, that the cenotaph had
some connection to the line of Massinissa. If both buildings were either constructed by
Massinissa, in the case of the cenotaph, or for him, in the case of the temple, then Micipsa may
have been continuing a tradition established by his father.
Measuring 21 meters in height, the tomb consists of three stories exhibiting a wide array
of Hellenistic and Egyptian elements. The first story, measuring 5.74 meters by 9.14 meters,
rests on a five-stepped base, and engaged Aeolic pilasters framing each side are decorated with
lotus flowers. An entrance to the interior, sealed in antiquity, lies on the north face, while false
windows adorn the remaining sides.
The second story, measuring 5.21 meters by 6.72 meters, rests on a three stepped base
and consists of three levels of tall blocks, an architrave, and an Egyptian cavetto. Each side is
57
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decorated with fluted Ionic columns; false windows adorn the north and east faces. The third
story, like the other two, is stepped, but is much taller at 6.31 meters in height. Above an
Egyptian cavetto, engaged pilasters with lotus flower capitals adorn each corner. This story is
flanked at four corners by pedestals that bear horsemen, only two of which survive. The four
sides of the tomb each display a sculpture of a four-horse chariot in which two figures are seated.
The horses are depicted in an exaggerated pose, rearing on their hind legs, which is indicative of
the fast pace at which they are running. A pyramid crowns the monument, and at its corners are
four statues of winged women each holding a ball in her left hand. A lion sitting on his rear
paws has been restored to the summit of this pyramid.
There is no evidence of burial chambers in the monument; it appears instead to have
functioned as a cenotaph. A series of small chambers is located in each of the monument’s three
stories, but they are not large enough to accommodate a burial. The first story has four chambers
that are inaccessible from the interior and exterior. The chambers in the second story are
similarly inaccessible, except the one on the northeast corner; it was penetrated when the stone
slabs covering the northern and eastern false windows were put into place. The third story has
two interconnected chambers, accessible by a window on the east side. The small size of these
chambers and the presence of niches carved into the walls led Picard to believe that the
monument was designed to house cinerary urns,61 but considering that cremation did not spread
into North Africa until the second century CE,62 it is more likely that these niches and small
chambers held offerings to the deceased.
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The monument stood relatively intact until the nineteenth century but was almost
completely destroyed in 1942 by Sir Thomas Read in his attempt to remove the bilingual LibyanPunic inscription; what we see today on the monument is a restoration. The inscription records
several Punic and two Berber names;63 it is generally believed that the names are of the master
builder and workmen. Some controversy surrounds the inscription’s original location on the
tomb. According to an early traveler in the area,64 the inscription was located on the eastern face
of the monument’s first story. At the center of this panel there is a false window, leading some
scholars to argue that the inscription was located on the window’s stone slab. In Read’s attempt
to remove it, the inscription was split in two, and later it was re-cut at the British Museum so that
it no longer preserves its original dimensions, making it impossible to determine its original
location. Count Borgia later stated that the monument may have borne a second inscription on
the other side of the false window.65 This may simply mean that the two inscriptions were
differentially preserved: one was destroyed while the other was conserved at the British
Museum, but the sources are too vague and contradictory to be certain of this.66
Algeria: Siga
The town of Siga, ancient capital of the Massaessyles, occupies a promontory
overlooking a surrounding valley.67 Almost nothing is known of the town except for the
funerary monument located outside the city. The tomb, erected on the peak of a 221 meter high
hill, dominates the valley of Tafna: at its feet lie the town of Siga and the surrounding river, to
the south is the Tlemcen mountain ridge, to the east is the Seba Chiouk, and to the north are the
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island Rachgoun and the sea.68 Ceramic deposits found in association with the monument date
its use from the late third to early first centuries BCE. The tomb’s commanding location, its
proximity to Siga, and its late third- to early second-century construction date have led scholars
to believe that it was built by Syphax, king of the Massaessyles, and later utilized by his son
Vermina.69
Constructed of highly porous travertine and standing approximately 30 meters high, the
monument consists of three concave sides which rest on a triangular, three-stepped base (Figures
10 and 11). A subterranean corridor designed for ten inhumation burials lies directly beneath the
base of the monument and is accessible from doors on the northwest, west, and southeast sides.
The tomb’s first story, approximately 4 meters high, is crowned by a cyma recta cornice,
which separates the first story from the second. Approximately 7 meters in height, the second
story is the only portion of the tomb that is decorated. Two pilasters with Ionic capitals frame a
false door on one side of the monument, above which is a lintel. A cyma reversa molding
crowns the second story and functions as the base for the third. The third story, 3 meters in
height, rises upon a three-stepped base and supports the lofty pyramid which crowns the entire
monument. A small pine cone, a typical symbol for amulets in Punic funerary contexts, may
have adorned the peak of the pyramid.70 Architectural fragments found in close proximity to the
monument include the busts of a woman and a man wearing a diadem, architrave blocks, and
engaged Ionic columns; but the monument’s poor state of preservation renders it difficult to
place them on the tomb accurately.
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Algeria: El-Khroub
Located on a plateau 14 kilometers away from the Numidian capital of Constantine
(ancient Cirta) is the small town of El Khroub. The funerary monument at El Khroub71 was only
partially preserved, but was later reconstructed based on the large number of architectural
fragments found nearby.72 These fragments furnish a construction date from the 130’s to 120’s
BCE. The monument was thus likely the tomb of Massinissa’s son and successor, Micipsa, who
died in 118 BCE. With a single subterranean funerary chamber, it exhibits characteristic traits of
tower tombs (Figure 12). Several elements constitute the monument’s base: five rows of solid
masonry blocks, above which are three steps, followed by a single course of masonry that sits
between a molded base and cornice, upon which rests another step of solid blocks. The first
story, measuring 5 meters high, is adorned with false doors on all four sides, and each door is
framed by a pair of sculpted shields, one placed on either side. A second podium, consisting of a
single course of blocks, separates the first story from the second. The second story measures 7
meters in height and features a colonnade of eight freestanding Doric columns supporting a
Doric entablature and pediment on all four sides. Above a tuscano-doric tholos rises an
elongated pyramid, giving the monument a total estimated height of 30 meters.
Pre-Roman Tower Tombs in Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya
Hellenistic and Egyptian motifs appear in the architecture and imagery of pre-Roman
tower tombs. All the tower tombs described thus far exhibit elements that can be traced to the
Mausoleum at Halicarnassus: the podium, the molded base, the colonnaded second story in
imitation of a temple, the pyramidal crown, and the sculpted décor (Figure 13).73 Dated to the
mid-fourth century BCE based on nearby pottery finds, the Mausoleum consists of a five stepped
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base, upon which sits a 15 meter high first story. The second story, 12 meters in height, arises
from a molded base and supports a colonnade comprised of thirty-six Doric columns.74 This
colonnade surrounds an inner cella, whose door is located behind the center column on that side.
A pedestal and quadriga constitute the third story, standing 5 meters in height; in the quadriga
are the funerary portraits of king Mausolus and queen Artemisia.75
Although pre-Roman North African tower tombs adhere to this basic formula, there are
important regional differences which reflect their distinct cultural context. North African culture
during the pre-Roman period is replete with Phoenician (Punic), Alexandrian, and Greek
influences. The paucity of archaeological evidence from early settlements, however, renders it
difficult to determine which influences had long-term repercussions and which left little trace.76
The region of North Africa where pre-Roman tower tombs are found, from Siga in the west to
Sabratha in the east, falls in the Punic sphere of influence. This is reflected in the monuments’
“Punicizing” elements, namely the two stories and crowning pyramid, which they all exhibit.
The tomb’s remaining features, primarily decoration, style, and plan, can be attributed to external
sources from the east and west. The monuments in Libya tend to draw influence from the
eastern Mediterranean, perhaps from the strong presence of Greek colonies there, whereas those
in Tunisia and Algeria look to the western portion for inspiration, possibly from Sicily.
The Greek and Alexandrian motifs on the pre-Roman tomb at Sabratha point to Greek
cultural influence. The three sides of the triangular footprint of the tomb may have origins in the
choregic tripod monuments in classical Greece, such as the monuments of Lysikrates and
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Thrasyllos in Athens.77 The bottom story of the tomb’s main façade closely resembles the
painted or relief façades on Alexandrian tombs,78 such as the south side of the Moustapha Pasha
Tomb 1 at Alexandria (Figure 14).79 Both tombs are adorned by two sets of engaged columns;
the outer pair are larger, fluted, and support an architrave, while the inner pair are smaller and
support the door’s lintel. These latter two engaged columns, which flank the false door, have
another column between them that covers the junction between the door’s two panels.
The Sabratha tomb’s decoration presents a mixture of Greek, Punic, and Alexandrian
iconography. The image of Herakles battling the Nemean lion on the second story’s north façade
is common in Greek art,80 but also appears in Punic contexts where he is often syncretized with
the Carthaginian deity Melqart. Herakles-Melqart is frequently connected to the foundation of
cities, including Tingi and Lixus in Morocco, Iol in Algeria, and Gafsa in Tunisia,81 while coins
minted between 320 and 289 BCE which reflect Carthage’s successful military operations in
Sicily bear images of Herakles-Melqart wearing the lion pelt.82 Herakles-Melqart does not
appear in the archaeological record at Sabratha until the first century BCE, but Mattingly argues
that shrines to this deity must have existed and were perhaps among the first to exhibit a
monumental appearance.83 The relatively early presence of the deity on the monument points to
influence from some external source, and Herakles’ association with the foundation of cities may
suggest that the occupant of the Sabratha tomb played a similar role in Sabratha’s history.
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Alexandrian images on the Sabratha tomb include the god Bes, the winged disk, uraei,
lions, lotus flowers, and colossal statues of men wearing Egyptian loin-cloths.84 The figure of
Bes as a tamer of lions appears commonly in Punic small objects, particularly gems, but it has no
parallel in the context of monumental funerary architecture.85 In Phoenician contexts Bes is
often associated with cults of healing, fertility, and magical protection,86 and amulets depicting
the god often appear in Carthaginian burials.87 The sculptures of seated lions located beneath the
feet of the colossal statues, also found on Moustapha Pasha Tomb 1 (Figure 14), function as
protectors of the dead.88 The characteristic decoration of a winged disk and uraei on the courses
above the cavetto cornice and lintel are also common on Ptolemaic temples.89 Uraei are
common in Punic architecture, but are particularly well-documented on the lintels of
Alexandrian tombs.90 In ancient Egypt the uraeus standing on its coil was a symbol of pharaonic
or divine royalty, and may have had life-giving properties.91 Colossal statues, or kouroi, are
well-attested in both Greece and Egypt,92 and on the Sabratha tomb they appear to function as
grave markers.
The use of Greek and Alexandrian motifs suggests that the patron of the Sabratha tomb
was alluding to his (or Sabratha’s) geographical homeland in the east. This is emphasized by the
monument’s false door on the second story’s east façade in the direction of the Greek colonies in
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eastern Libya. Historically, the ancient town of Sabratha, on the northwest coast of Libya, was
dominated by Carthage, but had long been in contact with the Greek colonies at Cyrene,
Apollonia, Arsinoe, Berenice, and Barca. The vast number of Punic coins found in mid-fourth to
early-third century BCE Sabratha confirms Carthage’s pre-eminence in the area, while the
prevalence of Attic pottery during the same period points to continual contact with the Hellenic
world.93
There are also religious ties between Libya and Egypt. Amulets used by Phoenicians and
Carthaginians in inhumation and cremation burials frequently drew influence from Egyptian
mythology. The eye of Horus, Horus as a child, Isis the nourisher, Shu, Ptah-patecus, Ra, Bes,
Anubis, the monkey, the ram, the hare, the lion, and the scarab are all typical features of
Phoenician and Punic funerary ritual.94 Although not all of these images are attested in
cemeteries at Sabratha, the appearance of the god Bes on the Sabratha tomb’s north face suggests
that the same motifs were used in Sabrathan funerary ritual, whether derived directly from Egypt
or indirectly from Carthage.
The Dougga monument marks a turn in the source of artistic influence away from
Alexandria and towards Greek Sicily. The presence of a cavetto cornice and lotus flower
capitals on the tomb seems to place it within the architectural orbit of Alexandria. The
juxtaposition of archaic Greek motifs, however, suggests that contact with Hellenistic royalty in
Sicily and the western Mediterranean left a stronger impact on the city. The Ionic order on the
second story pilasters, the horsemen, the quadrigae, and the sirens are all features predominant
in archaic and classical Greek art. In the funerary context of the Dougga monument, Poinssot
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argues that the figures in the quadrigae likely depict a charioteer and the deceased.95 Sirens, in
the fourth century BCE, are often depicted on funerary monuments as birds transporting souls or
as Muses mourning the dead.96 The most obvious place for North African Phoenicians to come
into contact with images of the Sirens and their other motifs would be on the island of Sicily.
Although a prosperous town from a relatively early date, Dougga appears to have begun
engaging in a series of cultural exchanges with Sicily that eventually became characteristic of
Numidian kings. Architectural and epigraphic fragments from a temple to Massinissa erected in
140 BCE confirm the lasting impact of Sicilian Greek influence on Numidian architecture. This
suggests that inhabitants of Dougga, while retaining their indigenous culture, drew elements
from Hellenistic architecture. The architecture of the Dougga cenotaph also appears to have
been particularly relevant to Massinissa’s dynasty, since the same features that were incorporated
into what may have been his cenotaph, were later used by his son Micipsa in a sanctuary
dedicated to his father.
The westernmost monuments at Siga and El Khroub look to Sicily for inspiration, almost
completely abandoning Alexandrian decoration in favor of features common in Greek
architecture. Only the Siga tomb with its cavetto cornice reveals any mark of eastern influence.97
Engaged Ionic columns, architraves, and two busts of a man and woman, found in the rubble
near the monument, are reminiscent of classical Greek architecture.
The El Khroub tomb is arguably the most Hellenistic of the pre-Roman monuments in
North Africa. Built near Constantine in Massylian territory, the tomb, with its elongated
pyramid atop a tuscano-doric tholos, quadrilateral pediments, and Doric columns, is unique in
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the corpus of North African funerary architecture.98 The earliest evidence of Doric architecture
at Carthage comes from the Bordj-Djedid excavations, where a form of Doric capital was found.
Dated to the early third century, this capital features a bulbous echinus which three amulets
connect to an Ionic, fluted shaft.99 Given the unfluted columns and distinctly Doric capital of the
late second-century BCE El Khroub tomb, it appears that the monument is looking outside of
Carthage for inspiration, perhaps towards Sicily. The fact that Carthage was a long-standing
rival of Numidia would also have made it unlikely for a Numidian king to imitate architecture of
the Punic city.
The same Doric order is present on the monument at Medracen (Figure 15), an early to
mid second-century BCE tumulus tomb that, like El Khroub, is located in the heart of Massylian
territory. The tumulus predates the El Khroub monument by approximately half a century, but
both have Doric columns surmounted by architraves.100 Both tombs may also represent members
of the same royal Numidian line. The overall size, ostentation, and permanence of tumulus and
tower tombs suggest that they are expressions of royal dynastic power. There is no evidence of a
royal family in Numidia before the reign of Gaïa, or perhaps his son Massinissa, who essentially
defined Massylian power during his rule from 202-148 BCE. If the dating of both monuments is
correct, then the early/mid second- century BCE Medracen tomb can be attributed to Gaïa or
Massinissa and the late second-century BCE El Khroub monument to Micipsa, who died in 118
BCE.101 It is likely, then, that both tombs that share the same architectural elements and family
members draw from the same source.
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The only decoration on the El Khroub tomb, the shields, are also present on a sanctuary at
Chemtou (ancient Simitthus), which according to an inscription was erected by Micipsa in the
mid-second century BCE (Figure 16).102 The symbolic value of the shield was particularly
relevant to Micipsa, who may have used it as a representation of military prowess. Recall that he
was victorious alongside the Romans at Numantia in 133 BCE. The use of shields on the tomb
resembles the dedication of shields in the Stoa Poikile at Athens, one of which bears an
inscription stating that the shield was a relic of an Athenian victory over the Lakedaimonians at
Pylos. Shields also serve as molded relief on a number of buildings in Hellenistic Macedon,
including the late fourth-century BCE “Prince’s Tomb” at Vergina (Figure 17),103 the mid to late
third-century BCE Shield Monument at Veria,104 and the tomb of Lyson and Kallikles (Figures
18 and 19), constructed circa 200 BCE.105 Since Macedonian society was largely centered
around the military, it is probable that these shields are symbolic of military activity, or more
specifically, infantry victory.106 Included in the tomb at El Khroub were iron lances and javelins,
which likely served to emphasize the commemoration of military victory.107 Given that North
African kings often considered themselves as Hellenistic kings, it seems likely that they would
adopt a similar symbol of power and victory to promote this connection.
The Siga and El Khroub tombs, in Massaessylian and Massylian territory, respectively,
are the most Hellenistic of the pre-Roman tower tombs, and suggest that both kings were
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attempting to place themselves symbolically within the corpus of Hellenistic royalty of Sicily
and Macedonia. Coins from the second century BCE, depicting diademed Hellenistic kings,
illustrate this point particularly well. Alexander the Great adopted the diadem as a symbol of
royalty in 331 BCE during his celebration of the victory at Gaugamela and his declaration as
King of Asia.108 Coins from the third century BCE in Macedon depict Alexander (336-323),
Demetrius (294-288), and Philip V (238-179) wearing the diadem.109 This image proliferated in
third-century Syracuse, where several coins display a diademed Hieron II, wife Philistis, eldest
son Gelon II, and youngest son Hieronymos.110 By the late third to early second centuries BCE,
this motif had spread to Numidia, where Massaessylian kings Syphax and Vermina, and
Massylian king Massinissa were similarly depicted wearing the Hellenistic diadem.111 These
Hellenistic sovereigns, ultimately alluding to Alexander the Great, used the diadem to legitimize
and represent their royalty, dynasty, and military conquests. The transmission of this symbol
from Macedon to Numidia, through Sicily, confirms that Numidian kings borrowed from their
Hellenistic neighbors.
Contact between the western world and Numidia only increased as Carthage became
increasingly involved in the three Punic wars against Rome. The Numidian kings Syphax and
Massinissa at different times preferred to join the Roman cause, and both learned Roman
military skills as a direct consequence of their involvement. Following the defeat of Carthage in
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the Second Punic War, Massinissa was made king of all Numidia by Rome, and was given
typical insignia, including the golden patera, ivory scepter, purple cloak, and equestrian arms.
His heightened position compelled others to acknowledge him as a Hellenistic king: Nicomedia
in Bithynia, alongside the Rhodians and Athenians at Delos, constructed statues for him.112
In addition to considering the geographical locations from which these monuments drew
influence, it is important to examine their locations in the North African landscape. At the time
of their construction all the tombs were erected in isolation, on plateaus outside of major
settlements. This suggests that they functioned as boundary markers, effectively delimiting
different zones of occupation and meant to be viewed from a great distance.113 The Sabratha
tomb is situated on the prominent spur of a quarry to the south of the city, which is one of the
three emporia that comprised ancient Tripolitania; the Dougga monument was built on a plateau
to the south of a prominent Numidian city, which later became the capital of Massinissa’s
kingdom; the Siga tomb is situated on a hill 221 meters high and overlooks the entire region,
including the nearby town of Siga, which was the western capital of the Massaessyli; and the
monument at El Khroub rests on an elevation in Massylian territory only 14 kilometers away
from the eastern capital city of the Massaessyli, Constantine.
In a part of the world where borders were frequently contested, especially between the
Massaessyli and the Massyli, North African sovereigns could erect these funerary monuments as
a testament to the regions under their authority. It is no coincidence that Micipsa (148-118 BCE)
constructed his tomb at El Khroub in the territory between two ancient rivals of the Massylians:
the Massaessyli to the west and Carthage to the east. After the Massaessylian king Syphax
married Sophonisbe, daughter of the Carthaginian general Hasdrubal, effectively forming an
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alliance during the Second Punic War, the Massylians became staunch rivals of both states.
Micipsa, of course, had long since inherited the kingdom of his father, which included the
eastern portion of Massaessylian territory, and had witnessed the destruction of Carthage in 146
BCE. Thus, the monument at El Khroub was likely a redefinition of this new territory as well as
a statement of his kingdom’s survival.
Funerary ritual played a dynamic role in the function of tower tombs as a means of
legitimizing power. The earliest tower tombs at Sabratha and Siga were constructed as elite
families were gaining increasing political control, and the significance of ancestry and lineage at
that time was crucial for the survival of clan hierarchy. Scholars have noted that the Sabratha
and Siga monuments were dynastic in function; the number of burial chambers confirms this.114
In the late third century BCE, Syphax appears to have transformed a tribal community into the
unified kingdom of the Massaessyli, with himself as king. Although there is no evidence of an
emerging kingdom at Sabratha, the city witnessed a tremendous decrease in Punic control during
the mid-late third century BCE when Carthage was becoming increasingly embroiled in war with
Rome. Punic coins are prevalent at Sabratha from the mid-fourth to mid-third century BCE, and
their near disappearance from the archaeological record thereafter coincides with the decrease in
Carthaginian control. This may have allowed prominent local families to achieve dominance;
one such family may be the sponsor of the Sabratha tomb. The provision of multiple burial
chambers in the Sabratha and Siga tombs reveals the importance of continuing interaction
between the deceased and the living. In worshipping the deceased, the living become
distinguished, which allows for the propagation of familial authority over a defined region.
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Funerary ritual at the Dougga monument appears to have involved the community, rather
than family alone. The cenotaph’s inscription lists the lineage of the monument’s Numidian
architect, the Carthaginian master builder and the Numidian workmen.115 The sanctuary
dedicated to Massinissa in 140 BCE likewise records the contributions and ancestry of the
community; it states that the city of Dougga erected a monument for Massinissa, son of Gaïa,
and proceeds to list the name and lineage of municipal magistrates, the architect, the camel
driver, the supervisor, and the workmen.116 The collective involvement of Numidian and
Carthaginian residents suggests that the commissioner of the monument, whether Massinissa or
another Numidian chief, relied heavily on the community as a means of maintaining his power.
Moreover, the presence of chambers for votive offerings at the Dougga monument emphasizes
the religious contributions of the community, while the lack of any burial beneath or around it
diminishes the importance of the deceased in this context.
The El Khroub tomb, constructed from 130-120 BCE by Massinissa’s son Micipsa,
represents another shift in the socio-political environment. Unlike the earlier tombs at Sabratha,
Siga, and Dougga, the El Khroub monument has only one funerary chamber designed for a
single burial.117 This is perhaps unexpected, considering that Micipsa had two legitimate sons,
Hiempsal and Adherbal, and one adopted, Jugurtha, to whom he left his kingdom. Moreover, no
altar has been found in association with the tomb and thus there is no real evidence to suggest
that the deceased was worshipped by the living, whether descendants or community. The
absence of family and community in funerary ritual at El Khroub can perhaps be explained by
the increasing role that Rome played in North African affairs. After Rome had made Massinissa
king over all Numidia in the late third century BCE, the impetus to legitimize his kingship in the
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eyes of other Numidian sovereigns may have diminished. Micipsa’s subsequent reign was
relatively secure: Carthage and the Massaessyli were no longer a threat to his kingdom, and he
had become a Roman ally against Numantia in Spain (133 BCE). The absence of external
threats and increasing support from Rome may have rendered obsolete the role of the family and
community in defining power, which had previously been crucial.
Roman Tower Tombs
Tunisia: Kasserine
The ancient site of Cillium is located on a high steppe 3 kilometers from the modern town
of Kasserine, 38 kilometers southwest from Sbeitla and 150 kilometers south from the sea.
Surrounded by djebels that often surpass 1300 meters in height, it also borders a Tunisian
mountain range. According to Pliny, the city was founded in the pre-Roman region occupied by
the Musulamii, the Capsitani, and the Cinthii,118 whose economic activities were likely based in
transhumance farming.119 Inscriptions from the Roman period demonstrate that the region was
still inhabited by indigenous tribes: the Musulames who opened a saltus Beguensis 30 kilometers
north of the city in 138 CE,120 and the Musunii Regiani, whose presence is attested in
inscriptions from the third century CE.121 There is almost no indication, however, that any urban
settlement arose in this area before the Flavian period. Gascou speculates that Trajan promoted
what was originally a Flavian castellum to the status of municipium: the inhabitants of Cillium
were organized into the tribe Papiria, a tribe which characterizes the foundation of settlements
during his reign. An inscription and insignia coloniae on the city’s triumphal arch, including
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curule chairs, allegorical figures of libertas, and the fasces, reveal that Cillium eventually
became a colony, no later than the Severan period.122
The road from Sbeitla (ancient Sufetula) to Theveste, located just north of Cillium and at
the foot of a plateau, was likely occupied by several large tombs, but only two have been
identified: the tomb of the Flavii (Figure 20) and the tomb of Petronius. The tower tomb of the
Flavii is the best preserved; the tomb of Petronius lies in ruins.123 Dated to the late second
century CE, the tomb of the Flavii consists of three superimposed stories rising from a squareshaped base. A molded base sits on three steps, upon which the first story is located.
Approximately 3.6 meters in height and consisting of nine courses of solid masonry, the first
story is largely unadorned with the exception of a false door on the southwest side. The interior
was accessed in antiquity through a door on the northeast façade; after the initial occupants had
been buried, the door was sealed. Subsequent individuals were interred by creating another door
on the opposite side.124 The first story is crowned by a dentil course and a cornice.
Each side of the second story is adorned with four unevenly spaced Corinthian pilasters.
The pilaster’s capitals support a three fasciaed architrave with bead-and-reel and leaf-and-dart
moldings between the fasciae. The cornice that rests just above the architrave presents additional
architectural decoration: dentils, dentils with concave lower edges, egg-and-dart, bead-and-reel,
and water-leaf. The third story consists primarily of a niche in the form of an exedra. The
niche’s entrance, located on the southwest panel, measures 2.89 meters at the highest point from
the base, and likely displayed statues of the deceased.125
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The mausoleum of the Flavii is noteworthy for its inscriptions. Four funerary texts were
engraved between the pilasters on the southwest façade of the second story, suggesting that this
was the primary face of the tomb. Together they record that T. Flavius Secundus constructed the
monument to honor his father, also T. Flavius Secundus.126 The remaining three reveal that,
alongside his father, the son and two women named Faustina and Libera were buried within the
tomb.127 Inscribed on the first story, just above the funerary chamber, were two poems.128 The
first poem, consisting of 90 verses, documents that the younger T. Flavius Secundus
commissioned this monument as a means to honor his father and namesake, while demonstrating
his own filial piety. The second, comprising 20 verses, comments on Secundus’ pietas, and was
probably engraved at a later time at the son’s request.
Tunisia: Mactar
The city of Mactar is situated in the Tunisian Haut-Tell at an altitude of 1000 meters,
approximately 150 kilometers southwest from Carthage. Likely founded in the third century
BCE by Carthaginians, the city played an important role in the economic and administrative
activities of the region.129 The city’s status as a Punic colony greatly influenced the development
and administration of the Numidian population.130 Between the mid-second to mid-first
centuries BCE the city and its district were annexed by Massinissa and became part of the
Massylian territory.131 The Romans annexed the town along with Africa Nova in 46 BCE, and it
was slowly populated by immigrant quirites. It was not until 190-192 CE, however, with the
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death of Commodus, that it was promoted to Colonia Aelia Aurelia Augusta Mactaritana.132
Mactar’s direct transition from “peregrine” status to honorary colony after 140 years is perhaps
indicative of its attachment to pre-Roman traditions, which did not compel its inhabitants to
request municipal status earlier.133
The funerary monument at Mactar, dated to the third century CE, is remarkably well
preserved (Figure 21). The entire monument, constructed of ashlar blocks, rests on a base
comprised of three steps. In the first story sitting on a molded base, Corinthian pilasters
surround the inner funerary chamber, or cella. Three pilasters adorn three of the tomb’s four
sides: the two engaged pilasters at either end of the panel frame a center column. The false door
is surrounded by a border decorated with parallel lines, and is crowned by a lintel with a rosette
and palmettes. Centered over the door’s lintel is an image of a bull led by several togate figures.
A cyma recta molding crowns the first story and forms the base for the second. The second
story, much like the first, is also articulated by engaged Corinthian pilasters with an open niche
on the opposite side. The niche itself has an arched ceiling and was likely designed to hold a
statue. Above this niche is the third story, a large pyramid that crowns the entire monument.134
Libya: Lepcis Magna
Phoenicians were first attracted to Lepcis Magna in the seventh century BCE by the
protected harbor and the surrounding dry-farming region. Evidence for the Punic occupation of
the city is slim, except foundations near the harbor with an irregular layout and a sixth- to fifthcentury BCE Hellenistic cemetery. The city thrived from the late second century BCE onward,
as insulae, a forum, temples, and shrines were built throughout. Rome appeared to favor Lepcis
Magna from an early date, promoting the city to municipium in 74-77 CE and colonia in 109 CE,
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at a time when most African coloniae were established for veterans. The city’s wealth was
attested well before Septimius Severus’s building program: a new theater, insulae, a temple to
Magna Mater, arches commemorating the town’s promotion in status, a basilica, and an
amphitheater were all constructed during the first two centuries CE. In 203 CE Septimius
Severus bestowed on his home town the ius Italicum, the highest honor for a provincial town,
freeing it from certain forms of taxation. He also initiated an immense building program which
ornamented and colonnaded the main street; created a new forum, basilica, and arch; and
reorganized the harbor.135
Edward Rae, in his travels through North Africa during the late nineteenth century,
recorded and illustrated a tower tomb at Lepcis Magna, which no longer exists and whose precise
location is unknown (Figure 22). The monument appears to have been cleaved in two from
summit to base: the portion facing landwards had crumbled, while that facing the sea was still
standing. The base consisted of two courses of solid masonry, upon which the first story was
located. This story appears to have been largely undecorated, comprising only seven rows of
blocks, which were crowned by a cornice. The second story rested upon this molded base, from
which arose two Corinthian pilasters that framed a false door. Two rows of blocks intervened
between the false door’s lintel and the architrave, which the two columns supported. The
architrave depicted a series of four rosettes, which was likely repeated on the remaining three
sides. A second cornice completed this story, upon which the third, in the form of a pyramid,
rested. The pyramid was only partially preserved, since its upper half had already fallen away.136
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Libya: Ghirza
Ghirza is the largest known Romano-Libyan settlement in the pre-desert,137 consisting of
40 major buildings and extending over an area of 500 by 300 meters. Two large gsur form the
center of the settlement, which suggests that two large families or clans occupied the area. A
number of Latin, Latino-Punic, and Libyan inscriptions reveal that the elite residents were
Libyans, some with Roman nomina. A small number of pottery sherds from the first century CE
is all that points to early occupation of the site. Although the settlement was marginal at this
time, the monumental tombs, large middens, and gsur demonstrate that Ghirza prospered by the
fourth century CE.138
Two of five cemeteries at Ghirza, dated to the third and fourth centuries CE, consist of
monumental tombs: the North and South groups, which both lay south of the settlement (Figure
23).139 Each cemetery comprised six ashlar tombs built in the temple style with a colonnade
surrounding a central cella. As in tower tombs, the cellae of temple tombs were often adorned
with a false doorway since the burials were typically placed in a subterranean chamber.140
Although their architecture marks the introduction of a more Hellenistic-Roman style into a
region previously dominated by Punic influences, the growing desire for sculptural reliefs was
best realized by using the space available in the frieze on tombs built to resemble temples.141
Only one of the funerary monuments in the Ghirza cemeteries is a tower tomb (Figure
24). It stood intact in the nineteen-twenties, but was subsequently damaged in an earth tremor.142
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Although the first story alone remains, photographs taken in the early twentieth century by
Bauer, before its collapse, reveal its form and decoration.143 Dated to the mid-third century CE,
the monument consists of two elaborately decorated stories with a subterranean funerary
chamber and an elongated pyramid at the crown. The first story is 5.10 meters high and
comprises eight rows of masonry reposing on a molded base, above which are a frieze and
cornice. Engaged Corinthian pilasters are located at each corner, framing a false door on the
north side. The door is divided into two parts: both display inset rectangles, are molded around
the edge, and bear a lion-headed knocker. The smaller size of the subterranean funerary
chamber, approximately 1.52 meters high and 0.51 meters wide, suggests that it was used for
cremation as opposed to inhumation burials. The chamber’s entrance was once covered by
stones, and a libation channel that runs below the molding likely once ran into the funerary
chamber.
Libya: Wadi Umm el-Agerem
Wadi Umm el-Agerem appears to have been a sub-tribal Roman settlement located on the
eastern end of the Wadi. Intensive survey of the region has identified three smaller gsur,
individual huts, tent bases, open and courtyard farms, and a large gasr with an olive press.144
Six ashlar monuments once existed near the early farming settlement at Wadi Umm elAgerem, but only two of these (A and C) are still preserved (Figures 25 and 26). In both cases,
only the bottom stories survive from what were originally two or three storied monuments.
Erected in the second to third century CE, Tomb A measures approximately 5 meters in height,
and is typical of most tower tombs: it sits on a molded base and consists of eight courses of solid
blocks, engaged pilasters frame each side, and a false door is located at the center of one panel
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(which side is unknown). Unlike most other examples of tower tombs, however, the architrave
appears to have been filled with reliefs. Only two scenes exist, but the entire course was
probably decorated with similar images. One image depicts a man wearing a hat, tunic, and
cloak, with his arms folded before him. The second portrays a figure wearing a dress and hat,
and standing between two columns with an arcuated lintel.
Tomb C is even less well-preserved than its counterpart: with a preserved height of 3
meters, the monument’s back portion and sides lie in ruins. Rising from a base of one row of
masonry, the monument sits upon a molded base. Engaged Doric pilasters are located at the
corners of the surviving sides, above which a molded cornice is situated.
A bilingual inscription in Latin and Punic located just beneath Tomb A’s false door
records that Masaucan and Ysysan constructed the tomb for their father Iylul, and the builders
were Imiltho and Annobal sons of Masauchan Chaross. An inscription from Tomb B says that
Thanubda and her (unnamed) son built the monument to Masauchan, son of Iylul, at a cost of
2,100 denarii, to which the builder Annobal added 1,000 denarii. The combination of Punic
(Annobal and Imiltho) and Libyan (Masaucan, Ysysan, Thanubda, and Iylul) nomenclature may
be evidence of a wealthy Libyan family who spoke Punic and adopted Punic names alongside
indigenous Libyan ones or vice versa. The rural Libyan population was thus influenced by Punic
culture. It is possible that these settlements came into contact with Punic culture through the
Gaetuli and the Macae, two Libyan sub-tribes, who may have engaged in agricultural activity in
the territory of the Libyphoenicians. Mattingly argues that Annobal’s contribution to the costs of
Masauchan’s tomb suggests that Masauchan was his father. The inscription, however, clearly
states that Thanubda built the monument with her unnamed son, and the exact relationship
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between Annobal and Thanubda is left unspecified. This suggests that Thanubda was not
Annobal’s natural mother.145
Libya: Wadi Messeuggi
Near the district of Orfella, approximately sixty kilometers west of Beni Ulid, is the
funerary monument at Wadi Messeuggi (Figure 27).146 It stands about 8 meters high and
consists of a stepped base, upon which rests the first story. Each corner displays engaged
pilasters with Corinthian capitals. The pilasters support an architrave which depicts relief images
of hunting animals: the first reveals a lion attacking a gazelle, and the second, a vulture grasping
a hare in its beak. Above these images is a cyma recta molding, which serves as the base to the
second story. Two courses of masonry begin the next story, upon which six Corinthian columns
arise. The columns support an additional two courses of blocks, which are topped by a second
cornice. The third story, which crowns the monument, is only partially preserved: only 4 solid
blocks remain.147
Libya: Wadi Migdal
The mausoleum at Wadi Migdal is located near a Roman-Libyan farming settlement that
has remnants of gsur, hut settlements, and graves (Figure 28). Although the obelisk and frieze
have collapsed and the inscription has been destroyed, the first and second stories, including
much of their decoration, have survived. The first story rises from a one-stepped base and
consists of a molded plinth, followed by five rows of solid blocks and a false window. Pilasters
of indeterminate order are engaged at each of the corners, above which is a molded cornice. The
second story comprises a colonnade of three Doric columns that marks the entrance to an inner
cella. The outer sides of the cella carry a variety of engravings and reliefs. The engravings
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appear to be Libyco-Punic, while the reliefs include rosettes and stars, a lion attacking an
herbivore, a male bust in profile, and a group of four women with their hands on their heads.148
The original inscription is obliterated.
Two more obelisk tombs on a shallow gravel terrace appear about 200 meters apart. The
best preserved has the lower story on a stepped base, adorned with engaged pilasters and
engaged columns above. A scroll frieze bears a relief of an eagle eating a small animal. The
second consists only of the plinth and molded base.149
Libya: Wadi el-Amud
The Wadi el-Amud is a southern tributary of the Wadi Sofeggin. The region is
predominantly flat and flanked by large fans with isolated hills where there are gsur and towers.
The majority of sites are located where the wadi runs northwest to southeast: most display an
inclination to the western bank of the wadi, but there is one major group of sites on the eastern
side.150 Wadi farming appears to have been the major economic activity at Wadi el-Amud,
perhaps conducted by members of the Gaetuli and Macae sub-tribes, many of whom spoke Punic
and had close ties with the Libyphoenicians.151
Dated from the second half of the first to the early second century CE, the tower tombs at
Wadi el-Amud lay in close proximity to an early farming settlement. One tomb (mausoleum A,
Figure 29) still retains its lower two stories, while the other (mausoleum B) lies in ruins.152
Sitting on a plinth consisting of three rows of solid masonry, the first story of mausoleum A
comprises a molded base, topped by three rows of ashlar blocks and a molded cornice. Engaged
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pilasters adorn all four corners of the second story, and a false door is centered between them on
one side (the orientation is unknown).153 The same side of the first and second stories bears a
Neo-Punic inscription containing very detailed information about family relationships. It states
that Masawkan built the tomb for his father Yamrur, son of Gatit of the clan M.s.li, his mother
Zut, daughter of Gatidan of the clan T.g.l.bi, and his son and son’s wife Asliyat daughter of
Yankdassan, son of Siyuk of the T.g.l.bi tribe. It further adds that the tomb was constructed at
his expense during his lifetime and the lives of his sons Arisam and Iosdan.154
Two additional inscriptions come from the second tower tomb in the necropolis and
indicate that it may be genealogically connected to the first tomb. The first records that a stela
was set up for Nimran by his sons; the builder was Arisam.155 The second states that a stela was
set up for Nimra, son of Masukkasan, and one of the builders was Arisam son of Bod’astart.156
These inscriptions document at least four generations of a wealthy family in the area.
The use of the names of individuals and of tribal clans highlights the significance of familial
relationships for these tombs. Only three names are Punic: Bodastart and Arisam, one of whom
was the tomb builder and his father, whose relation to the others is unclear, and the other of
whom was the son of Asliyat and Masawkan, a Libyan name. The second Arisam appears
anomalous in this context, but it suggests that Punic names were not used solely by those of
Libyphoenician ancestry. The grandparents of Asliyat and Masawkan were connected to their
tribal clans (T.g.l.bl and M.s.li, respectively), and there is evidence of intermarriage between the
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two with Yamrur of the M.s.li marrying into the T.g.l.bi and his son marrying the daughter of
another tribe.157
Libya: Wadi Taghiggia
When Barth first documented the funerary monument at Wadi Taghiggia in the late
nineteenth century, it was in near perfect condition (Figure 30). With the exception of the
funerary chamber, which was looted, the entire monument stood intact.158 Since then, however,
the tomb has seemingly disappeared,159 but Barth’s drawing and description preserve a vast
amount of information.
The entire monument, consisting of three stories upon a three stepped base, rose to a
height of approximately 15 meters.160 Within the base was a funerary chamber measuring 1.2
meters by 1.2 meters with three niches, one located on the north, and two on the east side. The
first story measured 1.5 meters (east-west) by 1.2 meters (north-south). Six courses of stones
formed the first story, on the lowest of which were two wild animals resting their legs upon a
funerary urn as if peering inside. Just above them was the bust of a female and the fifth course
of the story was decorated on all sides with reliefs of hunting scenes. The architrave above the
capitals of engaged Corinthian pilasters was decorated with four rosettes on each side. The
northern portion of the frieze had additional sculpture: a group of centaurs, a cock, a garland, and
a cluster of grapes.161
The second story contained an elaborately decorated false door over which a pair of
Erotes held a wreath. Above this scene was a lunette occupied by busts of a man and woman;
the monuments’ north side also had a niche containing the bust of an elderly woman, perhaps the
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occupant of the tomb chamber. An ornament with two bunches of grapes lay above this niche,
which was topped by an Ionic frieze. The molding that followed was topped with a 3.5 meter
high pyramid which had already lost its peak in Barth’s day.162
Libya: Wadi Tabuniya
Evidence regarding the settlement at Wadi Tabuniya is scant, but archaeological survey
reveals that hut settlements, cemeteries, tent bases, and tower tombs were built at the site during
the Roman period. Barth records the presence of three tower tombs at Wadi Tabuniya: one
survived in his day but the other two were almost completely destroyed. He notes that the
surviving tomb was similar to that at Wadi Taghiggia, but probably later in date.163 The tomb
was remarkably well preserved, but Barth’s drawing only documents two of the monument’s
four sides which has resulted in some loss of detail (Figure 31). The entire monument rises to
approximately 7.5 meters in height and consists of three stories. The first story rests on a base of
two steps, and contains four rows of solid stones. Doric pilasters are engaged at each corner,
above which is a frieze depicting on one side an animal between two rosettes, and on the other a
series of three rosettes. The second story, as in other tower tombs, rises from a molded base and
displays engaged Corinthian columns at each corner. A wreath hangs above the busts of a man
and woman, located in a small niche on one side. A frieze depicting curling vines separates the
second story from the third, upon which sits the third story’s molded base. The third story is in
the form of an elongated pyramid, which was partially damaged at the time of documentation.164
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Libya: Wadi Umm e’Zerzan
The funerary monument at Umm e-Zerzan was located near what Barth calls a Roman
castle, which was probably a gsur (Figure 32). Although the “castle” is in ruins, the tomb, which
Barth dates to the second century CE,165 is still preserved. The monument itself is situated at a
lower elevation than the nearby structure. The tomb’s height is approximately 11 meters, and its
base measures 5.1 meters on the west and east sides, and 5 meters on the north and south sides.
A funerary chamber lies within the base of the monument, measuring 2 meters by 2 meters. The
base consists of three steps upon which the monument’s first story rises 4 meters high. Engaged
pilasters decorate the corners and an elaborate molding surrounds and completes the top of the
first story. The second story is located on a molded base and rises approximately 3 meters high.
Each side is decorated with engaged Corinthian pilasters which frame a false window on the east
side and a niche on the north, which likely once displayed a statue of the deceased. An
undecorated molding surmounted by a cornice marks the monument’s peak; the third story,
probably a pyramid, no longer exists.166
Roman Tower Tombs in Tunisia and Libya
The influx of Roman culture into North Africa altered the way in which the local
inhabitants commemorated their deceased. Whereas pre-Roman tower tombs juxtaposed
Phoenician and Hellenistic architectural elements, tower tombs from 50 CE onwards
incorporated distinctly Roman elements into their architecture. The Roman tower tombs employ
relief sculpture and free-standing sculpture and show decreased stature and smaller funerary
chambers. The spread of cremation throughout North Africa affected some, but not all
communities. Aristocrats with large estates replaced Numidian kings and Libyan nobles. In
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many instances, however, Roman and North African culture reached a middle-ground, where
commemoration of ancestors, celebration of achievements, and conceptions of death mingled.
A sharp division still exists between tower tombs in the west and east. Both regions
combine pre-Roman and Roman elements, but their geographical location and development
determined how overseas influences affected them. The monuments in Tunisia tend to preserve
the broad, square-shaped form of the Dougga tomb, but include niches in their second story, bear
Latin inscriptions, and are located in cemeteries along major roads. Libyan tower tombs also
include niches, but they have comparatively slender proportions, bear inscriptions in Latin,
Punic, and/or Libyan, are located next to farming settlements, and far outnumber their western
counterparts.
The two Tunisian examples of tower tombs, at Kasserine and Mactar, demonstrate their
ability to accommodate local notions of power and status to an increasingly Roman society. The
inscription on the Kasserine tomb, in particular, records how direct involvement with the Roman
army affected T. Flavius Secundus, the monument’s honoree. Recruited as a Musunian auxiliary
during the reign of Nero, Secundus likely retired at Cillium after 33 years of service.167 Upon his
discharge, Secundus adopted the praenomen and nomen of the Flavians during whose reign he
obtained citizenship. His descendants similarly retained the tria nomina, but, according to
Hitchner, demonstrated their deference to the indigenous culture by having cognomina that
reflect the religious beliefs of native North Africans, namely Faustinus, Receptus, Pacata, and
Sperata.168 Moreover, Secundus attributed his wealth and status to his agricultural enterprises,
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since he was the first to grow vines in the area.169 While this development no doubt defined
Secundus’ role in the local community, it may have also integrated him into the economy of the
Roman Empire,170 since at this time, Roman influence in North Africa promoted the
development of oleoculture, viticulture, and stockraising.171
The poem on the Kasserine tomb also serves to establish tower tombs in the corpus of
Greco-Roman funerary architecture, while simultaneously demonstrating the status and influence
of their occupants in North African society. The inscription compares the monument’s height
with the colossus of Nero in Rome, the obelisk in the Circus Maximus, and the lighthouse at
Alexandria (A 79-95). Just as Secundus’ agricultural enterprise was his contribution to the North
African and Roman economy, his tower tomb became his contribution to Greco-Roman and
North African architecture.172
Location and height figure prominently in these same verses, and both features draw
particular attention to their dynamic role in tower tombs. Pre-Roman tower tombs typically
occupied elevations and were approximately 30 meters high, suggesting that they were meant to
be viewed from a great distance in virtually any direction. They were probably designed as
boundary markers, denoting the wealth and status of dynasties throughout their regions.173
Roman-era tower tombs, however, were about half the size of their pre-Roman counterparts (at
15 meters), and they were located on the outskirts of cities. Placing the tower tomb within or just
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beyond city limits and diminishing its height restricted the monument’s audience, but the tomb
arguably still functioned as a boundary marker. The change was in the monument’s focus:
whereas pre-Roman tower tombs denoted entire territories, Roman ones appear to have defined
cities. This change in focus, from as wide a region as possible to the area immediately outside
the city, appears to mirror the growing urbanization of North African communities.
The relocation of Roman tower tombs in western North Africa within cemeteries on
major roads was probably due to Roman influence on the organization of local settlements.
Surveys from the Kasserine region have shown that after the foundation of military
establishments in the first century, large farms, horrea, villae, mausolea, and olive presses began
appearing throughout the second century, signaling the reorganization of the rural landscape
around prominent farms and settlements.174 The appearance of new structures throughout the
region may have encouraged the local Berber population to move to cities as a means of
increasing their wealth. It may also have promoted the reorganization of cities in accordance
with Roman norms, which would have subsequently forced a modification in burial sites. In
Italy, cemeteries were generally not permitted within city limits for fear of pollution,175 and
consequently a vast number of monuments and memorials dominated the streets leading to and
from the city.176 While local inhabitants in North Africa may not have felt the same fear of
pollution, the situation of funeral monuments in Tunisia is remarkably similar. The Kasserine
tomb is situated along the road leading from Sbeitla to Theveste, opposite the tomb of the
Petronii; it is entirely possible that more monuments filled the same area.177 The Mactar tomb is
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likewise located at some distance from the mausoleum of the Julii, and between them is a large
necropolis.
Although the incorporation of tower tombs into cemeteries and their decrease in stature
diminished their ancestral status as boundary markers, they were still meant to be seen. This
inclination towards ostentatious display was common to both North African and Roman culture.
Pre-Roman North African tombs, at 30 meters high and sitting atop plateaus, had already
established an elite tradition of display. At Rome, the political environment of self-promotion
fueled funerary demonstrations of wealth, compelling individuals to commission new and
creative attention-grabbing monuments, such as the pyramidal tomb of Gaius Cestius Epulo and
the monument of Eurysaces the baker.178 Although the monuments in each cultural setting
evolved from different socio-political contexts, the basic premise of preserving and perpetuating
the memory of the deceased in a conspicuous manner allowed the North African elite to
reconcile their customs and beliefs to those of Roman Italy.
The Kasserine and Mactar tower tombs also articulate notions of life and death shared in
both Greco-Roman and North African funerary ritual. As a monument bearing inscriptions for
several individuals and containing chambers for multiple burials, the Kasserine tomb expresses a
concern for honoring ancestors and commemorating accomplishments, common to both worlds.
The poet’s description of the monument as a product of the younger Secundus’ filial piety makes
this particularly evident. Pre-Roman North African inscriptions similarly tend to list elaborate
genealogies of all those involved with the monument’s construction. The Kasserine poems and
inscriptions act as an ultimate manifestation of the symbolic relationship between the deceased
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and the living. Without the living the elder Secundus would not have been so elaborately
honored, nor would his descendants, also interred in the tomb, have been so distinguished.
Many Libyan tower tombs are associated with farms, which nearby pottery dates from the
mid-first to mid-third centuries CE. The cemetery at Wadi el-Amud, containing two tower
tombs, is located near an early farming settlement and is dated to 50-120 CE. The isolated
monuments at Wadis Migdal and Messeuggi are located next to farms which pottery sherds date
from the first to second centuries CE. At Wadi el-Agerem a second to third-century CE farm is
situated close to a cemetery that included at least six tower tombs, two of which remain. Two
undated examples of tower tombs are found at Wadi Tabuniya in conjunction with an early
settlement. The tower tomb at Ghirza is the latest, dated to the mid-third century CE, and is also
located within a cemetery close to a farming settlement. It thus appears that tower tombs, as
monumental funerary architecture, spread rapidly throughout the marginal regions of Libya, and
indicate the prominence of Punic culture in the area.179
Inscriptions from these tombs in Neo-Punic, Libyan, and Latin attest to the essentially
indigenous occupation of the Tripolitanian pre-desert, which became increasingly affected by
Roman culture. The two earliest Roman era tower tombs from Wadi el-Amud bear Neo-Punic
inscriptions that illustrate the complex genealogies of two preeminent families in the community.
The first inscription, dated from the late first to second century CE, records that Masawkan
constructed a tomb for his father Yamrur, son of Gatit of the M.s.li and for his mother Zut,
daughter of Gatidan of the T.g.l.bi and for his son and son’s wife Asliyat, daughter of
Yankdassan, son of Siyuk of the T.g.l.bi. The monument was constructed during the lives of his
sons Arisam and Iosdan. Two additional inscriptions mention another man called Arisam (son of
Bod’astart) who built a stela for Nimran, son of Masukkasan. The delineation of several
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generations of families is well attested in Numidian epigraphy, which clearly holds particular
relevance for these Libyan clans. What is interesting, however, is that three of the 16 names
listed in these inscriptions are Punic rather than Libyan. Arisam, son of Bod’astart, from the
second and third inscriptions was the Punic-named builder of the monument to Nimran, and may
be unrelated to the rest. The Arisam of the first inscription, however, is clearly the son of a
prominent Libyan family. The grandparents of Asilyat and Masawkan were connected to their
tribal clans (T.g.l.bi and M.s.li, respectively), who intermarried through successive generations,
eventually giving one of their offspring a Punic name.180 Both the use of Punic nomenclature by
Libyan families and their adoption of the funerary architecture of Punic tower tombs may show
their receptivity to Punic culture.
Two inscriptions in Latin and Punic from Wadi el-Agerem attest the use of Punic
nomenclature by Libyan families well into the second and third centuries CE. The first
inscription states that Masaucan and Ysysan built a tomb for their father Iylul; the builders were
Imiltho and Annobal son of Masauchan Chaross. The second states that Thanubda and her son
dedicated a monument to Masauchan, son of Iylul, which was built by Annobal. The
relationship of the two Punic builders, Imiltho and Annobal, to the Libyan family is unclear, but
the second inscription also states that Annobal contributed 1,000 denarii to the construction of
the tomb, implying that Masauchan was his father.181
The Wadi el-Agerem Latin inscription also points to increasing contact with Rome,
which was likely stimulated through surplus crop production. It is difficult to determine the
origin of these settlements, since the earlier prevalence of Neo-Punic inscriptions suggests that
they were not settled by Roman colonists. The number of farms found in association with these
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settlements, however, suggests that some agricultural stimulus encouraged trade with other
regions of North Africa. At the earliest farm of Wadi el-Amud, olive presses have been found,
as have several more throughout the Tripolitanian pre-desert.182 It is probable that olive oil
production was not the only cash crop of these farmers, but the ruins of olive presses are thus far
the most obvious archaeological remains of specific agricultural activity. Moreover, the
presence of large mausolea in association with these farms suggests that some of the rural elite
participated in a market economy, whether or not olive oil was the primary cash crop. These
markets may have been located among pre-Severan military bases throughout the area and in
coastal cities, which would have brought pre-desert farmers into contact with Rome.183 As a
result, the elite would have found it increasingly important to communicate in Latin, in order to
interact with markets along the Libyan coast. The language, in turn, was probably made
manifest on tower tomb inscriptions as a means of demonstrating to an increasingly Roman
settlement the power and status of a particular family.
The location of these tower tombs next to farming settlements may have been an effect of
Roman culture, but it may have also served as a demonstration of status and power over the
community, a well-established tradition in pre-Roman funerary architecture in North Africa. The
elite were the only members of the community who could afford to build such funerary
monuments, and it is likely that they derived their means from the cultivation of different crops
on their estates. Building their tombs in close proximity to their source of wealth was likely a
means of emphasizing their significant role in the community. Moreover, it also corresponded
well with their strong ties to ancestor cult. Lineage was clearly important to the pre-desert elite,
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since inscriptions from Wadi el-Amud and Wadi el-Agerem list at least four generations of tribal
clans. Third and fourth century temple tombs at Ghirza continue this tradition, often exhorting
the younger members of the community to visit these monuments and make regular offerings.184
The number of tower tombs found throughout the pre-desert region of Tripolitania also
seems to reflect an increase in settlements during the Roman period. While this process was
likely slower in hinterland Libya than in Tunisia, the increasing number of small farming
settlements that appear in the first and second centuries CE coincides with Rome’s promotion of
agricultural activity in the region. The location of Libyan tower tombs outside of these
settlements seems to suggest that a similar process of urbanization affected the pre-desert
Tripolitanian region, causing tower tombs to function as boundary markers to specific
settlements rather than large territories. The cemeteries at Ghirza, Wadi el-Amud, Wadi elAgerem, and Wadi Tabuniya are all located near farming settlements and include several tower
tombs, which are typically aligned with one another. Moreover, these farms are within close
proximity of one another, suggesting that local clans were defining themselves communally as
opposed to regionally. Consequently, while Libyan tower tombs still functioned as boundary
markers, their emphasis, much like Tunisian monuments, was directed towards the community.
Conclusion
The Tertullus monument, constructed in the second century CE, presents a more Roman
view of the tower tomb and funerary cult, while still holding onto past North African burial
traditions. It sits comfortably within the architectural tradition of North African tower tombs,
consisting of three stories, each of which rests on a stepped base, possibly has a false door on its
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eastern face and engaged pilasters at its corners, and likely crowned by a pyramidal structure.185
On the other hand, several features of the monument mark significant departures from the
traditional design of tower tombs: its preserved height is considerably shorter, it contains niches
for cremation urns instead of inhumations, and it is located outside the city along a major road.
Like the Kasserine and Mactar tombs, the Tertullus monument appears to reflect a change
in the socio-political environment. The encroachment of Rome upon North African territory
gradually removed client kings and replaced them with elite members of society, Romans or
local North Africans, who held a number of magistracies, operating largely on the Punic
model.186 The North African aristocracy did not extend its influence far beyond the urban center,
often competing for magistracies and priesthoods and governing large amounts of land.187
Gradual urbanization of the countryside extended throughout North Africa, resulting in over six
hundred towns at the end of the second century. Many Berbers still followed the traditional
nomadic life, but as time passed, many of them were absorbed into the farming community, since
farming became the principal means of amassing wealth. As the sponsor of an elaborate
funerary monument, Tertullus was likely a member of the ruling aristocracy at Carthage, and his
monument was a statement of his influence in the community.
The decreased height of the monument, however, suggests that during the second century
CE funerary traditions at Carthage were even more affected by Roman urbanization and the
consequential secularization of building programs. With a preserved height of 2.29 meters, the
Tertullus monument is a great deal shorter than other Roman-era tower tombs, which are
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generally 15 meters in height. During the pre-Roman period in North Africa, public monuments
of wealth and status were the prerogative of kings. The pre-Roman structures throughout the
landscape, primarily funerary monuments and sanctuaries, are generally attributed to local
sovereigns. Vermina, Ateban or Massinissa, and Micipsa constructed tower tombs at Siga,
Dougga, and El Khroub respectively; Micipsa erected a sanctuary to his father Massinissa at
Chemtou; and Massinissa may have occupied the monumental tumulus at Medracen. The
construction of most building projects during the Roman period generally lay in the hands of the
governing Roman elite. They built aqueducts, roads, and fortifications; they reorganized and
strengthened harbors; and they embarked upon immense building programs that bestowed cities
such as Carthage with amphitheaters, circuses, baths, temples, insulae, and villae.188
In early imperial Rome, the elite similarly witnessed a change in their ability to produce
ostentatious monuments, when Augustus erected his mausoleum and subsequently rendered the
construction of large elaborate monuments suitable for his family alone. Although the
construction of monumental tombs in late Republican Rome was spurred by competition in
ostentatious display but subsequently stopped by Augustus, this was not the case in North Africa.
The urban elite in the Roman period had clearly established a tradition of building large, ornate
monuments which resulted not only from competition, but also from an inclination to allude to
an illustrious past. As Carthage grew in size and political importance under Roman influence, a
number of families directly prospered from their involvement in this new economy, and there
likely remained a tendency for the wealthy to refer to this success in their funerary monuments,
according to ancestral tradition. The Tertullus tomb accomplished the same thing: it refers both
to Tertullus’ Roman or African past and to his current involvement in the state, in the same way
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that African kings used tower tombs to allude to their geographical homeland and to legitimize
their success in the eyes of other kings.
Whereas both pre-Roman and Roman tower tombs likely acted as boundary markers, the
Tertullus monument appears to have functioned differently. The Tertullus tomb’s location in a
necropolis just outside of Carthage’s south gate, along the road leading to Theveste, while
similar to the location of the Kasserine and Mactar examples, bears striking resemblance to the
situation at Rome. Competition for visibility among Rome’s necropoleis was high: because
these cemeteries were generally not permitted within city limits,189 a vast number of monuments
and memorials dominated the streets leading to and from the city.190 Whether Tertullus was
motivated by competition is uncertain, since his monument was one of the earliest tombs within
the Yasmina necropolis.191 The number of elaborate monuments which postdate the Tertullus
tomb, however, suggests that competition for visibility later became an issue for the necropolis’
occupants. During the third century CE, the Yasmina necropolis witnessed a tremendous
increase in elaborate funerary monuments. East of the Tertullus monument were the Vaulting
Tube monument (locus 3006) and the Scribonia monument (locus 3025), and southeast was the
Charioteer mausoleum (locus 2002/4002), all of which encroached upon the Tertullus tomb and
diminished its status (Figures 2 and 46).192
The Latin inscription on the second story of the Tertullus monument also sets it apart
from other North African tower tombs as a development from Roman funerary tradition. Of all
the Roman-era tower tombs, Tertullus and Kasserine alone bear Latin inscriptions, while those in
the Tripolitanian pre-desert are recorded in Neo-Punic. Like all artistic media, funerary
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monuments have meaning through those who view them, and therefore they must be relevant
within their cultural context. It is probable, then, that the Latin inscription on the Tertullus
monument reflects the predominant use of Latin at Carthage. Although Neo-Punic was probably
spoken at Carthage well into the third century CE, it ceased to be written in public and funerary
inscriptions by the end of the first century in favor of Latin, and sometimes Greek.193
Considering that Carthage was largely a Roman settlement, resettled in the first century CE by
Augustan colonists, Punic probably was not an option for the funerary inscriptions of the
Carthaginian elite. The sites in the pre-desert of Tripolitania reveal a similar transition. While
Neo-Punic inscriptions are attested on the earliest monuments at Wadi el-Amud, they slowly
give way to the bilingual Latin and Neo-Punic inscriptions at Wadi el-Agerem, and on Ghirza’s
temple tombs the inscriptions are rendered largely in Latin.
During the Roman period, much of North Africa witnessed a gradual transition from
inhumation to cremation burials, which differentially affected tower tombs throughout the
region.194 The evidence is insufficient to determine the funerary practice at all Roman-era tower
tombs, but it is clear that both inhumation and cremation were habitual funerary conventions.
The Tertullus and Taghiggia monuments contained niches for multiple cremations, while that at
Ghirza held one cremation burial. The funerary chamber in the Kasserine tomb was designed for
multiple inhumations, while that at Wadi Umm e’Zerzan likely contained a single interment.
The two Tunisian tombs present an interesting contrast: that at Kasserine accommodated
inhumation, while the Tertullus monument accommodated cremation. The Kasserine tomb was
dedicated in the late second century CE to T. Flavius Secundus, a native North African who
served as an auxiliary in the Roman army and adopted the tria nomina upon his discharge as an
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acknowledgement of his Roman citizenship and social standing. He also acquired substantial
wealth and status through the cultivation of his estate, which encouraged the assimilation of
North African agricultural resources into the Roman economy.195 The location and inscription of
Secundus’ tomb reflect his adherence to Roman custom, but its architecture and the practice of
inhumation reveal his continuing loyalty to local Punic culture.
Although the Tertullus monument presents the same cultural duality, the nine niches for
urns on the tomb’s second story indicate that Tertullus was comfortable with cremation as a
funerary ritual not only for himself, but also for other members of his family. This is striking,
given that cremation was uncommon in North Africa at the time of the monument’s construction.
The neighboring town of Dougga had not yet fully embraced cremation; there appear to have
been similar levels of cremation and inhumation there.196 It was not until the mid-third century
CE that cremation burials appeared in the Ghirza and Wadi Taghiggia tower tombs in Libya.
This evidence suggests that if Tertullus (or his family) was not originally from Rome, he was a
local man perhaps more comfortable with Roman culture than Punic.
From the first century BCE, the wealthy at Rome were practicing cremation, which
coincided with the construction of elaborate tombs and statues heavily influenced by the
Hellenistic east.197 This process continued until 30 BCE, when Augustus built his mausoleum,
essentially rendering elaborate burial appropriate for his family alone. From this time on, the
wealthy began erecting more modest family tombs centered on funerary altars.198 It was also at
this time that Augustus sent a deductio of colonists to Carthage in 29 BCE. Given the strong
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presence of Italian settlers at a relatively early date in the history of Roman Carthage, it is
possible, then, that they influenced the character of the city, including its burial rites.
In addition to showing Tertullus’ comfort with the ritual of cremation, the monument’s
niches also demonstrate the importance of ancestors, descendants, and the role of the family, one
of the principal functions of pre-Roman tower tombs. The earliest monuments were similarly
dynastic in function: the Sabratha tomb contained multiple burial chambers, and the example at
Siga was surrounded by several burials and occupied a central location in the necropolis. The
monuments at Dougga, Kasserine, Wadi el-Amud, and Wadi el-Agerem contain inscriptions
outlining genealogy and describing familial interrelationships. The Tertullus tomb also bears an
inscription recording the life of the deceased. The monuments (tower and temple) at Ghirza and
those at Wadi el-Agerem were clustered together into distinct cemeteries, suggesting that there
were wealthy families at these sites who wished to be buried in the same location. This
inclination for wealthy families to share burial sites resembles the pre-Roman tradition of
dynastic funerary monuments.
The architecture of the Tertullus monument appears to define Tertullus’ wealth and status
in Roman Carthage, while simultaneously demonstrating his participation in North African
funerary tradition. Each element, whether classified as distinctly “Roman” or “North African,”
represents a constant negotiation and accommodation between the two cultures. The monument
may no longer have defined royal territories, but in a Roman world the message of power and
status could be equally meaningful. In constructing tower tombs, Numidian kings alluded to
their illustrious past and sought to define themselves as Hellenistic monarchs. Secundus in
second century CE Kasserine used his funerary monument to refer to these powerful kings and
establish his relationship within the Greco-Roman world. In incorporating North African
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architectural features into a Roman setting, Tertullus likewise defined his role in both North
African and Roman worlds by means of his tomb.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ICONOGRAPHY OF THE TERTULLUS MONUMENT
In the previous chapter, the analysis of the architecture of pre-Roman and Roman tower
tombs in North Africa revealed that the Tertullus Monument bears more semblance to Roman
funerary architecture than to indigenous North African tombs. This chapter considers the
iconography of the Tertullus Monument, comparing it with the imagery of pre-Roman and
Roman tower tombs in North Africa. Within the African context the imagery of the Tertullus
Monument is idiosyncratic, but within the empire-wide world of Roman art, it belongs to a
widely recognized category of funerary art. The relief sculpture on the Tertullus monument
depicts a variety of scenes well-attested in the corpus of Roman funerary iconography, including
horsemen, Erotes, pigs, mythological scenes, and representations of the deceased. Its inclusion
of relief decoration, however, is a relatively new development in the composition of North
African tower tombs and belongs primarily to Roman-era monuments. Moreover, on none of the
other tower tombs is the imagery of such variety and on as large a scale. This chapter examines
relief sculpture on Roman tower tombs throughout North Africa to establish an iconographic
context for the Tertullus monument. An analysis of the imagery on the Tertullus tomb follows,
which considers each panel individually and all the panels in reference to one another.
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Iconography of Tower Tombs in North Africa
The decoration of tower tombs in North Africa underwent a perceptible change from preRoman to Roman periods. The general preference in Punic tradition is for the use of symbols,199
which often depict emblems of mythological significance, such as the images of Bes and
Herakles-Melquart on the Sabratha tomb, alongside those denoting power and status, such as the
horses on the Dougga tomb and the shields on the El Khroub monument. While tower tombs
during the Roman period employ similar symbols of wealth and status, they simultaneously
incorporate images from Roman funerary iconography, including Erotes and representations of
the deceased. The use of freestanding sculpture also increased during the Roman period: each of
the monuments at Kasserine (Figure 20), Mactar (Figure 21), and Wadi Umm e’Zerzan (Figure
32) has a niche, presumably for a funerary portrait, in its second or third story. None of the
statues has survived, but the dimensions of the niches suggest that they could have held life-size
or larger statues.200
Symbolic Images
Roman tower tombs display a wide array both of purely decorative motifs, such as
rosettes and roundels, and of symbolic motifs, such as lions. The Ghirza (Figure 24) and Wadi
Migdal (Figure 28) tower tombs prominently feature rosettes; Cumont suggests that they recall
astral symbols on Punic and Neo-Punic stelae.201 The fact that they flourished in Numidian art
of the fourth and fifth centuries CE led Frend to suggest that they were for good luck.202 On the
Ghirza monument also appear roundels divided into eight segments, recalling the form of the
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sacred cakes common in ancient ritual.203 More obviously symbolic is the lion, depicted
attacking a herbivore on the Wadi Migdal monument; it recalls the lions on the pre-Roman
tombs of Sabratha and Dougga which probably served as symbolic protectors of the dead and
guardians of the tomb.204
Vines, leaves, spirals, garlands, and grapes appear on the Ghirza (Figure 24), Wadi
Taghiggia (Figure 30), and Wadi Tabuniya (Figure 31) tombs, where they probably function as
symbols of fertility and abundance. Many of these symbols call to mind rituals of the Dionysiac
cults, popular in Carthage and Tripolitania where Dionysus, as Bacchus or Liber Pater, was
closely associated with the Punic god of fertility, Shadrapa.205 Dionysiac emblems, including
vines, grapes, leaves, and scrolls, appear on a number of mosaics at Carthage. In fact, the
majority of Carthaginian houses with mosaics had at least one pavement with Dionysiac scenes
or symbols; many possessed several.206 The Dionysiac repertory also figures prominently on
Roman sarcophagi, often featuring scenes of dancing satyrs, bacchantes, and Bacchic Erotes,
surrounded by vines, grapes, and leaves. Erotes in Bacchic scenes are generally depicted
supporting vines, leaves, grapes, and garlands, or harvesting grapes to make wine.207
These decorative motifs were common on buildings in the coastal cities of North Africa
and would have been available for imitation by those building tombs in the Tripolitanian
hinterland.208 The pilasters on the Severan basilica at Lepcis Magna, for example, prominently
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feature vines, scrolls, and grapes (Figure 33).209 While sculptured pilasters do not appear on any
of the tower tombs, temple tomb North C at Ghirza does exhibit what Brogan calls an “inhabited
scroll.” This flat double scroll contains circular areas filled with fruits, flowers, and animals and,
according to Brogan and Smith, recalls the deeply-carved scroll of the destroyed tower tomb at
Gasr Ben Emdan in Wadi Nfed.210 The prevalence of these images in a wide array of contexts
suggests that they are largely ornamental rather than symbolic.211
Although many of these symbols are common in Roman iconography, they all have
strong roots in Libyan and Punic religion, which suggests that in the present context they are
largely products of indigenous culture. Many typical features of Roman funerary iconography,
on the other hand, especially scenes from classical mythology,212 are either entirely absent or
poorly expressed on Roman tower tombs. Those which are depicted, such as images of
Dionysus, may have been chosen on account of their relevance in Libyan and Punic society.
This assimilation of religious beliefs is visible in clear parallels between the emblems from the
tombs and those on the Saturn stelae from Tunisia and Algeria. Saturn, one of the most popular
deities in Roman North Africa, appears to have shared several attributes with the Punic god Baal
Hammon.213 Rosettes, roundels, vines, grapes, lions, and livestock, which initially seem clearly
to be Roman symbols, all appear on Saturn stelae along with obvious Punic images. Lions and
fish, which appear on the Wadi Messeuggi (Figure 34) and Wadi Migdal (Figure 35) tombs
respectively, have associations with Tanit/Caelestis. As already mentioned, the grapes, vines,
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and scrolls common in the iconography of Liber Pater or Dionysos are associated with the
imagery of the Punic deity Shadrapa.214
The fact that the iconography used in Roman tower tombs may have been more relevant
to the local culture is not surprising. In chapter two, the discussion of the architectural form of
Roman tower tombs erected in the Libyan hinterland suggested that these tombs were largely the
products of Libyan and Punic culture. The concentration of these monuments in the
Tripolitanian pre-desert and their construction using the local method of opus africanum closely
connected these structures to the traditional lifestyles of the indigenous elite. The inscriptions in
Neo-Punic and Libyan from the Ghirza temple tombs, revealing complex genealogies and
celebratory rites (i.e., the parentalia), and the Libyan and Punic nomenclature of the deceased
from the site emphasize this point. Many inscriptions from the temple tombs, however, were
also in Latin and recorded Latin cognomina for some of the deceased. In addition, the location
of tower and temple tombs in close proximity to gsur and olive presses suggests that local elites
were increasingly dependent on Roman influence for economic success and chose to
acknowledge this growing influence by adopting certain aspects of Roman culture while
maintaining their indigenous rituals.
Images of the Deceased
Representations of the deceased frequently appear on tower tombs during the Roman
period, and like the decorative motifs and architecture of tower tombs, they reflect an overlap
between traditional and Roman religious beliefs. Statues, busts, and reliefs, presumably of the
occupants, do not appear in North African funerary contexts until the second century CE, when
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they presumably occur as a direct result of Roman influence.215 It is remarkable, however, that
when they do appear, they employ a distinctly un-Roman style, marked by large eyes,
pronounced noses, differential scaling, and traditional North African attire; the most notable
depictions are on the Ghirza and Wadi Umm el-Agerem funerary monuments.
The first story of the Ghirza tower tomb includes friezes on its north and west sides. On
the north panel are two busts and two complete figures with pronounced noses and large eyes
whose pupils appear to be carved (Figure 36). The bust of a turbaned woman begins the
sequence (from left to right). Her deeply-folded clothing lies on her right shoulder and is
gathered at her left, from which another fold of the garment hangs; her mouth forms a small slit.
Next is a small figure whose head is disproportionately large and wears its hair in a fringe; it
wears a necklace and a long-sleeved tunic which reaches its ankles. The right hand holds a purse
or basket, while the left grasps a baton or curved stick. To its right is a male bust, wearing
deeply-folded clothing that passes over his left shoulder. Two rows of curls surround his face
and there appears to have been some attempt to give his beard a short, natural look. The final
figure, which may be male or female, seems to be floating in mid-air and is separated from the
rest of the scene by a frame. Its face is beardless and its long hair is carved in waves atop its
head. The figure wears a long-sleeved tunic that reaches its ankles; in its right hand is a wreath
and in the left is what may be a scroll. The legs and feet, according to Brogan and Smith, are
misshapen and small.216
The western portion of the Ghirza tower tomb depicts figures similar to those on the
northern panel (Figure 37). The head of the flying figure from the north side can be seen in the
left corner of the western frieze. To its right is a small standing figure wearing a thickly-folded
215
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cloak; its hair is tightly curled around its forehead and it is beardless. In its right hand it holds
presumably a basket or jar and in its left what may be a sickle. The identity of these flying
figures remains ambiguous: they may be family members or representations of the deceased
going aloft, or perhaps deities escorting the dead. To this figure’s right is a female bust, with
prominent cheeks and a mouth in the crescent-like slit; she sports a turban, necklace, and
clothing with several folds, which passes over both her shoulders.217
The Wadi Umm el-Agerem figures stylistically resemble those at Ghirza with their long,
pronounced noses and deeply-carved large eyes (Figure 38). Of the two extant figures, the one
to the left is located in a specific setting: it stands between the two pillars of an arch. Wearing a
long garment that reaches its feet, its head is disproportionately large and enclosed in a turban,
beneath which a row of tight curls peeks out. The figure to the right stands face forward, its head
also wrapped in a turban. It wears a short, folded garment that reaches its knees and appears to
be holding something, perhaps a basket, before it.218 The turbans suggest that these images
depict women.
The style of these figures has often been viewed as poor and unsophisticated,219 but this
particular tradition appears to have been consciously maintained at different times and places
where masons were creating more “Roman”-looking works; this is the case on elite estates near
the coast, such as in the plowing scene at Tigi.220 This style is often found, like the decorative
motifs, on votive stelae. Two late second century CE Saturn stelae from Ghorfa in Tunisia, for
example, depict figures standing beneath stylized arches, similar to the effigies at Wadi Umm el216
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Agerem. In the first, a male figure stands on a pedestal wearing a long, deeply-folded mantle
(Figure 39). Around his neck is a torque with a signet in the center, and in each of his hands is
an offering. His right arm is bent to his chest, while his left remains at his side; his hair is
coiffed into short, tight curls around his head. He is flanked by two fluted columns supporting
an arch; this entire niche rests on what appears to be a coffered ceiling. On either side of the
niche is a standard with a wide base and two circles on the shaft. Above the niche two birds
peck at a fruit cluster; above them a Tanit figure holds a cornucopia with a bunch of grapes in
her right hand and a stalk of two pomegranates in her left. A pair of birds nibbles on these
grapes. At the very top of the stela are a disc and crescent; the disc consists of a round face
enclosed in a wreath. On each side a bird stands on a ten-petaled rosette. Scattered throughout
the stela are inset circles with countersunk holes in the center. At the bottom of the stela is a
one-line inscription.221
The second stela features a female figure standing on a pedestal in a round-arch niche
(Figure 40). She also wears a long, deeply-folded mantle. Her right arm is likewise bent at her
chest, while her left hangs by her side; in each hand she holds a spherical offering. Her cheeks
are round and puffy, her eyes large and incised, her mouth small, and her hair arranged into
curls. She is flanked by two fluted columns supporting an arch; the entire niche rests atop a
coffered ceiling.222 Above the niches is a Tanit figure holding a cornucopia with a large bunch
of grapes in her right hand and a pomegranate stalk in her right. A bird nibbles on the
pomegranate stalk; above it is a ten-petaled rosette. Above the Tanit figure’s right hand is a
second ten-petaled rosette, on which another bird stands. The top of the stela shows a crescent;
in place of the typical disc, however, is a third ten-petaled rosette.
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The similarity in motifs between the figures on the Ghorfa stelae and those on the Wadi
Umm el-Agerem and Ghirza tombs suggests a common repertory in North African art for the
representation of the elite in funerary and cultural contexts with a distinctly local flavor.223 Not
only do stelae and tower tombs employ similar decorative motifs, such as grapes and rosettes,
but the architectural frames on the stelae and the Wadi Umm el-Agerem tomb recall the niches
on the Mactar, Kasserine, and Ghirza tower tombs. Both are flanked by columns or pilasters
between which a representation (relief or statue) of the deceased was presumably located.
The Wadi Taghiggia and Wadi Tabuniya representations are more difficult to interpret,
since they are no longer extant. Drawings of the monuments furnish only the most general
details of their iconography. At Wadi Taghiggia the busts of a man and woman were centered in
a lunette on the upper course of masonry of the monument’s second story (Figure 30). Below
them were two Erotes on either side of a wreath; beneath was a false door. The tomb at Wadi
Tabuniya likewise depicted the busts of a man and a woman in a lunette, but they were located
on the lower course of blocks of the second story, above which a wreath hung (Figure 31).
Although additional details are lacking, these figures do resemble funerary reliefs from late
republican and early imperial Rome, where busts appear in a similar architectonic setting.224 The
placement of “portrait” busts within lunettes is unique in the iconography of North African tower
tombs, but the popularity of other architectonic settings, namely pillars and arches, on the Wadi
Umm-el Agerem and Ghirza tombs and on North African stelae, suggests that this particular
placement is simply another example of a local adaptation of Roman funerary iconography.
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Religious Scenes
A relief from Wadi Migdal depicts a group of four women (Figure 41). The women
stand in a row, wearing long garments that reach their ankles with their feet pointing leftward
and their hands on their heads. This particular style of carving closely resembles a second- to first century BCE votive stela from Chemtou that depicts eight Libyan deities face forward and
in a row (Figure 42). Each figure wears a long, folded garment pinned at the right shoulder by a
brooch. The only exception is the central figure (fifth from the left) who appears also to be the
only female of the group. She, like the male figures, wears a long sleeved garment, but it has
two symbols over her chest; she wears earrings and her tightly curled hair is enveloped in a band.
The remaining figures are bearded and have long, tightly curled hair.
While the women in the Wadi Migdal relief are depicted in the traditional Libyan style,
with long folded garments, large eyes, and distinctive hair, their pose recalls images of mourning
women in art throughout the ancient Mediterranean world.225 Artistic depictions from Greek and
Roman art show that mourning largely belonged to women who beat their breasts and tore their
hair as part of funerary ritual.226 One visual representation of this custom in particular, comes
from an Augustan-era tomb near Rome, the Amiternum relief, which portrays an entire funerary
procession (Figure 43). At the center of the panel the deceased’s effigy reclines on the funerary
bed and is supported by eight pallbearers; to their right are four flutists; to their left is a slave.
The upper portion of the procession, from right to left, features three trumpeters, two mourning
women pulling their hair and beating their breasts, the lamenting widow and her two daughters,
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and the woman’s female slaves and freedwomen.227 That the women in the Wadi Migdal relief
appear to assume the stance of Roman women in mourning makes it tempting to suggest that the
inhabitants of the Tripolitanian pre-desert were familiar with a funerary ritual that was widely
practiced in the Mediterranean basin.
Bull-sacrifice appears in reliefs on the tombs at Mactar and Ghirza, with scenes of togate
men leading a bull, probably towards a sacrifice. In the frieze on the cella wall of Ghirza Temple
Tomb North A, a man holds a bull both by the tail and by a cord yoked around its horns (Figure
44). Another man holds the bull’s left horn in his right hand and an axe raised aloft in his left.
The head and body of the man on the left face forward and his legs are turned to the right. His
bent legs and upheld arms make him appear particularly exuberant; it may represent a dance or
the moment before the axes comes down, showing the movement of sacrifice. The man on the
right is frontal, his legs are in profile, and his head is turned to the right. The bull moves to the
left in profile; its head is frontal. This is the only scene of animal sacrifice at Ghirza.228
Above the lintel of the tower tomb at Mactar is a similar scene: from left to right, a bull is
being led by at least three men (Figure 45). The relief is insufficiently preserved to discern any
further details, but we can turn to a similar relief from the nearby Tomb of the Julii for
comparison. On this tomb, moving from left to right, are two figures standing alongside a bull;
the posture of the first figure is unclear, but the next appears to be grasping the bull’s horns
(Figure 46). The next figure in sequence wears a tunic and appears to be holding something,
perhaps a basket, over his head. The following figure wears a tunic and may be facing the togate
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figure to his right. To the right of the togate figure are two other individuals wearing tunics who
appear to be taking part in the procession.
The scenes of bull sacrifice on these tombs closely resemble depictions of the
suovetaurilia at Rome. Scene VIII from Trajan’s Column shows a victimarius holding the bull’s
farther horn with his right hand; with his left he holds an axe over his shoulder (Figure 47). In
Scene LII two victimarii accompany a bull; the first pulls one horn back so that the bull’s head is
turned away from the viewer (Figure 48). Although visual representations of bull sacrifice in
Rome and North Africa are remarkably similar, the function of such a sacrifice appears to have
differed according to context. Whereas bull sacrifice at Rome is most commonly associated with
the suovetaurilia, in North Africa it occurs as an individual sacrifice and appears to have been
closely tied to the worship of Saturn. Many of the approximately 1,800 Saturn stelae found in
Proconsularis feature a scene of bull sacrifice in their lower register.229 This ritual act of animal
sacrifice provided a means of communication between the worshipper and deity while
simultaneously assuring the fertility and fecundity of the family and individual. For this reason,
animals were selectively chosen for their symbolic power; the bull was particularly associated
with fertility.230 Fertility and continued prosperity also seem to have been important issues for
the patrons of funerary monuments. The tower tombs at Wadi Umm el-Agerem and Wadi elAmud bear funerary inscriptions outlining complex family histories and the temple tombs at
Ghirza carry inscriptions exhorting the descendants of the elite to visit the cemetery and worship
their ancestors. It seems likely, then, that in funerary contexts in North Africa, bull sacrifice
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played an important role in ensuring the continuity of the family and their perpetual
prosperity.231
While visual references to the sacrifice of bulls appear on the Mactar and Ghirza tombs,
textual references to a similar practice also appear at Ghirza. An inscription found near tomb
North A from Ghirza records the celebration of an event which the inscription calls the
parentalia, where a great sacrifice was held of 51 bulls and 38 goats. It is unlikely that the
Libyan festival resembled the Roman Parentalia, but rather, parentalia was simply the bestknown term to convey the notion of ancestor cult.232 The number of animals sacrificed for such
an event would have fed thousands, suggesting that the celebration extended beyond the family
and community, and may have been a tribal affair connected to the power of the leading families
in the area. Indeed, the scale of the sacrifice resembles the elaborate funerary architecture and
iconography of these funerary monuments.233
Both the bull sacrifice and parentalia in North Africa provide an interesting contrast to
funerary practices at Rome. At Rome, a number of regulations had to be followed in all
instances of death and burial. One of these was a pig sacrifice, which was necessary for a burial
site to legally become a grave;234 given the popularity of bull sacrifice at Mactar and Ghirza, it
may have been an equally significant part of North African funerary ritual. The North African
parentalia may likewise find a parallel in the funerary meals eaten at the grave site to honor the
deceased. Funerary feasts commemorated the deceased on various occasions throughout the year
at Rome, including birthdays and the annual festival of the dead. Funerary monuments could be
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equipped for this very purpose, often containing special chambers and libation tubes for offerings
of food and drink.235 Several of the Ghirza tombs appear to have been designed for this purpose,
especially tombs North G and South B, which contain chambers walled with masonry, shelves
for offerings, dressed stones, and a bench.236 Brogan and Smith characterize these tombs as a
curiosity, but Mattingly suggests that these may have been buildings regularly visited by the
descendants of the deceased for ancestor worship.237
Sculpture and its Context
Although the use of relief and freestanding sculptures on tower tombs markedly increased
during the Roman period, sculpture is restricted to a few specific areas of the tombs, namely the
architrave and the statuary niche. Symbolic decoration, such as vines, rosettes, and animals,
appears on the architrave of the lower and/or middle stories of the monuments at Ghirza, Lepcis
Magna, Wadi Tabuniya, and Wadi Taghiggia. The architrave of the tower tomb at Messeuggi
shows scenes of hunting, while portraiture appears on the architraves of the Ghirza, Wadi
Tabuniya, Wadi Taghiggia, and Wadi Umm el Agerem monuments. Niches for statues, the
second key location for portraiture, occur on the Mactar, Kasserine, and Wadi Umm e’ Zerzan
tombs; these tombs, however, do not carry any other sculptural decoration.
The monuments at Wadi Taghiggia and Wadi Tabuniya appear to be the only Roman
tower tombs with relief sculpture in places other than the architrave (Figures 30 and 31). The
Tabuniya tomb had busts of a man and woman in a lunette on the bottom half on one side of the
monument’s upper story (which side is unknown). The tower tomb at Taghiggia likewise
exhibited busts of a man and woman in a lunette, in the upper half of the second story of the
monument (which side is unknown). Below this particular pair are two Erotes, which appear
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here for the first time on a Roman tower tomb, and a false door. The bottom story of the
Taghiggia tomb carries a relief of a hunting scene, beneath which two animals stand on either
side of a woman.
The decoration of the tower tomb at Taghiggia is particularly intriguing. First, its relief
panels are not restricted to the architrave. Second, its relief decoration includes the motifs of
false door, lunettes, and Erotes. All this suggests that their patrons were more familiar with
Roman funerary iconography in Italy. The fact that the Tertullus Monument and the Eros
Monument are the only two tombs displaying Erotes in the Yasmina cemetery seems to support
this. Chapter two demonstrated that the Tertullus Monument is unique within the tradition of
Roman North African tower tombs; it is a more Roman interpretation of a local North African
funerary monument. It is difficult to assert that the Wadi Taghiggia and Wadi Tabuniya
monuments are similarly Romanized since they are known only from sketches that do not
preserve sufficient stylistic detail. Whether the tombs’ artists employed the more traditional
style of North African art, as seen on the Ghirza and Wadi Umm el-Agerem tombs, or a more
Roman one is unknown. The subject matter of the imagery is also of little help, since hunting
scenes, which appear on the Wadi Taghiggia tomb, are common both in pre-Roman and Roman
funerary contexts.
The use of panels for the depiction of iconography on the Wadi Taghiggia and Wadi
Tabuniya tombs may reflect a general change in the use of relief sculpture throughout the
Tripolitanian pre-desert. This change appears to mirror the increased wealth and status of the
Libyan elite. In chapter two, I discussed how the proliferation of tower tombs in the Libyan
hinterland coincided with increased economic involvement with Rome. The proximity of tower
tombs to farming settlements, the number of olive presses found in association with these farms,
237
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and the bilingual Latin and Punic inscriptions from the tower tombs suggest that an agricultural
stimulus promoted the growth of these communities and that the most successful farmers were in
contact with the more “Romanized” cities along the coast.238 Moreover, there were financial
opportunities in feeding the army camps near the limes. It seems likely, then, that the Libyan
elite used relief sculpture to make their status more apparent. This inclination to depict power
and status in funerary contexts may have encouraged the construction of temple tombs
throughout the Tripolitanian pre-desert, since their architraves, frieze courses, and cella walls are
replete with relief decoration. In discussing the late third- and fourth-century CE temple tombs
at Ghirza, Mattingly argues that this demonstration of the power and status of the deceased may
be understood as a principal function of the monuments’ iconography.239
The so-called chieftain scenes from the temple tombs at Ghirza demonstrate this most
effectively. The first, on Ghirza tomb North C, displays a bearded man sitting on a chair, the
legs of which are decorated with vertical lines (Figure 49). The figure is extremely out of
proportion: his short legs and feet appear to rest on the front legs of the chair. He wears an
ornate robe; in his right hand he holds a cup and in his left either a volumen or a scepter.
Another figure approaches him from the right offering a wine-jug in his right hand and carrying a
quiver in his left. To the left of the seated figure are three men. The first stands on a base; he
holds a ceremonial baton with a knob on the top and bottom in both hands and wears a long
sleeved fringed tunic and a mantle. The second figure, who is smaller than the rest, also stands
on a plinth and wears a pleated tunic of medium length. He holds what may be a basket high
before him. The third figure may also have stood on a plinth, but it is no longer extant. Unlike
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the other figures, he does not appear to be bearing anything.240 The seated figure is usually
called a chieftain and probably is the man for whom the tomb was built.
Tomb North B has a scene very like that on tomb North C (Figure 50). From left to right,
a figure wears a long, unadorned garment and holds out a large object which may be a basket. In
front of him is a larger figure, wearing a cloak and a long robe that reaches to the ankles, and he
carries in his extended left hand a scepter. The third figure sits on a folding chair and is
identified as a chieftain. His clothing is thickly draped around his body. His hair is tightly
curled and he appears to be beardless. He leans forward holding a long, narrow object, perhaps a
scepter, scroll, weapon, or beaker. A fourth figure, turned away from the chieftain on the right,
wears a short tunic and appears to be holding something in his arms that are thrust out before
him.241
The power and authority of the chieftains may be illustrated on reliefs that show two
figures punishing, perhaps even executing, a third figure who stands between them in a
submissive position.242 On tomb North C, all three figures wear short tunics; the figure on the
left wears a particularly decorated tunic (Figure 51). He faces to the right and grabs the smaller
central figure with his left hand. The man on the right is turned to the left and holds the left arm
of the central figure who looks at him.243 The frieze on Ghirza tomb North B is very similar
(Figure 52). There are four figures on it; the man on the far left is turning to the right and his left
hand is brought across his body and holds a large wine-jug. The remaining three figures form a
group. The second figure (from left to right) holds the third by the hair with his left hand and in
his uplifted right he brandishes a stick or some other weapon. The third figure stands face
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forward, his right elbow bent and his arm held across his body. His extended left arm is clutched
by the fourth figure’s left hand. The fourth figure’s right hand appears to be grasping the head of
the third figure.244 It is difficult to see this as anything other than a scene of punishment and, as
such, seems to allude to the power of the chieftain.
Although the iconography here alludes to the power and status of the deceased, it does so
in a distinctly Libyan fashion. In a more Romanized context like Carthage, only Roman officials
would have held positions of power, not local chiefs.245 As a result, other markers of status
would appear in funerary sculpture, such as scenes of intellectual activity and inscriptions
denoting magistracies, rather than scenes of punishment and execution.246 In the broader context
of Roman North Africa, this means of alluding to power and status is anomalous, but within the
Tripolitanian pre-desert setting, it reflects the essentially indigenous character of the local elite.
These iconographic motifs seem to parallel the distinctly local flavor of the architecture of these
tombs. While the temple tombs that dominate the Ghirza cemeteries exist in other regions of the
Libyan hinterland, they appear to be confined to this region of North Africa.247
A number of other scenes from the remaining Ghirza temple tombs show individuals
bearing arms and engaging in human combat. On tomb North A, two men fight each other with
axes, their heads and legs in profile, while their bodies and eyes face forward (Figure 53).248
Another panel from tomb North B depicts two men fighting: the victor, holding a shield, appears
to have thrust a spear through his opponent, who has long hair and is naked (Figure 54).249
Tomb South F depicts another fight scene, where the man on the left wears a short tunic and
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holds a shield in his left hand and a sword in his right (Figure 55). His sword points to the
ground where an armed man holding a spear lies; beside this figure is a cylindrical object. The
next figure holds a cylindrical shield on his left arm and is followed by another man wearing a
long garment whose left arm is raised and right is extended towards the central figure.250 The
same tomb also depicts two warriors fighting. Each carries a round shield framed by a band and
they are fighting with spears. The figure on the right may be holding two spears.251
Other images on the Ghirza temple tombs portray farming practices which seem to
symbolize the economic power of these chieftains.252 These scenes depict a number of activities
associated with the cultivation of grain, including plowing, sowing, harvesting, threshing, and
winnowing. Other scenes show camel caravans, and in one, an individual carries an amphora in
front of a camel, which carries more amphorae on its back and pulls a two-wheeled cart.253
While these are representations of daily life, they also demonstrate the wealth and influence of
local elites. Mattingly suggests that these scenes also represent activities requiring the protection
of the ancestors buried in the tombs.254
The varied and numerous representations of daily life on these tombs, from the chieftain
scenes to agricultural reliefs, suggest that the patrons of the Ghirza tombs were dependent on the
local economy for their wealth and status. The two cemeteries at Ghirza in which these tombs
are located date to the fourth century CE.255 The development of the two cemeteries coincided
with the construction in the settlement itself of approximately forty major buildings, including
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six large gsur, and several ancillary structures, which indicates that the town was founded as a
farming settlement. Inscriptions from these tombs bearing the Latin nomina and Libyan
cognomina of the elite suggest that the town had an assimilated Romano-Libyan population.256
The size and elaborate decoration of these tombs indicate that their patrons were wealthy and
powerful members of the community, while the iconography suggests that their wealth and
power depended on agriculture.257 Thus a broad picture emerges of a local Libyan elite stratum
influenced to some degree by Rome; Mattingly goes one step further and suggests that Rome
may have even bestowed on the chieftains of the Ghirza tombs additional power as part of the
limes system established by the state.258
The importance of ancestor commemoration and the power of the elite appear to have
governed funerary commemoration at Ghirza. I argue that the elite at Ghirza favored temple
tombs as a means to solidify its role within the community. Recall from chapter two that tower
tombs often appeared as isolated monuments and functioned largely as boundary markers,
delimiting the borders of territories and communities. Temple tombs appear to have functioned
differently; they were clustered together into two cemeteries on the outskirts of the community.
Their smaller scale and fondness for relief sculpture suggest that they were intended to be seen
and read from a shorter distance. That the inscriptions from the NA, NB, and NC tombs invite
future generations to visit these monuments regularly and honor their ancestors, points to the
close contact necessary for viewing these images. Consequently, repeated viewing of the images
would commemorate the power of the local elites and thus help to consolidate it.
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Although these tombs use elements also common in Roman iconography, they present a
distinctly North African view of these features. All the symbolic decoration adorning the
architraves on the majority of these monuments has some precedent in pre-Roman African art,
from the roundels representing sacred cakes to the lions symbolizing the guardians of the dead.
Moreover, the style of the extant portraits is distinctly non-Italian. Their local character is most
obvious in their clothing, specifically the turbans and patterned garments which bear little
semblance to the folds of Roman clothing. This does not deny Roman influence; it simply points
to a more North African interpretation of the Roman funerary tradition.
The Tertullus Monument: The Bottom Story
Now that we have set the stage by looking at the sculptural decoration of contemporary
Roman tower tombs, let us turn to the Tertullus Monument. The imagery on all sides of the
bottom story renders a consistent theme: equestrianism. The east elevation shows a horseman
preparing to ride (Figure 56). The horseman stands some distance from his horse and he directly
faces the viewer. His face is obscured, but he is clearly wearing tunic, cloak, and boots. The
light folds of his tunic indicate that he is at rest, but the fanning of his cloak, which is pushed
back over his shoulders, creates some movement in this scene. His right arm reaches across to
something at his opposite side and his left arm is similarly pulled against his body. A baldric, or
some other kind of belt, crosses his chest from his right shoulder to the left side of his chest. He
is approximately the same height as his horse, which is not unusual, since in antiquity horses
were smaller in stature than the modern horse. The horse is deeply carved so that its thick, curly
mane, bushy tail, and heavy muscles are apparent. Located to the left of the rider, the animal is
walking slowly towards him and is fully prepared to be ridden: it has already been furnished with
a saddle and reins.
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On the north face, the cloaked horseman rides the animal at a slow pace to the right
(Figure 57). The rider sits straight-backed and his feet dangle below the barrel of the horse,
extending to the cannon bone. He raises a long whip in his right hand and holds the horse’s reins
in his left. The reins hang low about the horse’s neck and the rider is pulling them back loosely.
In addition to reins, the horse appears to be sporting rudimentary equipment, the saddle and the
bit. The saddle, small and rounded, appears to be breached along the barrel of the horse, resting
over a saddle-cloth. In most images of Roman saddles only the breast and haunch straps are
visible since the girth is typically concealed by a saddle cloth or the rider’s legs.259
The horse itself is pacing, as is evident from the fact that both legs on the one side are
moving at the same time and in the same forward direction. Facing towards the west, the horse
strikes a typical pose, with its front left leg high in the air as the remaining three are planted
firmly on the ground, its tail hanging down behind it and its thick, curly mane lying flat against
its neck. The only evidence of a natural setting is the slight demarcation of the ground upon
which the horse is running.
The west façade continues the sequence, depicting the horse running at a full gallop to the
right, its legs extending far before and behind him, its tail flying in the wind, and its mane matted
to its neck (Figure 58). The horseman’s cloak flaps back around his arms and neck and billows
at his lower back in the wind. The folds of his tunic and cloak are more pronounced as they are
blown about. His head is thrown back while he tightly holds the reins with his left hand and the
whip in his right. He allows no slack in the reins which curve up under the horse’s neck and he
remains firmly seated in the saddle. In this panel the horseman’s flailing cloak and the folds of
his tunic mostly hide the saddle, but the fringed saddle-cloth on which it sits is clearly visible.
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In this image, the horseman is also slightly turned towards the viewer, since much of his body is
visible rather than shown simply in profile.
The south panel is the least preserved of the lower story (Figure 59). Much of the lower
half of the relief is lost and a later wall obscures the far-right portion of the panel. Despite this,
the most important features of the relief survive. The rider and his horse face the left, in the
opposite direction of the north and west façades. The horseman rides at a moderate canter, his
cloak flaps open in the wind and he holds onto the horse’s mane with his right hand. His left
hand also appears to be grasping something, perhaps the reins. Because of the missing plaster,
there is no definable groundline.
The depiction of a horseman on all four sides of the Tertullus monument’s first story is a
clear indication of status. Only the wealthy could afford to purchase, maintain, and breed horses.
Roman citizens belonging to the senatorial or equestrian class began their riding careers early.260
Children from wealthy aristocratic families usually had their own ponies, and could be expected
to participate in various games and mock fights.261 Visual and textual representations of
horsemen at Rome often appear in contexts of imperial power. For example, the first poem of
Statius’ Silvae is addressed to Domitian in celebration of the dedication of an equestrian statue of
the emperor in the Forum. Horses also figure prominently in imperial funerary contexts such as
the base from the column of Antoninus Pius.262 In a North African setting, they appear on the
Dougga tower tomb, which was probably the cenotaph of a Numidian king.
The four panels of the Tertullus monument show that the horseman has an obvious
affinity for his horse, taking care to groom and equip it properly and riding it expertly. The curly
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mane of the horse, possibly a signature of Mauretanian horses,263 is trimmed, and the tail is shorn
to appear almost mule-like, suggesting that the horse is a circus pony. The horse’s tack appears
somewhat ornamental: the thick braided reins and the fringes on the saddle cloth of the western
horseman are not simply utilitarian, but show that this man thoughtfully adorned his horse.
Moreover, the depictions of riding at different paces show that this horseman is well-trained,
since he is capable of handling a horse in a variety of situations.
The sequence of a horseman riding his horse at different rates at first glance resembles a
decursio, the equestrian military exercise performed as part of the training of cavalry, in public
shows, competitions, and at imperial funerals. Nero, who was fond of horses and chariot racing,
issued coins depicting himself dressed in a cuirass and cloak and sitting on a prancing horse,
alongside a second rider with a vexillum or two foot soldiers with one of them bearing a
vexillum.264 The base of the column of Antonius Pius devotes two panels to depictions of the
decursio performed at Antoninus Pius’ funeral (Figures 60 and 61).265 On each panel, seventeen
horsemen move counterclockwise in a circle. The literary sources make clear that equites
performed the decursio by circling the pyre in a counterclockwise direction (ex more sinistro).266
The horseman on the Tertullus Monument probably does not belong to a decursio,
however, since the horsemen on different panels do not all flow in the same direction (Figure
62). Whereas the figure on the south panel moves to the left, the horseman on the north side
moves to the right, that on the west side gallops to the right, and on the east panel the horseman,
facing right, stands apart from his horse that faces left, giving no clear indication of movement in
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any direction. Moreover, each frame contains only one figure, presumably the same figure in
each panel, suggesting that horses had special relevance for the deceased.267
Viewers could not see the entire horseman “procession” of the Tertullus Monument at
once, but needed to walk around the entire monument to see all four panels. The motion of the
four horsemen at different speeds and in different directions propels the viewer around the tomb.
Moreover, since each horseman panel is located directly below the four façades of the second
story, this suggests that the horseman reliefs not only held meaning independent from the rest of
the iconography, but they were also relevant to the adjacent panels above. Each side presents
interesting parallels between the two stories (Figures 62 and 63). The east panel of the bottom
story, which depicts the horseman and horse standing apart and facing each other, mirrors the
Eros figure on the second story that presumably faced a similar Eros figure, framing the entire
scene. The galloping horseman on the south panel of the bottom story echoes the spirited
trotting of the pigs above him, both images moving towards the left.
The western façade, however, presents an anomaly, where the horseman on the bottom
story gallops to the right, while the image of the seated figure above him faces left. The fact that
these images are oriented in opposite directions, in contrast to the remaining sides, emphasizes
the iconography on this side of the Tertullus Monument. While both the horseman scene and the
ensemble of lupa and togate figure represent aspects of the life of the deceased, the scenes are
also spatially distinguished in order to draw attention to the “portrait panel.” The western side of
the monument faces the road leading to and from Carthage and so would have been the most
important side visually; the inscription on this side also would have emphasized its significance.
The importance of the western panel was also recognized during the later period of the
cemetery’s use. The later Amphora monument (locus 7177) respects the relief scenes of the
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galloping horseman, the togate figure, and the lupa. Built up against the west face of the lower
story, this cremation tomb was carefully located so as not to damage or obscure the image of the
horseman or the groundline upon which he is riding. Thus the patrons of this tomb incorporated
the iconography of the Tertullus monument into their own.268
The Tertullus Monument: The Second Story
The second story of the Tertullus monument is replete with funerary symbolism. The
upper portion of the east face is too badly damaged to discern anything, but the lower portion
portrays an Eros figure holding a down-turned torch, a scene common in Roman funerary
imagery.269 The north face of the monument is similarly ill-preserved; only the hoof of an
animal, perhaps a boar, remains. The west face depicts a togate figure sitting on a chair and
reading a scroll which he holds in his lap. At his feet stands the lupa with her head turned back
towards suckling twins. Above the entire scene is the funerary inscription for Marcus Vibius
Tertullus, who died at 22 years, 5 months, and 13 days. The presence of the inscription suggests
that the togate figure represents Tertullus himself. The south face depicts pigs, common in
funerary sacrifices and feasts,270 trotting towards a leafless tree in an undefined landscape, above
which are three niches for cremation urns.
The reliefs on the second story of the Tertullus monument appear unrelated thematically;
rather, they may reflect the concerns of the Vibii. The western panel, which depicts Tertullus
reading a book scroll which may contain the story of Rome’s foundation, may allude to the role
of the Vibii in the foundation of Roman Carthage. The boar on the north façade may depict his
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interest in hunting, an aristocratic activity commonly shown on mosaics throughout Roman
Africa. The south and east panels, rather than denoting particular interests, seem to allude to
Roman funerary rituals and beliefs.
Boars
The only stucco decoration remaining on the north face of the second story of the
Tertullus Monument appears to be the hoof of a boar (Figure 64). Boar-hunting scenes
commonly appear in Roman art depictions of the aristocratic hunt.271 The popularity of boarhunting images throughout the Roman Empire and their association with elite activity suggest
that a boar on the Tertullus monument would represent the aristocratic hunt. This motif would
be particularly fitting, considering the depiction of aristocratic motifs elsewhere on the Tertullus
monument, namely the portrait panel and the scenes of a cloaked horseman.
Erotes
Roman sarcophagi from the imperial period often depict an Eros leaning on a downturned torch, his legs crossed, his head leaning on his shoulder, with a dreamlike or slumbering
countenance. He may be adolescent or puerile, nude or cloaked and hooded, winged or unwinged, and holding a down-turned or up-turned torch. In most cases, two such figures appear at
either extremity of the principal face of the sarcophagus.272
The Eros on the eastern face of the Tertullus monument is similar: he stands to one side
and leans upon a down-turned torch and appears to be wearing a tunic (Figure 65). The figure
has his left leg held straight and bent towards the viewer with his foot dangling over the ledge,
while bending his right. It is impossible to extract any further information about his appearance
271
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since the upper-half of this side of the monument is not well preserved. It is reasonable to
assume that he is accompanied by a second Eros figure and that they flank a door.
There are two schools of thought regarding the relevance of Eros figures in funerary
sculpture: one argues that they have no inherent funerary symbolism273 while the other believes
that they are allegorical personifications of death.274 Both arguments draw upon the same body
of evidence, namely the vast amount of art depicting Eros in a number of settings. The former
suggests that the very abundance of Eros figures in a wide array of contexts prevents them from
having any significance specific to death. 275 This argument, however, ignores the immense
popularity of Erotes in funerary contexts during the Hellenistic and Roman periods.
It is possible that Erotes holding down-turned torches symbolize the extinguished human
life,276 but the prevalence of such figures on sarcophagi holding upturned torches, garlands,
fruits, or nothing at all suggests a broader interpretation. Winged Erotes are often associated
with the mourning Sirens popular in earlier periods.277 This style of mourning figure promoted
the adoption of the winged, mourning, Eros, who Collignon suggests is a personification of the
deceased.278
The Eros on the east face of the Tertullus monument seems to conform to this funerary
topos. The overwhelming popularity of Erotes on sarcophagi throughout the Roman empire and
their appearance on another tomb in the Yasmina necropolis, the Eros Monument (locus
1038/8007), suggests that the patron of the Tertullus monument was simply incorporating a motif
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common in Roman funerary iconography into his monument. It captures the youth, on the cusp
of manhood, in a fleeting moment, which is only perfected in death.
Pigs
On the southern face of the second story of the Tertullus monument, a sow and boar trot
towards the west (Figure 66). The sow walks ahead of the boar, whose head is thrown back as if
to cry out. The front and hind left legs on each side of the sow move in tandem as do those of
the boar. No specific imagery defines the location of this scene, but the two stylized, leafless
trees that frame the pigs connect the ground upon which they are walking and serve to create an
environment that further unifies this scene.
Pigs are common in all modes of Roman visual culture, typically in scenes of hunting
and sacrifice, but each of these motifs generally incorporates additional iconography. For
instance, sacrificial scenes often include an altar, religious figures, and the requisite animals,
while images of hunting usually include a group of huntsmen, the hunted animal, and dogs.279
While depictions of pigs removed from any apparent context do occur,280 the pigs on the
Tertullus monument are not entirely without meaning or context. The panel does not link the
pigs to any particular setting, but as a single face on a monument comprised of many faces it
likely shares thematic ties with the other scenes. In light of the distinctly commemorative aspect
of the monument’s first story and the funerary significance of the Eros on the second story, it
seems likely that the pigs symbolize an important Roman funerary ritual, the sacrificial feast.
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This interpretation becomes particularly appealing in light of the discovery of a number
of pig bones in association with sixth century inhumations at the Yasmina necropolis
(predominantly in square 9xxx). The most common elements found with these burials were
inedible foot and jaw bones from pigs. This suggests that pigs were sacrificed for funerary feasts
and the indigestible remains were buried along with the deceased. If the cemetery remained
pagan through the sixth century and was the site for similar funerary practices throughout several
centuries, then the pigs on the Tertullus monument may be indicative of sacrifice and feasting at
the funerals of Carthaginian Romans.281
The introduction of pig sacrifice into funerary ritual at Carthage appears to have been the
result of Roman influence. The Phoenicians, like their Jewish neighbors, had a general
prohibition against pigs, a feature of Semitic religion that seems to have persisted throughout
North Africa into the second and third centuries CE.282 An inscription from Thuburbo Maius,
approximately 55 kilometers from Carthage, states that L. Numisius Vitalis built a podium at his
own expense by the order of Lord Aesculapius, and whoever wished to mount the podium should
eschew women, pork, bean, barber, and public bath for three days, and not enter the enclosure
wearing shoes.283 The prohibition against pig is notable, since for the Graeco-Roman
Aesculapius, pig was a perfectly acceptable victim.284 This prohibition suggests that the deity
was conceived largely in Punic terms at Thuburbo Maius; Aesculapius was associated in North
Africa with the Punic god Eshmoun.285
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The only evidence of pig sacrifice in North Africa before this period seems to have been
in association with the Greek cult of Demeter. According to Diodorus Siculus (14.70.4, 14.77.45), the Carthaginian army suffered severe setbacks during their siege of Syracuse, which they
attributed to their sack of a temple of Demeter and Kore. In order to appease the offended
goddesses, the Carthaginians immediately established their cult in the city and celebrated it in
accordance with Greek rites. The discovery of several Punic terracottas of a goddess holding a
pig attests that the cult spread to North Africa;286 this is perhaps to be expected, since pig was the
choice sacrificial animal in the Greek cult of Demeter.287
Given the near absence of pigs in religious tradition at Carthage before Roman
occupation, their presence in funerary ritual at the Yasmina necropolis during the height of
Roman settlement attests to a distinctive Roman presence at the cemetery, which did not follow
local custom. Although the local elite patronized both local and Roman cults, their interests
typically lay not in the promotion of Punic practices, but traditional Roman ones. According to
Rives, these interests were ultimately to augment the status of Carthage in the Roman Empire
while simultaneously aggrandizing their own standing in the local community.288 It is possible,
then, that Tertullus had similar motives in depicting pigs on his funerary monument, as an
indication of his romanitas.
Tertullus and the Lupa
On what has already been dubbed the “portrait panel” there is a scene that, much like the
horseman on the first story, simultaneously illustrates Tertullus’ affinity for aristocratic activities
and his involvement in Roman affairs at Carthage (Figures 67 and 68). A funerary inscription in
the upper portion of the panel records the life of M. Vibius Tertullus (Figure 69).
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In the lower portion of the western panel, below the inscription, is a togate man, perhaps
Tertullus, who sits in a high-backed chair and reads a book scroll with the Lupa at his feet. The
man’s face is largely obscured and the back of the chair reaches all the way up to his neck. He
sits upright with his right leg extended before him and his foot resting on the ground, and his left
leg bent back towards the chair. His toga is draped over him and the long sleeves hang down to
the arms of the chair. In his lap he holds a partially unrolled book-scroll with his oversized left
hand. Just before and barely touching him is the Lupa, Rome’s she-wolf, who is suckling the
infant twins Romulus and Remus. A portion of her midsection is missing, but she stares straight
ahead, mouth agape as if panting. The lupa stands still with her front paws extended before her
and her hind legs stretched out behind her and reaches the waist of the seated figure in height.
Her hind left leg nearly touches the man’s right foot and her shaggy tail brushes his leg,
encouraging the viewer to read these elements together in a unified scene. It is as if the togate
figure were reading about this very story on his scroll. The twins, sitting beneath the lupa’s
belly, face each other while the infant to the left leans in and reaches up with his hands and the
infant to the right faces the viewer with his arms extended to either side of him. The lupa and the
twins stand at Tertullus’ feet, as if the subject of his reading has come to life before him.289 Both
images, the portrait and the she-wolf, are common elements in funerary iconography and on the
Tertullus monument appear to function as a means for Tertullus to display his romanitas.
The abundance of funerary reliefs of a reading, reciting, or meditating figure suggests
that they conform to a specific type and are not individualized portraits of the deceased.290
While they may not actually be specific images of the deceased, they are nevertheless stock
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representations that communicate important information about the deceased to the viewer.
Employed in funerary art since the Hellenic period, this image is a ‘type’ since it depicts a man
or woman engaged in reading a book-scroll, seated or reclining, alone or in a group, in profile or
face forward.291 Additional figures, such as Muses, spouses, teachers, and students, are
occasionally present to furnish more detail regarding the life of the deceased. If Muses are
present, it indicates an affinity for learning; if teachers, then the deceased may have been a pupil;
and if students, then he may have been a teacher.292 This lends a certain individuality to the
figure which can be further emphasized by an inscription and the figure’s central location in the
relief. On the Tertullus Monument, the location of the togate figure directly beneath the
inscription recording the life of Marcus Vibius Tertullus suggests this indeed is a representation
of the monument’s patron.
The enlarged left hand holding the book open stresses the importance of both the action
and the subject. Tertullus is engaged in reading a book, the contents of which are depicted
before him. As Marrou argues, the commissioners of such monuments are portraying the
obvious: teaching, learning, and reading, which are all direct depictions of learned life and
occupations.293 Deeper symbolism has occasionally been attached to these books, suggesting
that they are the books of Destiny, which represent the life of the deceased without having any
direct symbolism related to the culture. The deceased is thus not reading a real book, but a
symbolic one, whose position reflects the age of the deceased at time of death.294 If the scroll is
open to the end, the deceased has lived a full life that has come to a timely end.295 This is the
case in a funerary relief from a columbarium at Rome depicting a woman holding a book scroll
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open at the end; an inscription records her age at death as 30 years old.296 Likewise, if the scroll
lay at the very beginning, it represents a life that has been cut too short. A book in the course of
being read represents a life currently being lived and defines the reader as a living individual, as
seen on a third-century sarcophagus, which depicts a man reading a book scroll opened to the
right.297
According to this theory, then, the scroll on the Tertullus monument appears to signify
the patron’s premature death. Tertullus is seated holding the scroll open at the very beginning, a
position which corresponds to the information from the funerary inscription that he died at 22
years of age.298 However, reading the scroll as a metaphor of life should not blind us to the
scroll’s clear allusion to the intellectual, artistic, literary activity of the deceased.299
The same motif appears on funerary reliefs from La Marsa, not far from Carthage (Figure
70), as one of four scenes depicting the daily activities of an aristocratic woman. On one panel
she is spinning wool, facing the left; on another a funerary Eros leans on a down-turned torch, in
which direction is unknown; on a third a servant arranges her hair, facing left; and on the fourth,
she is reading a book scroll, facing right.300 In this last image, the woman sits in a straightbacked chair, like that on the Tertullus panel, and wears the traditional stola of Roman matrons.
Her feet rest on a small scabellum, while she holds an opened volumen, on which
indistinguishable characters have been inscribed. The woman’s curly, braided hairstyle is
reminiscent of hairstyles at Rome under the Flavians, but brick stamps found in the tomb date the
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relief to the Hadrianic period.301 The deceased in the La Marsa relief is engaged in aristocratic
activities suitable for a proper Roman matron, namely reading, spinning, and being coiffed. This
suggests that Tertullus similarly depicts himself as the ultimate Roman aristocratic man,
informing the viewer that he enjoys reading at leisure, hunting, and riding horses.
The woman in the La Marsa relief tilts her scroll, thus encouraging the viewer to read her
book; this scene finds an interesting parallel in the Vergil mosaic from Sousse (Figure 71). This
third-century CE mosaic presumably depicts Vergil or an idealized portrait of the homeowner
canting his opened book scroll towards the viewer, upon which are written verse 8 and the first
word of verse 9 of the first book of the Aeneid.302 The figure is looking face forward, away from
his scroll, and is seated in a high-backed chair. A muse stands on either side of the figure: Clio,
the muse of history, wears a green tunic and a yellow scarf over her shoulder and stands to his
left reading her volumen, while Melpomene, the muse of tragedy, stands to his right leaning on
the edge of the chair and holding a tragic mask.303
In displaying verses of the Aeneid on the book scroll and seating the figure between two
muses often associated with the poet, the patron of the Vergil mosaic is connecting himself to the
literary tradition regarding the foundation of Rome. Moreover, the patron of the Vergil mosaic
was making clear his association with, and love of, the poet Vergil. This, in turn, would have
demonstrated the patron’s cultured status. Although the subject of the woman’s volumen on the
La Marsa relief is not indicated, her invitation to the viewer to read the book would have
appealed to similarly educated viewers.
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Tertullus’ book scroll is not legible, but the proximity of the lupa and the twins to his feet
suggests that the subject of his reading is depicted through this image rather than words on the
scroll. The recurrence of the motif of reading in funerary contexts throughout the Roman Empire
seems to support this interpretation, since, like the Vergil mosaic, the lupa of the Tertullus
Monument may address the specific concerns of the patron. By the late second century CE, the
she-wolf and the twins were a well-established motif on funerary altars at Rome and had begun
to appear on funerary stelae in Northern Italy, Noricum, Pannonia, and Dacia during the first and
second centuries CE.304 In funerary contexts at Rome, the she-wolf has a nourishing quality,
and her portrayal suckling the twins makes evident the protection that the gods reserve for
Rome.305
When the she-wolf and twins appear in funerary contexts in the provinces, however, their
significance is somewhat different. While the deceased are still establishing a connection with
the protection of the gods, they are also establishing a connection to Rome itself, and they are
doing so as the enfranchised and the “Romanized.”306 Inscriptions on provincial stelae indicate
that the deceased were enfranchised, while their cognomina further illustrate their non-Italian
origin. Two late first- to early second-century CE stelae from the region of Turin are dedicated
to L. Domitius Virilis “Viennensis” and Antistia “Delphis,” pointing to their origins in Vienna
and Delphi, respectively; moreover, the cognomen Virilis and the nomen Antistia suggest servile
origin.307 In addition to images of the lupa and twins, these stelae depict a variety of other
Roman motifs, such as vegetation, Medusa figures, pilasters with Corinthian capitals, and Erotes.
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On stelae from Noricum and Pannonia the names are usually indigenous. This is the case with
the late first- to early second-century CE stelae of Flavia Sola, which record the names of Finitus
Lappus, Salvia Santumari filia, Namma Cabalionis filius, and Solia Loturi filia.308 The
combination of traditional and Roman names alongside the lupa images proclaiming romanitas
suggests that these monuments were erected by indigenous peoples in response to Roman
influence.309 In the case of stelae dedicated by Latin soldiers stationed in the Danubian
provinces, the intention is even clearer: whether the dedicant was an active soldier or veteran, the
inclusion of the lupa on the funerary monument was a token of their distant home.310
Depictions of the lupa in North Africa likewise reflect a response to Roman influence,
but they appear rather to be connected with the acquisition of Roman citizenship by specific
individuals. An inscription at Gightis states that the dedicator, Q. Servaeus Macer, was admitted
into the five decurions by Hadrian (thereby making him a Roman citizen) and dedicated a statue
of the she-wolf ad ornamentum municipii.311 Macer was thus granted Roman citizenship by the
beneficium speciale of the emperor, and it was under this title that he offered a statue of the shewolf to his fellow citizens.312
Another inscription from Gightis records that above and beyond Macer’s services to the
city, and from his own generosity he sent two embassies at his own expense to Rome to obtain
ius Latium maius.313 Ius Latium maius first appears in the second century CE, defined in
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Imperial letters as the right not only for office-holders, but also those acting as town councilors,
to acquire citizenship.314 This would have granted a number of magistrates, including Macer and
his peers, the right to acquire Roman citizenship. His success illustrates several points. First,
towns typically acquired ius Latium maius at their own initiative; second, acquisition of this
status was a relatively simple process;315 third, the individual responsible was an affluent
member of the community; and fourth, the prerogative was iconographically symbolized by
images of the lupa romana.
Two other dedicators of she-wolves at Henschir el M’den316 and Henschir el Hauâria,317
both in Proconsularis, were duumviri and funded these statues through their summa honoraria.318
It seems likely, then, that these two towns were municipia and, just as at Gightis, the dedicators
were Roman citizens.319 Their status as duumviri shows that both individuals, because of their
municipal office, obtained their personal status according to the principle of Latium maius or
minus.320 It was under this title that they offered a statue of the Roman she-wolf to their fellow
citizens. These effigies thus appear to be the products of individual initiatives, which renders
them, in turn, private monuments. As private monuments they do not necessarily reflect the
status of the city, simply those of the monuments’ patrons.321
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Although the she-wolf on the Tertullus monument is the first documented appearance of
this theme in North African funerary contexts during the early imperial period,322 it may function
in a similar way to the other dedications of she-wolves in Proconsularis. In displaying the lupa
and the twins next to his togate figure, Tertullus is making very clear his romanitas. This is the
same objective of the Gightis, Henschir el M’den, and Henschir el Hauâria patrons, whose
statues are accompanied by inscriptions denoting their newly acquired citizenship. Moreover,
each of these individuals seems to have been a well-established member of the community who
recognized that the aggrandizement of his town and personal prestige depended increasingly on
involvement with Rome.
Unlike these dedications, however, the Tertullus inscription makes no mention of a
magistracy, the procurement of status for the community, or the means of funding for his
funerary monument. This could be attributed to a difference in context: as a funerary monument,
the iconography on the Tertullus tomb is a commemoration of the life of the deceased and may
not require the explicit depiction of individual and municipal status, as would a symbolic
representation of status dedicated ad ornamentum municipii.
On the other hand, the lupa and twins on the Tertullus monument are clear allusions to
the city foundation, and as the subject of Tertullus’ reading, this image suggests that Tertullus
and his family played a role in the foundation of Roman Carthage. The fact that the she-wolf
steps on Tertullus’ feet suggests that these images be interpreted together and not independently.
Moreover, the position of Tertullus’ volumen is interesting since it mirrors the very concept of a
foundation, which is the beginning of the life of a city. Rome and Carthage have a history of
intertwined foundation stories. In the Aeneid, Dido founds Carthage after fleeing her native city
of Tyre, but later encounters trouble with neighboring Libyan tribes and nomad chieftains
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because of her romantic involvement with Aeneas (4.320-323).323 This hostile situation only
intensifies when Aeneas leaves her; she falls upon his sword and dies; shortly thereafter Iarbas
the Moor invades Carthage and captures the palace (Ov. Fast. 3.551-554). Aeneas, meanwhile,
goes on to settle Latium and establish a succession of kings who eventually found Rome. The
foundation of Rome is then made to fit into the history of Carthage on the Tertullus Monument;
the viewer looking at this scene would be reminded of the shared history of the two cities.324
The story of Dido and Aeneas shows how involvement with Rome led to the fall of Carthage;
historically, in the three Punic wars, conflict with Rome led to the destruction of Carthage in 146
BCE. Carthage was resettled in the late first century BCE by Rome and gradually renewed
during the first two centuries CE under the Roman Empire.
This constant cultural interaction, and even tension, between Roman and Carthaginian
worlds also appears on the Byrsa hill, the core foundation of Carthage. When the Tyrians first
arrived at Carthage with Dido (or Elissa) as their queen, they received permission to settle on
land which could not surpass in size an area that an ox-hide could cover. The queen then ordered
the hide to be cut into a long strip and thereby acquired possession of the entire acropolis; it was
called Byrsa after the Greek bu/rsh, meaning ox-hide.325 During the fall of Carthage in 146 BCE
at the hands of the Romans, the Byrsa was the location of the last stand of the Carthaginians;326
this emphasizes its central role in the Punic city. The Augustan city was rebuilt on top of the old
Punic one, and the Byrsa, which the Romans completely rebuilt, once again became the center of
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the city.327 In fact, the old Punic city had been buried and the Punic Byrsa completely stamped
out. The same tension, even resistance, is evident in Appian, who records the story of how C.
Sempronius Gracchus, in an attempt to establish a colony on the old Punic site of Carthage, was
thwarted when wolves tore up and scattered the boundary markers he had laid down (Bel. Civ.
1.24). That wolves, the symbols of Roman foundation, uprooted the site for a new Roman
colony was interpreted as an ill-omen, perhaps because it was either an open act of resistance by
North Africans or it recalled Scipio’s destruction of Carthage. The two traditions, Roman and
Carthaginian foundation, consequently resonate against one another; a viewer looking at the
Roman foundation story on the Tertullus Monument would be reminded of the Carthaginian
foundation story in the surrounding landscape.
Tertullus’ lupa also recalls the image of the deity Herakles-Melquart, the founder of
cities, on the Sabratha monument. Although the city was initially founded as a Phoenician
trading post, during the third and second centuries Sabratha witnessed a decrease in Carthaginian
control and a simultaneous increase in contact with Numidia and the Hellenistic world. This
appears to have coincided with the late third-to early second-century BCE construction date of
the tomb. The Sabratha tomb appears to have reflected this eastern contact in its architecture and
decoration, featuring many elements common in the Greek colonies of Libya, Alexandria, and
Egypt. The overt references to eastern culture alongside the depiction of a foundation myth
suggest that the patron of the Sabratha tomb played some role in the eastern “foundation” of the
city. The fact that allusions to foundation myths are present on tower tombs from such an early
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date suggests that Tertullus may have likewise employed this decorative motif on his monument
to illustrate his role in the re-foundation of Carthage.
The private relationship between Rome and North Africa expressed in the lupa
dedications finds a parallel with the public relationship between the two in the North African
Capitolia. Whereas private dedications of lupa monuments define the individual’s relationship
to the community and to Rome, Capitolia denote the provincial city’s status in reference to
smaller communities and to Rome. The Capitoline Triad consisting of Jupiter Optimus Maximus,
Juno, and Minerva, had been the primary cult of Rome since the period of Etruscan influence. It
constituted the religious identity of the Roman state, and by instituting it in colonies, the
government could ensure its hold on the community.328 During the Augustan period, the Byrsa
hill was entirely reorganized as a public center and was likely the site of a Capitolium temple.
This new phase of reconstruction at Carthage also mirrors that at Corinth, another city
sacked by Rome in 146 BCE and refounded during the Augustan period. These cities were not
simply established as Roman colonies, but existed as flourishing cities that reaped the benefits of
Roman patronage and deities.329 The new colonists were largely Roman citizens in a foreign
land, and it would have been to their advantage to establish a cult of the Capitoline Triad, where
they could identify themselves as part of the new ruling power separate from the neighboring
subjugated towns.330 The Capitoline Triad, then, appears to have functioned as a means for cities
in North Africa to define their status as Roman cities, in addition to expressing their relationship
with Rome and less powerful communities.
It is also interesting to note that the foundation of the Capitoline cult was not dependent
on the participation of a Roman official. While the Capitolia at Thubursicu Numidarum, Mactar,
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and Ucubi were dedicated by proconsuls or other imperial magistrates,331 those at Dougga and
Numluli were dedicated by members of the local elite.332 Moreover, the majority of temples
dedicated to Roman gods involved the participation of a proconsul or some other imperial
official.333 This seems to suggest, then, that while Roman magistrates were heavily involved in
religious life in North Africa, their cooperation was not necessary. The duty was also shared by
the local elite, who likely found it expedient and necessary to furnish for themselves a Roman
identity. Although there is no direct connection between Tertullus and public religion at
Carthage, his portrayal of the lupa on his monument may have wider implications for his role at
Carthage. This supports the notion that, as a member of the elite at Roman Carthage, his
interests lay in advancing his personal wealth and status in the community, while simultaneously
aggrandizing Carthage’s status as a distinguished city within the Roman Empire.
The Iconography of the Tertullus Monument
The iconography of the Tertullus monument is unique within the artistic tradition of preRoman and Roman tower tombs. As a monument whose every panel is occupied with relief
decoration, it stands apart from the remaining examples which display either no imagery at all or
confine it to a few specific areas. The fact that most of the Roman tower tombs are located
within the Libyan pre-desert, over 100 kilometers away from Tripolitania suggests that, while
they are influenced by Roman art from the major coastal centers, they largely adhere to the
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indigenous funerary tradition. Moreover, the two Tunisian examples of tower tombs at
Kasserine and Mactar are sparsely decorated, if at all, preferring instead apparently to place a
sculpture in niches in the second or third story and, in case of the tomb at Kasserine, to use
inscribed verse to tell its story; as such, they seem to follow the pre-Roman tradition.
Although the iconography of the Tertullus monument stands out in a North African
context, it is particularly well-suited to funerary contexts at Rome. During the early imperial
period it was common in funerary reliefs to depict isolated figures against a blank setting which
did not fill up the entire background. This is precisely the style of the stucco reliefs on the
Tertullus monument: each panel of the first story is entirely reserved for the depiction of a
horseman, while the second story’s façades are divided into two portions, the upper half for the
inscription, and the lower half for the imagery. It seems likely that the patron of the Tertullus
monument was familiar with early imperial art.
The subject of the iconography on the Tertullus monument is also distinctly Roman.
Each panel from the tomb depicts an element well-attested among Roman funerary motifs. The
images of a cloaked horseman on the bottom story may symbolize Tertullus’ affection for
aristocratic activity. The second story depicts a togate representation of Tertullus alongside the
lupa and the twins, both of which appear frequently on funerary stelae to symbolize the
deceased’s romanitas. The remaining themes include a boar, indicative of the aristocratic
penchant for the hunt; an Eros figure, a generic Roman symbol of the boundary between the dead
and the living; and pigs that may represent the sacrificial feast.
While the other examples of Roman tower tombs do incorporate representations of the
deceased, a distinctive element of Roman funerary iconography, they employ it in a considerably
different fashion. In most cases, relief and freestanding sculpture are restricted to architraves and
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niches for statues, respectively. Moreover, the particular style of these portraits is remarkably
different from that of the togate individual on the Tertullus monument. The figures from the
Tripolitanian pre-desert are typically depicted face forward with large, turbaned heads, oversized
eyes, pronounced cheeks, and long noses. This is in marked contrast to Tertullus, who is
depicted in profile, wearing a Roman toga, with only his left hand being out of proportion. This
again suggests that the Tertullus monument presents a distinctly Roman view of the funerary
cult.
Although the iconography of the Tertullus Monument appears thematically disconnected,
we can interpret the scenes on each of its sides both individually and together, creating at
different times a thematic contrast or parallel. The most obvious source of tension is the
depiction of animals and humans either together in the same panel or individually.334 The entire
bottom story is devoted to animals and humans within the same frame; each panel depicts a
horseman and a horse. Whether the horseman and horse are standing apart from each other, as
on the east side, or the horseman is sitting astride the animal, riding it, as on the south, west, and
north panels, a certain dichotomy always exists. This contrast carries over to the second story,
most notably on the west side, where Tertullus and the lupa are shown alongside each other.
Although the remaining three panels of the second story do not depict animals and humans
within the same frame, their placement on opposite ends of the monument echoes the same
tension seen on the rest of the monument. The east and west panels both feature human
representations, of an Eros figure and Tertullus, respectively, while the north and south panels
feature boars and pigs.
The iconography of the Tertullus Monument creates another contrast, between images of
life and death. On the bottom story are scenes of activity which may point to the pastime or
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occupation of the Vibii Tertulli. The “portrait panel” on the west side of the second story is
likewise quasi-biographical, featuring a representation of Tertullus reading a book-scroll. The
east panel, however, shows an Eros figure that seems to refer to death; if there was a second Eros
figure on the right side of the panel and a false door, the funerary imagery would be even more
obvious. The north and south panels of the second story function in a similar way. The pigs on
the south façade, if they represent the funerary feast, enhance the funerary symbolism of the
monument, while the boar on the north panel, if it is part of a hunting scene, may depict another
favorite activity of the Vibii Tertulli.
The direction in which each figure on the second story of the Tertullus Monument faces
contributes to the thematic tension of the iconography of the tomb (Figures 62 and 63). The east
and south panels each depict images which present visual similarities: the bottom story of the
east side portrays the horseman and his horse standing apart from each other, but facing each
other, and mirrors the scene on the upper story which presumably depicts two Erotes that face
each other, framing the scene. The south side establishes a similar pattern: on the bottom story is
the horseman riding his animal at a gallop to the left, and on the upper story are two pigs trotting
lively in the same direction. The west side of the Tertullus Monument provides an interesting
contrast, perhaps in order to draw attention to the imagery; as the main side of the monument that
faces the road leading to and from Carthage, this would have been appropriate. The bottom story
features the horseman galloping to the right, in a direction opposite the other horseman panels,
while the seated figure and the lupa on the upper story face the left. Not only does this scene
create a contrast in direction, but also one in motion: whereas the horseman is galloping quickly,
Tertullus is seated. Considering the different relationships that exist between the images of the
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Tertullus Monument, it seems likely that each one was designed to have the maximum impact on
the viewer.
At first glance the Tertullus Monument consists of a disorganized conglomeration of
images that randomly point in different directions. From a broader perspective, however, each
panel guides the viewer around the monument, ultimately reaching the western panel, arguably
its climax. The eastern side of the Tertullus Monument appears to be the beginning of the
sequence, since its bottom story features a scene of preparation and the upper story possibly the
false door.335 The fact that the cemetery at this time consisted of three other monuments to the
east of Tertullus suggests that this may have been the direction in which viewers were expected
to approach.336 Viewers coming from this direction to the Tertullus Monument would be
directed two different ways; the horseman and the horse on the bottom story and the Erotes on
the second face in opposite directions, urging the viewer either to the north or south. In both
cases the viewer is thereafter propelled to the west; on the north panel the horse gallops towards
the west and on the east side the horse canters and the pigs trot in the same direction. The
western panel appears to end the sequence, but if it faces the road leading to and from Carthage,
many viewers would have seen this side first. In this instance, the right-facing horseman and the
left-facing Tertullus would have urged the viewer in either direction to see the remaining sides of
the monument.
The iconography of the Tertullus monument presents a unique view of the dynamic
interaction between North African and Roman customs. In presenting a largely Roman view of
himself and his family on the monument, Tertullus at the same time increased the status of
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Carthage within the Roman Empire and aggrandized his and his family’s prestige within the
local community, both of which would ensure their continued success. The statues of shewolves dedicated ad ornamentum municipii at Gightis, Henschir el M’den, and Henschir el
Hauâria attest to this same process. The western panel of the Tertullus monument also displays
Tertullus’ reading togate figure next to the Roman lupa, which simultaneously emphasizes his
love of learned activity and his romanitas, while the entire bottom story, depicting the cloaked
horseman riding his horse, similarly represents his wealth and status. It seems likely, then, that
this would have likewise promoted Tertullus’ wealth and status as a Roman citizen, since this
would have both defined his role in the foundation of Roman Carthage and elevated his status in
the community.
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CHAPTER 4
MARCUS VIBIUS TERTULLUS AND THE VIBII AT CARTHAGE
Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrated that the Tertullus Monument is more representative of
Roman practices in funerary art and architecture than are other contemporary monuments in
North Africa. While it may have some of the characteristics of North African tower tombs,337 it
depicts Roman funerary imagery, such as Erotes, pigs, and togate figures. Even those elements
of architecture and iconography derived from local North African funerary tradition are
markedly different from their pre-Roman and Roman counterparts. For instance, the preserved
height of the Tertullus Monument is 2.29 meters, a fraction of the 30 meter height for pre-Roman
tower tombs and 15 meter height of other Roman tower tombs; and if I am correct in restoring a
false door, a prominent feature on the main façade of all other tower tombs, the one on the
Tertullus monument is flanked by at least one Eros figure (and perhaps by two), a common
symbol in the repertory of Roman funerary art.338 Furthermore, the iconography of the Tertullus
Monument isolates each figure in a large blank background, a style that recalls art at Rome
during the early Imperial period, whereas other North African monuments prefer the frieze
course. These features together suggest that the patron of the monument was familiar with
Roman funerary artistic customs and preferred them over local North African ones.
This chapter explores why Tertullus might have been more in touch with Roman motifs
and why he chose to represent them alongside North African ones on his funerary monument. It
analyzes the architectural, iconographical, and epigraphic evidence from the tomb from a
337
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different perspective than have the previous chapters, by constructing an identity for Tertullus
and the Vibii in the Yasmina cemetery and examining their role in Roman Carthage.
The Vibii at Carthage: The Epigraphic Evidence
A number of funerary inscriptions from the Yasmina necropolis attest the presence of
family monuments or enclosures in the cemetery.339 Several inscriptions found on or near the
Tertullus Monument suggest that the Vibii were a wealthy and well-represented family, among
others,340 in the context of the necropolis. The first inscription, located in situ above the image
of the lupa and the representation of Tertullus on the western side of the middle story of the
monument, records the life of the patron, Marcus Vibius Tertullus:
D(is) M(anibus) S(acrum)
M(arcus) Vibius Tertullus
Pius Vix(it) An(nis) XXII
Men(sibus) V Diebus XIII
H(ic) S(itus) E(st)

To the spirits of the deceased,
Marcus Vibius Tertullus,
dutiful, lived 22 years
5 months, and 13 days.
He lies here.

Two additional second-century CE inscriptions for other members of the Vibii family were
found in fill near the monument and may belong to it.341 The first (locus 7147) records the
following:
D(is) M(anibus) S(acrum)
L(ucius) Vibius Crescens
Pius Vix(it) An(nis) XXVIII
Mens VIII
H(ic) S(itus) E(est)

338

To the spirits of the deceased
Lucius Vibius Crescens
dutiful, lived 28 years
8 months.
He lies here.

The east panel of the second story of the Tertullus Monument is insufficiently preserved to determine the
presence of a false door.
339
Norman, “1994 Season,” 19.
340
Two inscriptions record the lives of three members of the Caecilii, one prominent family in the cemetery. Those
names are Caecilia Germana, Caecilia Rogata, and M. Caecilius Germanus (locus 7189).
341
These inscriptions may have been located on the upper registers of the north, south, and east panels of the second
story of the Tertullus Monument. There are no scars or inset panels preserved on the north, south, and east façades
of the tomb. Moreover, the north, south, and east panels each have three niches for cremation urns embedded within
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The second (locus 7189) records:
D(is) M(anibus) S(acrum)
C(aius) Vibius Saxa
Pius Vix(it) Annis
Sex Mense Uno
Diebus XV
H(ic) S(itus) E(st)

To the spirits of the deceased
Caius Vibius Saxa
dutiful, lived 6 years,
1 month,
and 15 days.
He lies here.

While the number of funerary inscriptions bearing the nomen of Vibius attests to the
prominence of the family in the cemetery,342 it also provides very specific information regarding
the status and perhaps even religious practices of the deceased. Throughout the Roman Empire,
age-reporting on tombstones was often distorted and typically rounded to multiples of 5, often
ending in a 5 or 0.343 This age-rounding quotient tends to display distinctive regional and social
patterns as an indication of a broader ignorance resulting in functional innumeracy.344 In
general, age-rounding reflects the expected social hierarchy: town-councilors and office holders
round ages-at-death less frequently, while slaves and ex-slaves round ages more heavily than free
citizens.345 Moreover, the highest rates of age-rounding occur with increasing distance from
major cities.346 This is particularly the case for Africa and Numidia where the lowest rates of
age-heaping occur in areas with known educational centers including Carthage, Sicca, and
the monument; it appears the core of the tomb is solid, rendering inhumation unlikely. If these inscriptions belong
to the Tertullus Monument, they may correspond to the nine cremation urns.
342
I. Kajanto, “The Latin Cognomina,” Commentationes Humanarum Litterarum 36 (1965): 1-417. The names
Crescens and Saxa do not appear to indicate any particular ethnic origin. The Germanic name Saxo was popular in
Africa, but it was common for names to migrate. Crescens was generally popular, especially among “common
people”; there are over 1,000 examples. Given the propensity for North Africans to adopt past participles as
cognomina, however, this usage is perhaps unsurprising.
343
R. Duncan-Jones, Structure and Scale in the Roman Economy (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990),
79- 81. Age-rounding could occur in any of the 10 digits, but 6 was common in Roman Egypt and 1 in Roman
Africa.
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Ibid., 81.
345
Duncan-Jones, Structure and Scale, 85, table 24, demonstrates that in Italy, 15.1% of town councilors round their
ages-at-death, similar to the 17.5% in Africa. This is in marked contrast to the 42.8% of civilian citizens in Italy and
the 42.8% of those at Carthage, the 47.2% of freedmen and slaves in Italy and the 49.7% of those at Carthage. The
only anomaly is the difference between soldiers in Italy that show evidence of age-rounding (47.2%) and those at
Lambaesis in Africa (54.4%).
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Ucubi.347 This data seems to reflect empire-wide educational standards since it indicates that the
advantages required for correct age-awareness were confined to a small social group and
distinctly lacking for the rest of Roman society, whether slaves, citizens, or freedmen.348
The tower tombs which provide age-statements in their funerary inscriptions seem to
conform to the Duncan-Jones model. The inscriptions from the tomb of the Flavii at Kasserine
(ancient Cillium), for example, provide a number of age-statements. Of the 13 recorded agestatements, almost all are rounded to a multiple of 5, or end in the numerals 1 and 6; only the
later generations furnish more precise numbers.349 Cillium is located 220 kilometers southwest
of Carthage, and the predominance of age-rounding seen on its inscriptions corresponds to the
Duncan-Jones figure of 46.4% for cities 201-300 kilometers from Carthage, which displays an
increase from the 42.8% at Carthage.350
Populations which round ages heavily are also prone to age-exaggeration,351 and the
Flavii inscriptions are an interesting example of this phenomenon. The senior T. Flavius
Secundus lived to an age of 110 years and his wife, 105.352 While it is unlikely that Secundus
and his wife reached such an age, the presumption is that they lived notably long lives and, in the
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eyes of their fellow citizens, they were examples of extraordinary longevity. Furthermore, ageexaggeration may reflect Secundus’ full and successful life as a soldier and businessman;
considering the significance of the couple in the community, their distorted ages are perhaps
unsurprising.353 Nor does this kind of age-distortion appear to be an unusual occurrence in North
Africa. Tombstones from the region indicate a high percentage of individuals still alive at 80:
the Cirtan colonies record 22.9% and 19.2% for males and females, respectively; Celtianis,
28.7% and 29.9 %; and Thugga, 25.6% and 21.1%.354 Two individuals in the Yasmina cemetery,
C. Ma[l(?)]ius Fortunatus and Calpurnia Veneria (locus 7105), have ages-at-death of 85 and 89,
respectively. Given that life expectancy at birth is approximately 22-25 years and from the age
of 7 it becomes approximately 40, it is highly unlikely that so many individuals, including the
Flavii Secundi, reached such an age.355
Titus Flavius Secundus was part of the local elite at Cillium, a status which he acquired
through the agricultural development of his estate.356 We might expect age-statements on the
tower tomb of the head of an important family to be more precise, but the inscriptions support
the countervailing expectation that the ages are less exact, as do the two poems, which indicate
that the family of Secundus was only recently Romanized and still retained many indigenous
traditions. In the early first century CE, Cillium held peregrine status, becoming a castellum
during the Flavian period and a municipium under Trajan. The fact that Secundus was recruited
during the reign of Nero and retired after 33 years of service suggests that he played a role in the
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early development of Roman Cillium.357 Although Secundus adopted the tria nomina as a
symbol of his connection to Rome, there is abundant evidence that he and his family still held
onto local customs. For example, the architecture of the tomb follows indigenous precedents;
second, many members of the family retained cognomina that might have acknowledged African
religious beliefs such as Faustinus, Receptus, Pacata, Sperata; and third, the agricultural
technology used in the development of his estate is native to North Africa.358 Together, this
information suggests a family more in tune with local customs than Roman ones. This, in
addition to the family’s status as recently Romanized, might explain their unfamiliarity with
Roman age-statements and their consequent tendency to age-rounding. The only recourse for
determining age-at-death for individuals and families living at a great distance from a major
educational center, such as Carthage, would be the quinquennial census reports archived in the
city.359
It is important to remember, especially in the case of the Flavii Secundi, that literacy and
education do not necessarily accompany wealth.360 Their situation is similar to that of Aurelius
Isidorus of Karanis in Egypt, an affluent landowner during the time of Diocletian. Of the precise
ages that he provides for his family members, all except one are rounded to multiples of 5,
ending in a 5 or 0. Moreover, there is no consistency between age-declarations, indicating that
they were largely the result of guesswork.361 If Aurelius Isidorus was aware of his date of birth,
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he did not relate it to his present age; he appears, then, to have been at least somewhat
innumerate. Additional evidence from Egypt shows that a considerable portion of the propertied
class used intermediaries to sign documents, because they were seemingly incapable of doing
otherwise. Aurelius Isidorus was one such landowner who was called agrammatos and was
compelled to declare his property through an intermediary because of his illiteracy.362
The Tertullus Monument presents a major contrast to the tomb of the Flavii. Three of the
funerary inscriptions for the Vibii in the Yasmina cemetery preserve specific information in agestatements: Marcus Vibius Tertullus lived for 22 years, 5 months, and 13 days; Lucius Vibius
Crescens lived for 22 years and 8 months; and Caius Vibius Saxa lived for 6 years, 1 month, and
15 days. According to Duncan-Jones, this age-statement formula would identify them as
members of the upper class. At Carthage, members of the town council and other office-holders
have a distinct low rate of rounding, at 17.5%, compared to 42.8% of the general citizenry.363
This same trend is evident in the Senate at Rome. Although the sample size is small, 16
tombstones of men from senatorial families in Italy from the age of 20 upwards do not reveal an
excessive amount of age-rounding. Multiples of 5 only occur in three of the 16 examples,
constituting 19% of the entire sample, which may statistically work out to be reflective of
reality.364 The inscriptions of the Vibii correspond to this sample: there is no evidence of agerounding, rather, they prefer to provide an age recording not only the specific year, but also the
months and days of the life-spans of the deceased.
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The evidence thus far suggests that the Vibii represented on these funerary inscriptions
belonged to a family in which at least one member, presumably the commissioner of the
inscriptions, was a town-councilor or some other office-holder.365 Furthermore, it implies that
not only was there a tradition of providing specific age-statements on funerary inscriptions, but
there was also a family-wide age-awareness. When compared to the other family prominent in
the Yasmina cemetery, the Caecilii, the distinctive quality of the Vibii inscriptions becomes
more apparent. The inscription of Caecilia Germana records an age-statement of 40 years,
Caecilia Rogata one of 30 years, 2 months, and 17 days, and M. Caecilius Germanus, 75 years.366
While the inscription of Caecilia Rogata provides particularly specific information, all three
inscriptions show signs of age-rounding to a multiple of 5. This suggests that the Caecilii,
although a prominent family within the Yasmina cemetery, had less age-awareness than the
Vibii.367 In the case of the Vibii, the number of inscriptions presumably representing members
of the same family suggests not only that the Vibii remained influential at Carthage for some
time, but also that they were particularly well-educated.
The specific ages-at-death recorded on the Vibii inscriptions may also be evidence of the
horoscope of the deceased. Professional astrologers at Rome would analyze a client’s horoscope
for a fee; these clients came from every background, including the emperor, upperclass citizens,
and members of lower social orders.368 Although Augustus, in 11 CE, declared it illegal for
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astrologers to determine the date and mode of death of any individual, this appears to have
applied only to casting imperial predictions. During the mid second century CE Vettius Valens
appears to have ignored these legal restrictions and offered the technical data required to
determine these two events in his treatise (Anthologiae 5.3);369 even in the fourth century CE,
Augustine was known for writing horoscopes for his friends. As a result, upper-class men read
these books and could cast their own predictions as well. The detailed nature of the Vibii
inscriptions suggests that the family had access to other sources of information that allowed them
to record the age of the deceased in years, months, and days. There is additional evidence of this
system at Mactar, where several funerary inscriptions provide the years, months, days, and even
hours. For example, one inscription states that Cresciturus lived 15 years, 11 months, 25 days,
and 3 hours, while another records that Aurelia Victoriola lived 50 years, 7 days, and 8 hours.370
Given the detailed information regarding the lives of the deceased on the Vibii and Mactar
inscriptions, it is possible that the inhabitants of urban centers in North Africa had access to
fairly specific astrological data and incorporated this into funerary ritual. Whether or not the
deceased and/or their families consulted an astrologer or derived such information from studying
a treatise is uncertain, but this may have been one method which they used to determine ages-atdeath. It is likely that such information would have been determined from birth.371
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A fourth funerary inscription, possibly the earliest of the group, records the name of a
Vibius Tertullus in association with the proconsul Lucanus (locus 7615). The inscription is as
follows (Figure 72):
D(is) M[(anibus) Sacrum]
M(arcus) Vibius Tertul[lus]
et Lucano Procos

To the spirits of the deceased
Marcus Vibius Tertullus…
and to Lucanus Proconsul

The “Lucanus Proconsul” of this inscription is likely Cn. Domitius Afer Titius Marcellus
Curvius Lucanus, suffect consul at the beginning of the reign of Domitian (81-96 CE) and
proconsul of Africa proconsularis thereafter, still during the reign of Domitian; his brother, Cn.
Domitius Afer Titius Marcellus Curvius Tullus likely succeeded him in this office.372 The
inscription suggests the following points: first, Tertullus’ connection to the proconsuls likely
make him an elite member of society, whether from North Africa or Italy; second, his status and
the early date of the inscription suggest that he was involved in the municipal organization of
Roman Carthage; and third, he was perhaps the father and certainly namesake of the Tertullus
from the eponymous monument.373
When Roman Carthage was founded in the late first century BCE, one of the first things
to take place was the passing of laws allowing colonists to immigrate and establishing general
regulations for the administration of the city. The colonists then settled at Carthage under the
authority of a special commissioner who drafted a colonial charter and appointed the first
magistrates and priests; this charter served as the “constitution” of the city.374 Although no such
document has been found at Carthage, epigraphic evidence from the city shows that it shared a
372
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similar organization of people, magistrates, and council to that dictated by the provisions of the
charter from Urso in Spain.375
The proconsul largely governed the city as a senator of consular rank. Appointed by the
Senate with the agreement of the emperor, the proconsul was heavily involved in the
administration of the city alongside a team of officials including legates, quaestors, and juridical
advisors. He presided over civil and criminal cases; he could hold sessions in various cities or
assign these judicial responsibilities to his legate. In cases of criminal law a consilium assisted
the proconsul, even though he ultimately exercised the right of life or death over peregrines or
subjects of Rome; only when he had the ius gladii could he sentence Roman citizens to death.
Although the proconsul occupied the highest position in Roman Carthaginian society, he could
be replaced by one of the emperor’s legates or procurators; the latter likewise had a number of
officials at his disposal.376
The principal magistrates at Carthage were the duoviri who served as judicial officials,
superintended sacrifices, oversaw public works, and presided over meetings of the town council;
in fact, they often introduced matters to the council. Below them were the aediles, who acted as
executive officials, and the quaestors, who were perhaps financial officials.377 The local town
council, the ordo decurionum constituted the lowest rank of the elite at Carthage, subordinate to
senators and equites. Qualifications included free birth and a net worth of 100,000 sesterces,
while charges of infamy or practice of disreputable occupations, such as gladiator or actor, led to
exclusion. Admission was granted to individuals from 25 or 30 years old upwards, but sons of
374
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members could be admitted at a younger age as honorary non-voting decurions. As a group they
were the principal decision-making body at Carthage, governing public finances, public
buildings, embassies, water supply, and general public business.378 As a social class, they
formed the local elite, acting as a means for the new Roman government to transfer local
administration to urban centers.379
The notion of the Vibii as founders of, and high-ranking individuals at Roman Carthage
appears to be an important motif on the Tertullus Monument. On the western panel of the
second story of the tomb, the lupa and the twins stand before a seated Tertullus. Chapter 3
argued that representations of the she-wolf in North Africa are closely connected to the
acquisition of Roman citizenship by specific individuals. At Gightis, Q. Servaeus Macer
dedicated a statue of the she-wolf ad ornamentum municipii after he was elected into the five
decurions and made a Roman citizen through the beneficium speciale of the emperor Hadrian.
He also provided the opportunity for other office-holders and town councilors in the community
to obtain Roman citizenship by sending embassies to Rome to obtain Latium maius. Two
dedications of she-wolves were made at Henschir el M’den and Henschir el Hauâria by duoviri
who appear to have obtained their municipal status as Roman citizens through the right of
Latium maius or minus.
The dedicators of statuary lupae thus appear to be native North Africans and members of
the local elite who may have acquired a position in the upper echelons of Roman municipal
society because of their wealth and status in the community before Roman rule. In erecting
statues of she-wolves, they are making known their status as Roman citizens and, in the case of
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the second inscription at Gightis by Macer, making reference to their acquisition of Roman
citizenship for other elite office-holding members of society. The purpose of the lupa, then, is
twofold: not only does it allude to the city of Rome, to which the individual and the community
now belong, it also refers to the individual’s role in bringing Rome to the community and giving
it a new Roman identity.
Although there is no evidence that M. Vibius Tertullus dedicated a statue of the she-wolf,
the relief image of the lupa on the funerary monument may have had the same effect in alluding
to the family’s indigenous elite status and its role in the foundation of the Roman city.
Considering the connection of the senior Tertullus to the proconsuls during the Flavian period, it
is reasonable to suggest that he was some kind of local official, if not a decurion or duovir, as
were the individuals at Gightis, Henschir el M’den, and Henschir el Hauâria. If he did not
already have Roman citizenship, he certainly would have obtained it as a direct result of his
office and he would have passed this citizenship on to his descendants. He may have also passed
down his decurial office to the younger Tertullus; at 22 years old Tertullus would not have been
a full member of the decurion, but recall that the sons of decurions could be admitted as nonvoting honorary members, if they were under 25 years of age. It is unclear whether an honorary
title would have been recorded on an inscription, even though it was on the inscriptions of
various office-holders.
The age-statement on the Tertullus Monument inscription also seems to support this. At
Carthage, well-educated town councilors and office holders had the lowest incidence of agerounding. The detailed nature of the Tertullus age-statement at 22 years, 5 months, and 13 days,
suggests that Tertullus (or whoever arranged his burial) may have occupied some municipal
office. It seems likely, then, that his depiction of the lupa functioned like the other dedications
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throughout North Africa. It might have indicated his family’s role in the reorganization of
Carthaginian society and his membership among the local elite.
The lupa, in association with the seated representation of Tertullus, is also a particularly
striking allusion to the foundation of Roman Carthage. In this image Tertullus is holding a bookscroll opened to the very beginning, presumably reading a story about the foundation of Rome.
As discussed in Chapter 3, this image, which at first glance represents only the foundation of
Rome, also carries deeper symbolism. The histories of Rome and Carthage, while
chronologically disparate, are closely intertwined. From the involvement of Aeneas and Dido to
the Roman destruction and later foundation of Carthage, both stories are distinctly connected,
often to the point that there is tension, even resistance, between both cultures. Roman history is
often imposed on that of Carthage not simply through the literature of the Aeneid, but also in the
physical remains of the city. The Byrsa hill, for instance, the very core of Punic Carthage, was
completely destroyed in 146 BCE, and completely buried and reorganized in the late first century
BCE during the Roman foundation of Carthage. The fact that the Byrsa can be seen from the
Tertullus Monument is another source of tension between pre-Roman and Roman Carthage.
Chapter 3 also illustrated that the theme of the foundation of cities was part of the
iconographic tradition of tower tombs. The image of Herakles-Melquart on the tower tomb at
Sabratha suggests that the patron of the monument may have been involved with the foundation
or growth of the city in the late third to early second century BCE. The motif of the foundation
of cities, then, while it is presented in a distinctly Roman fashion on the Tertullus Monument, is
a familiar concept in the tradition of the iconography of tower tombs in North Africa.
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The Vibii and Agricultural Development in Roman North Africa
The wealthy local elite also appears to have been heavily involved in the cultivation of
large estates, to which they make reference on their funerary monuments. Roman influence in
North Africa promoted not only the long-term intensification of land use on a local scale, but it
also encouraged intensive agriculture to support larger urban centers. This development did not
involve new methods or crops, but an intensification and expansion of Punic Carthaginian,
Libyphoenician, and local African production. This resulted in a transition from subsistence
farming to market strategies, which was increased by taxation and the growth of towns.380
During the first two centuries CE, a number of sizeable agricultural estates, villae, arose in the
areas surrounding cities and dominated their economies. Communities further away from urban
centers developed smaller villae which still contained olive presses; their crops were likely still
produced for an urban market. Roman citizens or Romanized locals occupied these villae and
cultivated them to yield a wide array of crops, including olive oil and grain.381
Most Roman tower tombs appear to have been erected by elite members of communities
who derived their primary source of wealth from the agricultural development of these large
estates. At Cillium, T. Flavius Secundus acquired his wealth and status largely through the
production of cash crops. The poem on his tomb announces that he was the first to cultivate
vines in the region,382 and although there are no traces of an estate or agricultural activity near
the tomb, archaeological surveys show that agricultural estates often containing olive presses
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were scattered throughout the Kasserine region.383 Inscriptions from the Bagradas Valley in
northern Tunisia support this, demonstrating that procurators in the region offered incentives for
the cultivation of capital-intensive crops such as vines and olives.384 These crops would be
grown on subseciva, unused lands, and on farms on the estates. The establishment of cities,
especially those with dependent hinterlands, increased the number of absentee landowners whose
estates were cultivated by the coloni, and leased by middlemen called conductores.385
Roman influence on the spread of agriculture appears to have functioned similarly in the
Tripolitanian pre-desert by encouraging the local elites in the settlements and of the tribes to use
their traditional rank in society for the exploitation of land and labor.386 As discussed in Chapter
2, inscriptions in Punic, Neo-Punic, and Latin from the tower tombs at Wadi el-Amud and Wadi
Umm el-Agerem record nomenclature and family hierarchies representative of the Libyan rural
elite. The presence of tower tombs in close proximity to undefended farms, in addition to
inscriptions denoting tribal connections, suggests that the occupants of farms in the Tripolitanian
hinterland constituted a rural aristocracy and that the development of this region was undertaken
by members of the chief tribal groups.387
Chapter 2 also illustrated how the friezes of the Ghirza temple tombs depict scenes of
agricultural life, including plowing, sowing, harvesting, threshing, and winnowing, which serve
to illustrate their agrarian pursuits. These frieze courses and the proximity of the mausolea to
farming settlements suggests that agriculture, whether oleoculture, viticulture, and/or stock383
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raising were the primary sources of their wealth and status in the Roman world.388 Whereas
oleoculture appears to have been the chief source of wealth for these elites in the hinterland of
Tripolitania during the Roman period, landowners in the Tunisian high steppe, closer to
Carthage, appear to have complemented the intensive production of olive oil with considerable
investments in stock-raising. The development of small olive oil farms in the region into mixed
economy settlements illustrates how mountain olive cultivation during the Roman period may
have promoted large-scale forest clearing and the establishment of mountain pastures to
accommodate large numbers of livestock.389 A number of sites recorded in the Kasserine
surveys consist of large rectangular villas containing both rooms with olive presses and animal
pens.

Although they are typically found in rural sites, a number of stockyards have been

identified on the outskirts of urban centers such as Thelepte, Sufetula, and Cillium.390
Landowners were capable of breeding any variety of animals, including cattle, horses,
pigs, and sheep/goats; given the prevalence of horses on the bottom story of the Tertullus
Monument and their obvious importance to the Vibii Tertulli, the fact that members of the native
elite in North Africa were the primary commissioners of tower tombs during the Roman period,
the increasing involvement of this social group in the intensive agricultural development of
North Africa, their predilection to refer to the source of their wealth on their funerary monuments
either by inscription (Kasserine), frieze (Ghirza), or location (the entire Tripolitanian pre-desert),
it seems plausible to suggest that the Vibii at Carthage were horse-breeders.
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The Vibii and Professional Horse-breeding
Unlike the representation of occupations on other tower tombs in North Africa, the
horseman panels on the Tertullus Monument do not make any obvious reference to the
profession of horse breeding. The commemorative poem on the tomb of the Flavii at Kasserine
openly declares the agricultural exploits of T. Flavius Secundus, who is known for being the first
to plant vines in the region (A 51-52).391 The frieze courses on temple tombs NB, NC, and SC at
Ghirza depict scenes of plowing, sowing, reaping, threshing, and winnowing, which Brogan and
Smith and Mattingly identify as scenes of daily life underpinning the wealth of the deceased.392
Moreover, the location of the Ghirza temple tombs and all tower tombs in the pre-desert of
Tripolitania in close proximity to early farming settlements emphasizes the importance of
agriculture as the primary source of wealth for the deceased. The Tertullus Monument, on the
other hand, only depicts a horseman riding his horse; does this, indeed, allude to horse-breeding?
How is horse-breeding depicted in Roman art in North Africa?
Only a handful of mosaics in North Africa furnish evidence of horse-breeding; the most
notable of these are two pavements from the chamber north of the peristyle in the Maison de
Sorothus at Sousse (ancient Hadrumetum), dating to the early third century CE (Figures 73 and
74).393 The central portion of each pavement depicts a pastoral scene. The first, according to
Dunbabin, is conventional (Figure 73):394 it shows animals drinking from a fountain in a
mountainous setting with a shepherd playing a flute in the background. The second (Figure 74),
depicts a similar rocky landscape with two small buildings in the background and mares and
390
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foals at pasture in the foreground. A medallion occupies each of the four corners of this second
scene; each medallion depicts a pair of horses on either side of a palm tree, facing each other,
standing on a small strip of groundline. The two medallions on the right are not completely
preserved and only one horse can be seen in each. The names of the horses are written above
them: AMOR and DOMINATOR in one medallion; ADORANDVS and CRINITVS in another;
FEROX; and PEGASVS. The horses seem to be paired according to color; one of the pairs
(ADORANDVS and CRINITVS) is bridled, the others sport neckbands with long pendants; all
have palm-branches suspended over their heads. The hindquarters and shoulder of the horses on
the left bears a brand of SORO/THI on their right flank, while those on the right bear a stablemark. The stable marks consist of four upright bars that decrease in length from left to right.
The first pavement, now destroyed, depicts a horse at each of the four corners, each
standing on a groundline on either side of a palm tree so that they form two pairs, one at the top
of the mosaic and another at the bottom. The names of the horses were written in front of and to
either side of the palm tree: PATRICIVS and IPPARCHVS on the bottom, and CAMPVS and
DILECTVS on the top. The horses on the left face right and, like those on the other mosaic, bear
the SORO/THI brand, and those on the right bear a stable-mark. The horses are adorned with
neckbands from which hang elongated pendants. Above them are winged Erotes bearing a
garland to crown the horse. On the two sides of the pavement which do not bear palm trees, a
pair of cordiform leaves hangs from a stake. The borders of the entire mosaic consist of a scroll
of ivy leaves.395
All the horses in these two pavements are clearly circus ponies. Dunbabin argues that in
both pavements the emphasis is placed upon the activities of the owner of the home as horse394
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breeder and that the pavements depict both his country estate and his most prized horses.396 The
central scene from the second mosaic with mares and foals appears to represent a stud farm: the
pairs of horses that constitute the four medallions are the prize products from this farm and the
name branded on the horses, Sorothus, is likely that of the owner of the house which these
mosaics decorated. No other evidence identifies the house as that of Sorothus. The connection
in the other pavement between the central pastoral scene and the horses is less clear, but it
appears to represent a country estate and may well, like the other pavement, represent the estate
where the horses were bred; the mosaicist was perhaps using a more conventional model to
illustrate this point.397 Furthermore, the owner may be connected to an inscription from the
region of Souk Ahras, approximately 150 kilometers from Sousse, that mentions a saltus
sorothensis;398 while Humphrey believes that the inscription and the brand refer to the same
individual,399 Dunbabin is skeptical of this connection and argues, instead, that they may
represent two different men.400 Another stable, that of the Lollii, is attested in a curse tablet from
Sousse, but the name has not yet been connected to a topographic location or any representation
of a brand-mark.401
Also of interest is a mosaic from a fourth-century CE bath building at Oued-Athménia
showing circus ponies. The now lost pavement showed six horses standing before two rows of
buildings that likely represent a villa and its stables. The names of the horses were written above
them, some with additional comments. Read with the other mosaics from the bath building, the
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pavements present a general picture of the estate; the stables and race-horses take their natural
place alongside parks, gardens, and hunting scenes.402 It is unclear whether the bath constituted
part of the estate, but the discovery of a large farming complex with large stables approximately
100 meters south of the baths may link the two.403 Although the connection between the actual
stables and those depicted in the mosaic cannot be proved, the horses on the pavement seem to
be intended as representations of the real products of these stables. The owner presumably bred
the animals for the circus of a neighboring town or for export and chose to commemorate his
favorites in this way.404
Compared with the examples from Sousse and Oued-Athménia, the horseman panels on
the Tertullus Monument do not resemble the “conventional” methods of representing horsebreeding. This is not to say that the Tertullus panels are completely unconventional, however.
In three of the four panels a horseman is depicted riding his horse at leisure, which
simultaneously indicates the deceased’s affection for horses and his skill at horsemanship. In
this regard, the Tertullus panels are no different than the Sousse and Oued-Athménia mosaics; all
three patrons have an obvious liking for horses. Furthermore, while the Tertullus Monument
may not depict a pastoral scene, as on the later mosaics, the fact that all three scenes depict
leisure activities is not coincidental. It is generally agreed that the mosaics represent stud farms
breeding horses for the circus, yet none depicts active engagement in business transactions
associated with horse-breeding.
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This discrepancy is perhaps best explained by the fact that the Roman elite regularly
distanced itself from the lowly act of conducting business.405 Cicero states that individuals who
buy products from merchants and in turn sell these wares are particularly lowly, since they yield
no profit without lying. Small-scale trade is also disreputable, but large-scale trade involving the
importation of goods from all over the world and their subsequent distribution is reasonably
acceptable. Even more respectable are individuals who move to country estates and engage in
agricultural pursuits.406 It was also common for the landowning elite to have a number of nonagricultural private interests. They lent money, constituting a class of creditors who derived part
of their income from finance, but whose patrimonies were also land and property; as a result,
they were not professional financiers.407 While the involvement of the elite in business activities
initially appears unacceptable, it is important to remember that any enterprise is still a capitalist
venture and elite Romans always had a distinct interest with profits and wealth.408 Given that
Tertullus was wealthy, and given the connection between the local elite, agricultural
development, and funerary monuments, it seems likely that Tertullus was one member of the
elite who occupied a large scale estate and delegated menial tasks to a series of middlemen.
From this, it also appears that Tertullus was more familiar with the Roman custom of making
subtle references to one’s profession than were the patrons of other Roman-era tower tombs.
Chapter 3 illustrated the largely Roman view of the iconography of the Tertullus Monument, and
the horseman panels seem to fit comfortably within this ideal.
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The Sousse and Oued-Athménia pavements also indicate the function of the horses
illustrated on them: they were race horses intended for local circuses or for export.409 The brand
marks, names, and adornment of the horses, in addition to symbols of victory such as palm trees
and Erotes holding garlands, make abundantly clear that the owner of the stud farm bred horses
for circus racing and that he produced winning horses. Indeed, according to Varro and Vegetius,
racing at the Circus constitutes one of the many purposes of horses, alongside war, transport,
breeding, riding, and farm work.410 Although there is no evidence for horse racing in pre-Roman
North Africa, it is possible that the emphasis placed on horse-rearing and horsemanship during
this period may have acted as a catalyst for the immense popularity of the sport during the
Roman period of North African history and to the increasing development of stud farms which
were economically viable.411 Horse-breeding probably became a lucrative operation as early as
the first century CE, with the best horses intended for export to Rome. The growth of racetracks
may have followed, perhaps due to the need for local horse-breeders to try out their horses and
train them on local racetracks before sending them away to larger urban centers such as Rome.
Shortly thereafter horse-racing became popular among local people in North Africa, which led to
the construction of more permanent racing structures.412
The North African breed of horses may have also encouraged the popularity of horse
racing: not only was it well-attested locally, but it was also renowned throughout the Roman
409
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Empire for speed and forbearance.413 Several charioteers raced African horses with great
success: Diocles declared that he was the best driver of African horses, and it seems likely that
they were his best performers;414 Aulus Teres, racing in the mid second century CE, records that
he raced the African horses Callidromus to 100 victories and Hilarus to 1,000; and P. Aelius
Gutta Calpurnianus had 309 victories with African horses.415 Such victories would likely have
increased the value and popularity of this breed among buyers and horse-rearers.416
Archaeological evidence from the Yasmina necropolis suggests that the horses from the
Tertullus Monument share distinct ties with the nearby circus. The date of the Tertullus
monument, from the late first to early second century CE, is congruent with the construction of
the circus approximately 100 meters away.417 The circus at Carthage proved tremendously
popular, its capacity of 60-70,000 seats ranking it third largest in the Roman Empire, and its
construction would have been profitable for a local family who owned a stud farm and was
involved in horse breeding. Given the popularity of horse-racing at Carthage and the fact that
the State began to pay horse-breeders to provide horses for the races, there would have been a
considerable seller’s market for horse-breeders.418
The horsemen on the Tertullus Monument find a parallel on a marble tondo bearing the
image of a circus pony found in the 1994 excavation season of the necropolis (loci 15005 and
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15049) in a square adjacent to the Tertullus Monument.419 The horse is dressed in circus
panoply, its name “[A]lumnus” is inscribed above its head, and its left flank is branded with the
letters MVF (Figure 75). The brand may stand for M. V. Filius and this may denote a
descendant of the distinguished Tertullus and may connect the horse tondo to the Marcus Vibius
Tertullus of the eponymous monument. The tondo may even belong to the Tertullus Monument,
functioning as a plaque to frame the inscription.420
A mosaic from the Maison de Chevaux at Carthage may further connect the Vibii of the
Yasmina necropolis to the nearby circus.421 This mosaic consists of alternating panels of opus
sectile and squares of opus vermiculatum depicting 61 different representations of circus horses.
Four mosaics of so-called sparsors, one from each faction, line the outside; an auriga from the
Red faction survives, but the remaining three, from the Blue, Green, and White factions, are
lost.422 The distinguishing feature of this pavement is the means used to identify the names of
the horses. Circus horses in other mosaics, including those at Sousse and Oued-Athménia, are
typically identified by names given either above or before them; here, pictograms located above
or in front of the horses identify them. Dunbabin suggests that this arrangement formed the basis
of a game whereby dinner guests might display their erudition and culture by identifying a
number of famous horses. This, in turn, suggests that the horses were celebrities of sorts that
became famous with their victories, rather than stock equine images.423
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Of all the representations, only twenty-five horses are branded with either lettered
abbreviations or symbols; two are marked with MVT and one with MVF (Figures 76, 77, and
78), which may stand for Marcus Vibius Tertullus and Marcus Vibius Filius. The third is
branded only with the letters MV on its right flank; a final F or T could be assumed, but in a
province where the praenomen and nomen point to the acquisition of Latin rights of the town and
individual, a name without a cognomen has no identity and is virtually meaningless.424 The great
care taken to brand these horses and additionally to identify them through pictograms suggests
that participants in circus racing games had a practical knowledge of horse-breeding
establishments.425 The addition of brand marks to some horses may have been a means of
clarifying the identification of the horses, especially in the case of more than one horse having
the same name.426 They may also have been clues for players, to supplement the information in
the pictogram. On the other hand, the brands may also have functioned as a second game, where
the most fanatical circus fans knew not only the names of horses, but also their stud farms.427 If
the brands MVT and MVF on the horses from the Maison de Chevaux mosaics and the Alumnus
tondo represent the same family from the Tertullus monument, then the Vibii may have acquired
their fame and fortune by breeding circus horses. Moreover, considering that individual
charioteers such as Aulus Teres, Diocles, and P. Aelius Gutta Calpurnianus acquired wealth and
fame for their victories in the circus, and that prize-winning horses were celebrated on various
mosaics, then it seems plausible that the breeders of horses for these races, such as Sorothus, the
patron of the Oued-Athménia mosaics, and Tertullus, garnered a similar reputation.
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In light of the commemorative equine mosaics from North Africa, it is not unusual that
Tertullus would have chosen to commemorate his profession as horse-breeder on his funerary
monument. A similar inclination to establish a visual link between the necropolis and the circus
is evident in the charioteer mausoleum (locus 2002-4002), one of several ashlar monuments in
the Yasmina necropolis. Constructed in the early third century CE, a marble portrait statue of a
charioteer stood on the monument. The figure wears a long-sleeved garment underneath a short
tunic with padding at the waist. His left leg is wrapped in a bandage, and he wears short lace-up
boots. He holds a whip in his left hand and a small amphora in his right.428 The burial of the
charioteer and his construction of an elaborate funerary monument in close proximity to the
circus must have been a deliberate choice to remain near the place which brought him fame and
fortune. Together, the monument and statue would have functioned as a display to all viewers
traveling past the cemetery on their way to the circus.429 Just as the commissioner of the
charioteer monument was attempting to create a visual connection between his monument and
the source of his wealth and status, so too was Tertullus making a conscious decision to locate
his funerary monument near the place where his fame and fortune were publicly displayed.
Conclusion
Analysis of the epigraphic evidence, in addition to a reevaluation of the architectural and
iconographic evidence, shows that the Vibii were prominent members of Roman Carthaginian
society for whom horse-breeding may have been a source of income. Their obvious affinity for
horsemanship, as seen on the bottom story of the Tertullus Monument, would have made them
apt candidates for providing horses for the circus, which gained a near fanatical following in
Roman North Africa. The appearance of the initials MVF and MVT on mosaics at Carthage and
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on the Alumnus tondo in the Yasmina cemetery strengthens the connection between the Vibii
and horse-racing at the circus. While the ethnic origins of the family remain unclear, the
connection of the elder M. Vibius Tertullus to two successive proconsuls of Africa
pronsonsularis during the Flavian period suggests that the Vibii were heavily involved in the
municipal administration of Roman Carthage from a relatively early date. The image of the lupa
and the twins on the second story of the Tertullus Monument emphasizes this connection, since
dedications of lupae in Roman North Africa are closely associated with native elites who later
became decurions or duoviri. Together, this information implies that the Vibii were an upperclass family who were integrated into the economy of Roman Carthage by the development of
large estates, in this instance, for horse-breeding.
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CONCLUSION
As a Roman-era tower tomb, the Tertullus Monument simultaneously acts as a symbol of
secular and spiritual power and reflects the blending of cultural influences. The architecture of
the tomb, which consists of three stories with the topmost possibly in the shape of a pyramid,
seems to belong to the category of tower tombs once prevalent throughout North Africa. While
the origins of the tower tomb are ultimately rooted in the Hellenistic east, and perhaps even
earlier in the tumulus, these monuments reflect a unique mixture of artistic influences from
Phoenicia, Alexandria, Greece, and Rome. Tower tombs generally appear to have functioned as
boundary markers, delimiting territories and communities in North Africa. Those from the preRoman period seem to have defined tribal territories, the tomb at Siga for the Massaessyli and
the tombs at Dougga and El Khroub for the Massyli. Tower tombs during the Roman period still
acted as boundary markers, but their focus shifted towards the community, as monuments in the
Tripolitanian pre-desert in close proximity to farming settlements show. The Tertullus
Monument, however, seems to work in a completely different way: rather than occupying a
prominent location on a hill or next to a farm in isolation, the Tertullus tomb is situated in a
cemetery outside of a major city. Although the tomb, as one of the first constructed in the
cemetery, was initially isolated, the construction of subsequent monuments diminished its
preeminence. Moreover, the preserved height of the monument, at 2.29 meters, is dramatically
less than the 30 meter and 15 meter average height of pre-Roman and Roman tower tombs,
respectively.
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These factors suggest that, although the Tertullus Monument has some of the
characteristics of tower tombs, especially its architectural frame, it reflects distinctly Roman
funerary practices. The iconography of the tomb seems to confirm this, as it is almost entirely
Roman in style and content. For instance, the lone figures depicted against blank backgrounds
recall early Imperial art at Rome. The subject matter of the panels on the Tertullus Monument
also have clear precedent in Roman art. The boar, which may have stood on the north face of the
middle story, is common in scenes of hunting; the pigs on the south side seem to represent
Roman sacrifice and funerary feasting; the Eros on the east panel is common in funerary art,
appearing on a number of sarcophagi; the lupa with Romulus and Remus on the west panel is an
obvious symbol of the foundation of Rome; the reading togate figure is likewise a sign of
romanitas; and the horseman panels on the bottom story point to Roman aristocratic activity.
The relief panels from the Tertullus Monument also demonstrate how the tomb was
meant to be seen. Whereas North African tower tombs were meant to be seen from a great
distance, the Tertullus Monument encouraged the viewer to approach the monument and read it
from a close proximity; its stature, at 2.29 meters, would have prevented it from being seen from
far away. The relief panels guide the viewer around the monument, perhaps beginning the
journey on the east side and ending on the west. The upper and lower panels of the east façade
both depict two figures standing still, facing one another, and pointing in opposite directions;
from this perspective, the viewer could then proceed left or right. The north and south panels of
both stories depict figures in motion, headed towards the west side; the north panel portrays a
boar on the middle story and a horseman riding his horse at a run, while the south side illustrates
two trotting pigs on the middle story and a horseman riding at canter. The west panel appears to
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complete the sequence, featuring the ultimate symbol of romanitas on the upper story, a togate
Tertullus seated next to the lupa and the horseman riding at a full gallop.
The epigraphic evidence from the Yasmina cemetery also points to the influence of Rome
on the family. Several funerary inscriptions from the cemetery, including the in situ inscription
from the Tertullus Monument and those found nearby, are characteristically Roman, with each
individual having Roman tria nomina. Moreover, the inscription in which a member of the Vibii
(possibly the father and namesake of the Tertullus of the Tertullus Monument) links himself to
the proconsuls of Africa proconsularis creates another connection between the family and Rome.
Although the Tertullus Monument alludes to Roman culture, it also reflects
the process of cultural negotiation between Punic and Roman Carthage. This is most evident in
the western panel of the second story, which features the lupa with Romulus and Remus
alongside an image of a seated Tertullus. This is an obvious symbol of romanitas, with its
allusion to the foundation of Rome, but it also reminds the viewer of the intertwined histories of
Rome and Carthage. Chapter 3 illustrated how the overlapping of Roman history on
Carthaginian history created a certain tension, perhaps even resistance, visible in the landscape
of Roman Carthage. The Byrsa hill, the physical center of both Punic and Roman Carthage, is
also central to the history of the city. Here queen Dido/Elissa first established the city after
laying out an ox-hide; here occurred the last defense of the Carthaginians during the Roman
attack in 146 BCE; afterwards, the Byrsa was completely destroyed, only to be reorganized and
rebuilt by the Romans in the last first century BCE.
In light of other renditions of the she-wolf in North Africa, the image of the lupa on the
Tertullus Monument may refer to newly acquired Roman citizenship. Dedications of she-wolves
at Gightis, Henschir el M’den, and Henschir el Hauâria reveal that the dedicant was typically a
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member of the local elite, who acquired citizenship not only for himself, but also for other local
officials through the right of Latium maius or minus. This grant brought Roman culture to the
community and gave the community a position within the wider world of the Roman Empire. It
is possible, then, that the Tertullus from the proconsul inscription was a member of the towncouncil at Carthage, and passed down this magistracy to his son, the Tertullus of the Tertullus
Monument.
The evidence thus far suggests that the Vibii were prominent and wealthy members of the
Carthaginian upper class. Whether their ethnic origin is Italian or North African is unclear; but
one key way in which the Roman economy in North Africa thrived was through the
incorporation of the North African elite into the development and intensification of agriculture
using a combination of well-established Punic, Libyphoenician, Libyan, and Roman methods.
While oleoculture initially appears to have been the primary source of income, recent studies
from the Kasserine region have shown that stock-raising was equally significant. The farmsteads
associated with stock-raising may have bred any number of animals for a variety of different
purposes.
Although the Vibii Tertulli may have been part of this agrarian economic development,
they participated on different terms. Instead of farmers or tenants, they appear to have been
private landowners who were sufficiently wealthy to raise horses for circus racing. The
horseman panels on the bottom story attest to the family’s affinity for horses and horsemanship,
a motif comparable to the equine mosaics at Sousse and Oued-Athménia. These latter two
examples seem to represent well-known stud farms that provided circus horses for the region or
for export. The Sousse mosaics depict central scenes of horses at pasture flanked by images of
circus ponies whose names are located above or before them; the Oued-Athménia likewise
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portrays victorious horses. While the Tertullus horseman reliefs do not allude to pastoral or
circus imagery in the same way, it is nonetheless possible to connect the two. Both the mosaics
and the Tertullus reliefs illustrate scenes of leisure, which is an entirely Roman thematic
convention. Depicting one’s business activities was generally unsuitable in the Roman world,
and this message was certainly not lost on the patrons of the Sousse and Oued-Athménia mosaics
and the Tertullus Monument.
The prominence of circus horses on these mosaics suggests that the patrons were horsebreeders who chose to commemorate their favorite horses. Given the popularity of the circus at
Roman Carthage and the images of circus ponies branded with the initials MVT or MVF, it
seems likely that the Vibii Tertulli acquired their fame and fortune from their horse-breeding
enterprise. A marble tondo found in the Yasmina cemetery bearing the image of a circus pony
may have belonged to the Tertullus Monument. That the pony bears on its flank the brand MVF
suggests that the Vibii were well-known for their circus horses. The same brand, MVF, and
another, MVT (possibly Marcus Vibius Tertullus), appear on depictions of circus horses on
mosaics from the Maison de Chevaux at Carthage. These brands of MVT or MVF may refer to
Tertullus himself and/or his descendants; this in turn suggests that the Vibii Tertulli had a
successful and lasting enterprise.
No matter the ethnic origins of the Vibii Tertulli, they appear to have been an integral
part of the Roman Carthaginian elite. Their possible status as town councilors or other office
holders and their association with the African proconsuls confirm their place among municipal
aristocrats. Their involvement in professional horse-breeding not only furnished fame and
fortune for the family, but also guaranteed them a vital role in the economy of Carthage for
successive generations. This defined their role as significant members of the Roman
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Carthaginian elite not only among other aristocrats, but also to the community at large. In a
larger perspective, their role in the reorganization of Carthage and their provisions for the city’s
entertainment helped Carthage to achieve its distinguished status in the Roman world.
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APPENDIX A
NORTH AFRICAN TRIBES
The Massaessyli
At the end of the third century BCE, two tribal kingdoms occupied central North Africa,
from Siga in the west to Carthaginian territory in the east; the larger of these was the region of
the Massaessylian Numidians, encompassing the land between Siga in the west and Cirta in the
east (Figures 79 and 80). The king of the Massaessyli was Syphax, whose capital was at Siga,
near Oran. Not much is known about Siga, but Syphax or his successor Vermina may have built
the tower tomb discussed in Chapter 2. Syphax had a second capital at Cirta, in the eastern end
of the kingdom; it seems that this land, bordering that of the Massyli, was a more recent
acquisition and the second capital was likely an attempt to consolidate his territory.430
Syphax played a key role during the Second Punic War with Rome; he sympathized with
the Roman cause. The Romans helped him organize a large cavalry and create infantry units
which he employed in his attack on the eastern Numidians. When Gaïa, king of the Massyli,
died in 206 BCE, his two sons Massinissa and Oezalces disputed their claim to the throne,
quarrel which allowed Syphax to conquer much of the eastern portion of the Massaessylian
kingdom. This brought Syphax, an ally of Rome, into contact with Massinissa, an ally of
Carthage and his rival in the Massylian kingdom to the east. After Syphax married Sophonisba,
the daughter of the Punic general Hasdrubal, she persuaded him to support the Carthaginian
cause. At the same time, Massinissa decided to support Rome in the Second Punic War, if the
Romans would help him defeat Syphax. After the Roman victory against the Carthaginians at
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Zama in 202 BCE, the Romans helped Massinissa take Syphax prisoner and annexed the eastern
half of the Massaessylian kingdom.431
The Massyli
The other Numidian kingdom, that of the Massyli, was much smaller than that of the
Massaessyli, extending from the Collo peninsula in Algeria to Khroumiria in the north-west zone
of present day Tunisia. The first king of the Massyli was Gaia, the father of Massinissa; the
tumulus at Medracen may belong to a member of the Massylian dynasty, perhaps Massinissa,
who had just succeeded Gaïa at the head of the Massylian kingdom.432
Massinissa (202-148 BCE), like Syphax of the Massaessyli, was an ally of Rome during
the Second Punic War. After Massinissa, with help from Rome, took Syphax prisoner and
assimilated the eastern portion of the Massaessylian territory, both kingdoms were subsumed
under the name of Numidia.433 Massinissa became the first king of the Numidians and his
successors were known as such, instead of the leaders of smaller sub-groups such as Massaessyli
and Massyli. Massinissa was succeeded by Micipsa (148-118 BCE), Adherbal (118-112 BCE),
Jugurtha (118-106), Hiempsal (106-60 BCE), and Juba I (69-46 BCE). For supporting Pompey
during the civil wars, the area west of Cirta became the province of Mauretania and eastern
Numidia was established as the province of Africa Nova in 47-46 BCE; in 25 BCE it became the
client kingdom of Mauretania under Juba II.
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Numidia was originally a country inhabited by nomads that later gained the title Numidia as a Roman province.
The territory covered a small amount of land from the coast just north of Cirta to the High Plateaus and down to the
Saharan limes. The name “Numidian” was generally applied to all products of the area rather than just the limits of
the province.
431
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Musulames
This particular tribe occupied a large territory in the early first century CE, extending
across the modern Algerian/Tunisian border around Tebessa. The Musulames appear to have
consisted of both sedentary and pastoral or semi-nomadic populations. There were tribal subgroups of the Musulames, some of which are known by name, including the tribus Gubul at
Theveste (Tebessa), and another tribus from the south of Madauros. There was also a regio
Beguensi in Musulamian territory, which probably belonged to the Begguenses tribe.434
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APPENDIX B
FIGURES
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Figure 1 Site of Carthage

Figure 2 Yasmina necropolis site plan
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Figure 3 The Tertullus monument to the south
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Figure 4 West elevation of the Tertullus monument

Figure 5 First story of the Tertullus monument, pilaster and cornice decoration
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Figure 6 Second story of the Tertullus monument, cornice on the west elevation
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Figure 7 Sabratha monument, reconstruction.
Reprinted from F. Rakob, “Numidische Königsarchitektur in Nordafrika” (Bonn, 1979).
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Figure 8 Sabratha monument
Reprinted from A. Laronde, L’Afrique antique: histoire et monuments (Paris, 2001).
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Figure 9 Dougga monument
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Figure 10 Siga monument
Reprinted from F. Rakob, “Numidische Königsarchitektur in Nordafrika” (Bonn, 1979).

Figure 11 Siga monument, footprint
Reprinted from F. Rakob, “Numidische Königsarchitektur in Nordafrika” (Bonn, 1979).
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Figure 12 El Khroub monument
Reprinted from F. Rakob, “Numidische Königsarchitektur in Nordafrika” (Bonn, 1979).
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Figure 13 Halicarnassus altar
Reprinted from F. Rakob, “Numidische Königsarchitektur in Nordafrika” (Bonn, 1979).

Figure 14 Moustapha Pasha Tomb 1
Reprinted from M. S. Venit, Monumental Tombs of Ancient Alexandria (Cambridge, 2002).
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Figure 15 Medracen tumulus
Reprinted from F. Rakob, “Numidische Königsarchitektur in Nordafrika” (Bonn, 1979).

Figure 16 Chemtou sancutary
Reprinted from F. Rakob, “Numidische Königsarchitektur in Nordafrika” (Bonn, 1979).
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Figure 17 Prince’s Tomb, Vergina
Reprinted from M. Andronikos, Vergina: The Royal Tombs (Athens, 1991).
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Figure 18 Tomb of Lyson and Kallikles, south lunette
Reprinted from S. G. Miller, The Tomb of Lyson and Kallikles: A Painted Macedonian Tomb
(Mainz, 1993).

Figure 19 Tomb of Lyson and Kallikles, north lunette
Reprinted from S. G. Miller, The Tomb of Lyson and Kallikles: A Painted Macedonian Tomb
(Mainz, 1993).
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Figure 20 Kasserine monument
Reprinted from Les Flavii de Cillium (Rome, 1993).
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Figure 21 Mactar monument
Reprinted from F. Rakob, “Numidische Königsarchitektur in Nordafrika” (Bonn, 1979).
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Figure 22 Lepcis Magna monument
Reprinted from E. Rae, The Country of the Moors (London, 1877).

Figure 23 Ghirza, general overview
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).
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Figure 24 Ghirza tower tomb
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).

Figure 25 Wadi el-Agerem, Tomb A
Reprinted from D. J. Mattingly, Tripolitania (London, 1995).
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Figure 26 Wadi el-Agerem, Tomb C
Reprinted from D. J. Mattingly, Tripolitania (London, 1995).

Figure 27 Wadi Messeuggi monument
Reprinted from G. Bauer, “Vestigie di Roma nel territorio di Orfella; le due necropoli di Ghirza”
(Bergamo, 1935).
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Figure 28 Wadi Migdal monument
Reprinted from D. J. Mattingly, Tripolitania (London, 1995).

Figure 29 Wadi el-Amud monument
Reprinted from D. J. Mattingly, Tripolitania (London, 1995).
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Figure 30 Wadi Taghiggia monument
Reprinted from H. Barth, Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa, 1849-55 (New
York, 1857-1859).
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Figure 31 Wadi Tabuniya monument
Reprinted from H. Barth, Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa, 1849-55 (New
York, 1857-1859).
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Figure 32 Wadi Umm e’Zerzan monument
Reprinted from H. Barth, Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa, 1849-55 (New
York, 1857-1859).
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Figure 33 Pilasters from the Severan basilica at Lepcis Magna
Reprinted from P. Romanelli, Topographia e archaeologia dell’africa romana (Turin, 1970).

Figure 34 Lion relief from the Wadi Messeuggi monument
Reprinted from G. Bauer, “Vestigie di Roma nel territorio di Orfella; le due necropoli di Ghirza”
(Bergamo, 1935).
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Figure 35 Relief from the Wadi Migdal monument
Reprinted from G. Barker et al., Farming the Desert (Tripoli, 1996).

Figure 36 North frieze from the Ghirza tower tomb
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).
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Figure 37 West frieze from the Ghirza tower tomb
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).

Figure 38 Frieze from the Wadi el-Agerem monument
Reprinted from D. J. Mattingly, Tripolitania (London, 1995).
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Figure 39 Votive stela from Ghorfa (Tunisia)
Reprinted from E. R. Varner, “Two Portrait Stelae and the Romanization of North Africa,” Yale
University Art Bulletin (1990).
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Figure 40 Votive stela from Ghorfa (Tunisia)
Reprinted from E. R. Varner, “Two Portrait Stelae and the Romanization of North Africa,” Yale
University Art Bulletin (1990).
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Figure 41 Relief of mourning women from Wadi Migdal
Reprinted from G. Barker et al., Farming the Desert (Tripoli, 1996).

Figure 42 Stela of eight Libyan deities from Chemtou
Reprinted from Carthage: l’histoire, sa trace et son echo (Paris, 1995).
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Figure 43 Amiternum relief
Reprinted from K. Galinsky, The Cambridge Companion to the Age of Augustus (Cambridge,
2003).

Figure 44 Relief of bull sacrifice from Ghirza Tomb NA
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).
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Figure 45 Relief of bull sacrifice from Mactar monument
Reprinted from P. Romanelli, Topographia e archaeologia dell’africa romana (Turin, 1970).

Figure 46 Relief of bull sacrifice from Tomb of Julii at Mactar
Reprinted from P. Romanelli, Topographia e archaeologia dell’africa romana (Turin, 1970).
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Figure 47 Suovetaurilia from Trajan's Column
Reprinted from F. Lepper and S. Frere, Trajan’s Column: A New Edition of the Cichorius Plates
(Wolfboro, 1988).

Figure 48 Suovetaurilia from Trajan's Column
Reprinted from F. Lepper and S. Frere, Trajan’s Column: A New Edition of the Cichorius Plates
(Wolfboro, 1988).
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Figure 49 Chieftain scene from Ghirza Tomb NC
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).

Figure 50 Chieftain scene from Ghirza Tomb NB
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).
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Figure 51 Punishment scene from Ghirza Tomb NC
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).

Figure 52 Punishment scene from Ghirza Tomb NB
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).
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Figure 53 Combat scene from Ghirza Tomb NA
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).
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Figure 54 Combat scene from Ghirza Tomb NC
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).

Figure 55 Combat scene from Ghirza Tomb SF
Reprinted from Brogan and Smith, Ghirza (Tripoli, 1984).
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Figure 56 Bottom story of the Tertullus Monument, east elevation

Figure 57 Bottom story of the Tertullus Monument, north elevation
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Figure 58 Bottom story of the Tertullus monument, west elevation

Figure 59 Bottom story of the Tertullus monument, south elevation
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Figure 60 Decursio from the right side of the column of Antoninus Pius
Reprinted from L. Vogel, The Column of Antoninus Pius (Cambridge, MA, 1973).

Figure 61 Decursio from the left side of the column of Antoninus Pius
Reprinted from L. Vogel, The Column of Antoninus Pius (Cambridge, MA, 1973).
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Figure 62 First story of the Tertullus Monument, indicating direction of figures
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Figure 63 Second story of Tertullus Monument, indicating direction of figures
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Figure 64 Second story of the Tertullus Monument, north elevation

Figure 65 Second story of Tertullus Monument, east elevation
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Figure 66 Second story of the Tertullus Monument, south elevation

Figure 67 Second story of the Tertullus Monument, west elevation
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Figure 68 Second story of the Tertullus Monument, west elevation

Figure 69 Second story of the Tertullus Monument, inscription on west elevation
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Figure 70 La Marsa relief
Reprinted from De Carthage à Kairouan (Paris, 1982).

Figure 71 Vergil mosaic from Sousse
Reprinted from De Carthage à Kairouan (Paris, 1982).
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Figure 72 “Proconsul” inscription from the Yasmina cemetery

Figure 73 First pavement from Maison de Sorothus at Sousse
Reprinted from L. Foucher, Inventaire des mosaïques, Sousse (Tunis, 1960).
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Figure 74 Second pavement from Maison de Sorothus at Sousse
Reprinted from L. Foucher, Inventaire des mosaïques, Sousse (Tunis, 1960).
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Figure 75 Alumnus tondo

Figure 76 Maison de Chevaux, figure 16 and plate XLVII, 2
Reprinted from J. W. Salomonson, La mosaïque aux chevaux de l’antiquarium de Carthage (La
Haye, 1965)
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Figure 77 Maison de Chevaux, figure 30 and plate XLIX, 1
Reprinted from J. W. Salomonson, La mosaïque aux chevaux de l’antiquarium de Carthage (La
Haye, 1965)

Figure 78 Maison de Chevaux, figure 50 and plate LI, 2
Reprinted from J. W. Salomonson, La mosaïque aux chevaux de l’antiquarium de Carthage (La
Haye, 1965)
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Figure 79 North African tribes
Reprinted from S. Lancel, Carthage (Cambridge, MA, 1992).

Figure 80 Libyan tribes
Reprinted from D. J. Mattingly, Tripolitania (London, 1995).

